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Editorial
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Environmental systems models are essential for under-
standing the dynamics and mechanisms of various envi-
ronmental issues (e.g., air pollution, water pollution, floods,
droughts, and climate change). Most importantly, they are
widely used to predict future outcomes of environmental
systems in support of effective decision making and policy
development. However, most of the models are based on a
stationary condition which by default assumes that no
significant changes will occur in the future. It has been
reported frequently in recent years that such a stationary
assumption no longer holds in the context of global climate
change and intensive human activities. Many boundary
conditions and internal parameters in these models have
been changed over time, which leads to considerable un-
certainty in future prediction. $erefore, addressing the
changing conditions in the process of environmental system
modelling and analysis is becoming one of the most chal-
lenging issues in the field.

$is special issue aims to collect recent advances in
methodologies, models, tools, and applications for envi-
ronmental systems modelling and analysis under changing
and/or uncertain conditions, such as increasing tempera-
ture, changing precipitation patterns, sea-level rise, land
cover/use change, urbanization, and policy changes. In this
special issue, we have published 6 papers which involve a
variety of modelling approaches to address the changing and
uncertain conditions in environmental systems. A brief
introduction for each paper is provided as follows.

$e paper entitled “Dynamic Evolution of Public’s
Positive Emotions and Risk Perception for the COVID-19

Pandemic: A Case Study of Hubei Province of China” by
Zhang et al. investigates how the COVID-19 dynamic sit-
uation affects the public’s risk perception and emotions. $e
social risk amplification framework is first used as the
theoretical basis to collect and analyze the COVID-19 data in
Hubei Province, China from January 20, 2020, to April 8,
2020. $e autoregressive integrated moving average based
time-series prediction model is then adopted to analyze the
dynamic evolution and fluctuation trends of public positive
emotion and risk perception during the initial development
of the pandemic.$emethodological framework introduced
in this study can be potentially used for understanding the
rapid and dynamic evolution of public emotion and risk
perception in similar catastrophic and uncertain situations.

$e paper entitled “Ecosystem-Based Adaptation for the
Impact of Climate Change and Variation in the Water
Management Sector of Sri Lanka” by Khaniya et al. aims to
showcase the effectiveness and benefits of utilizing the
ecosystem-based adaptation approach to help protect the
water sector in Sri Lanka from the changing climate. In
particular, a wide range of benefits in water supply regu-
lation, water quality regulation, and moderation of extreme
events have been identified through the implementation of
ecosystem-based adaptation approach in the water man-
agement sector in Sri Lanka. $is case study for Sri Lanka
can provide an important scientific reference for other
nations around the world to develop adaptative water
management measures in the context of climate change.

$e paper entitled “A Study on Evaluating Water Re-
sources System Vulnerability by Reinforced Ordered
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Weighted Averaging Operator” by Suo et al. proposes a
reinforced ordered weighted averaging operator by incor-
porating the extended ordered weighted average operator
and principal component analysis into a multicriteria de-
cision analysis framework. $e proposed method is applied
for assessing the vulnerability of a water resources system in
Handan, China, in order to demonstrate its effectiveness in
solving multicriteria decision analysis problems in envi-
ronmental systems which usually involve multiple indictors
and different weights.

$e paper entitled “A Birandom Chance-Constrained
Linear Programming Model for CCHP System Operation
Management: A Case Study of Hotel in Shanghai, China” by
Bao et al. proposes a birandom chance-constrained linear
programming (BCCLP) model to help identify the optimal
operation strategies for the combined cooling, heating, and
power (CCHP) system under random uncertainties. $e ef-
fectiveness of the proposed BCCLP model in handling the
random uncertainties associated with the operation manage-
ment of energy systems is demonstrated through a case study
for a hotel-based gas-fired CCHP system in Shanghai, China.

$e paper entitled “Pricing Decisions in Closed-Loop
Supply Chains with Competitive Fairness-Concerned Col-
lectors” by Shu et al. proposes a fairness concern utility
system to help address the pricing issues in a closed-loop
supply chain with one manufacturer, one retailer, and two
competitive collectors.$e influence of competitive strength
and the degree of fairness-concerned collectors on the
pricing decisions are studied through one centralized and
four decentralized models. $e methodological framework
proposed in this study can be potentially used to help gain
some managerial insights into the pricing decisions in en-
vironmental systems.

$e paper entitled “An Inexact Inventory $eory-Based
Water Resources Distribution Model for Yuecheng Reser-
voir, China” by Suo et al. proposes an inexact inventory
theory-based water resources distribution model to help
optimize the water allocation management practices. $e
proposed model integrates the techniques of inventory
model, inexact two-stage stochastic programming, and in-
terval-fuzzy mathematics programming into a general
modelling framework to deal with multiple uncertainties
and policy scenarios related to reservoir-based water allo-
cation issues. A case study for the Yuecheng Reservoir in the
Zhanghe River Basin, China, is conducted to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed model.

We hope that the readers will find this special issue
interesting and the published papers will stimulate further
research advancement in environmental systems modelling
and analysis under changing and uncertain conditions.
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*e spread of COVID-19 pandemic and the participation of Internet information are continually changing the public’s positive
emotions and risk perception. However, relatively little is known about the underlying mechanism of how the COVID-19
dynamic situation affects the public’s risk perception and emotions. *is study uses the social risk amplification framework
(SRAF) as the theoretical basis to collect and analyze Hubei Province data from January 20 to April 8, 2020, including the number
of newly diagnosed people per day, the proportion of positive emotional posts in Weibo, and the Baidu search index (BSI). *e
autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMAbased time-series prediction model is used to analyze the dynamic evolution
laws and fluctuation trends of Weibo positive emotions and risk perception during the development of the pandemic. *e
conclusion of the study is that positive emotions are negatively correlated with risk perception, the severity of the pandemic
situation is negatively correlated with positive emotions, and the severity of the pandemic situation is positively correlated with
risk perception.*e public has a keen response to the dynamics of the pandemic situation and the government’s decision-making
behavior, which is manifested by the significant changes in positive emotions and risk perception in the corresponding period.*e
research results can provide a reference for government departments to guide the public to establish an objective risk perception
and maintain positive and stable emotions in similar catastrophes.

1. Introduction

So far, COVID-19 is still spreading around the world.
Almost all countries and regions have adopted different
forms and different levels of response measures, whether at
the government, organization, or individual level [1]. Ar-
ticles in the Lancet, an authoritative medical journal, prove
that, in the process of responding to the COVID-19
pandemic, personal behavior is essential to control the
spread of the virus [2]. *e public’s emotions and risk
perceptions have been shown to significantly affect indi-
vidual behavior [3], not only changing the normal working
lifestyle of the public but also affecting the stability of social
order [4].

Risk perception is an activity in which the public uses
their intuition to conduct a risk assessment [5]. Human
behavior and response depend on the risk they perceive [6].
*e public’s risk perception of COVID-19 is not only af-
fected by external environments such as economic level,
media reports, and government management [7] but also
closely related to personal emotions and psychological states
[8]. *e greater perceived risk in a particular situation
usually corresponds to more cautious behavior and more
negative emotions [9]. *e social risk amplification
framework (SRAF) can reflect how emotional stability and
prior preparation affect risk perception. It is believed that the
interaction of emergencies with psychological, social, and
cultural factors may weaken or amplify risk perception [10].
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Perceived risk is an important driving force for the
public to accept the government’s epidemic prevention
policies and adopt preventive behaviors. Inadequate gov-
ernment preparation and lack of effective supervision will
lead to disastrous results [11]. Joel surveyed Twitter users in
12 countries during the epidemic and pointed out that, in
crisis situations, social media plays an important role in
monitoring public risk perception and guiding public
communication [12]. Yan’s research on Chinese people
shows that, in the early stages of the pandemic, if social
media promptly conveys information from the government
and decision makers, it can guide people’s behavior and
minimize the losses caused by the pandemic [13].

In the context of the Internet era, the public’s behavior
choices in the event of a crisis are susceptible to the risk
perception and emotional infection brought about by the
large amount of information generated by social media in
the short term. During the pandemic, especially in isolation
and lockdown, the public’s information sharing through
social media has attracted more andmore attention [12].*e
public’s understanding of the virus and the risks of the
current pandemic are not clear enough, and each country is
different. It even shows extreme cases of public overreaction
and indifference to the crisis [14, 15]. Irrational activities
during the pandemic are not conducive to effective self-
protection by the public and have a great negative impact on
the antipandemic activities of the entire society. To this end,
it is important to keep abreast of the public opinion of the
COVID-19 pandemic and accurately assess the dynamic
evolution of positive emotional and risk perception in crises.

Similar to Twitter, Sina Weibo is the most widely used
social networking platform in China and has become a place
for gathering information [16]. It contains a large number of
news hotspots and the emotional tendency of netizens and
plays an important role in the spread of emergencies and
other emergencies [17]. Baidu is the most popular search
engine in China. Baidu search volume is not the exact search
volume of a word, but the weighted sum of the query fre-
quency of the word called Baidu search index (BSI) [18]. It is
considered as a reflection of the user’s attention to certain
content [19]. Due to the huge influence, emergencies often
attract the attention of the whole society in a short period,
and there will be a sharp increase in related search volume
and active comment areas in Weibo, Baidu, and other social
media, forming a large number of complex and diverse data.
In the past, the research on emotions mainly used ques-
tionnaires, and the results were often biased; the research on
risk perception was mainly concentrated natural disasters
such as typhoons and earthquakes, and the researchmethods
were traditional; the time-series prediction research was
mainly applied to the field of economics and finance, and
quantitative comparisons of public’s emotions were rarely
conducted. For the above reasons, this study focuses on
Hubei Province, China (one of the regions severely damaged
by the pandemic), uses the number of newly diagnosed
people every day to reflect the severity of the pandemic, uses
Weibo posts to obtain public’s positive emotions data, and
uses BSI to reflect the degree of risk perception. Based on the
analysis by SPSSAU online application software (version

20.0. https://spssau.com), this paper uses autoregressive
integrated moving average (ARIMA) time-series prediction
model to show the overall trend and abnormal changes and
combined current news and Weibo comments for data
analysis and interpretation.

In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic and com-
munity lockdown, it is of great significance to study the
relationship and dynamic trends among the public’ positive
emotions, risk perception, and severity of the pandemic in
Hubei Province. *e data collection and data analysis
methods of this study are novel and reasonable, and the
results are quite convincing, which can provide references
for similar disaster research. *is research can scientifically
and effectively analyze the positive emotions and risk per-
ceptions of the public in Hubei Province in response to
COVID-19 and provide theoretical basis and suggestions for
government departments to guide the public to establish
correct risk perceptions and maintain stable emotions
during disasters.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Positive Emotions. Fredrickson believes that positive
emotions are a person’s unique response to things, and it is a
temporary pleasure [20]. According to the theory of emotion
cognition, emotions are given or set by human beings in the
process of evolution to adapt to the environment [21]. Both
positive and negative emotions have evolved gradually in
response to an environment with existential threats and are
closely related to certain events. Traditional emotion analysis
technology is mainly based on natural language processing
and machine learning. It determines the emotional orien-
tation of the text by analyzing the relationship between
emotional expression and the topic or using data to test and
train the machine [22]. *ese methods require a lot of data
and complex operations, so emotional research with the help
of the Internet has gradually shown its own advantages.

With the rapid development of social media, social
networks such as Twitter, Weibo, and Facebook are grad-
ually changing people’s lives. More and more people are
willing to express their attitudes and emotions on social
networks. *erefore, more and more researchers are ap-
plying the emotional theory of psychology to the emotional
analysis of online texts. A nine-year study shows that In-
ternet behavior can predict people’s positive emotions [23].
On the basis of the Profile of Mood States (POMS) psy-
chological scale, Pepe and Bollen constructed the POMS-1
scale suitable for Twitter research, which can measure the
public’s mental state from six aspects. *ey asked subjects to
send e-mails to their future selves and analyzed subjects’
attitudes towards the future from the emotions contained in
the e-mails. Pepe and Bollen matched the vocabulary to the
emotion words in the e-mail, and one point would be added
when an emotional word appeared. A numerical value is
obtained after accumulation, and the corresponding emo-
tional index is obtained by standardization and other pro-
cessing [24].

For the classification of emotions, Dong et al. used the
relevant theory of emotional structure to create a basic social
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emotion measurement vocabulary based in Weibo and di-
vided basic social emotions into five categories: happiness,
disgust, sadness, anger, and fear [25]. Watson and Tellegen
summarized a “positive-negative emotion model,” that is,
positive and negative emotions are two basic dimensions
independent of each other [26]. For the measurement of
emotion, Kim chose vocabulary matching technology to
define the emotional tendency of the text by judging whether
there was a vocabulary in the lexicon. Jiang et al. studied the
expression and measurement of emotions in Weibo emo-
ticons [27]. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the people of
Hubei are under lockdown. *e long-term community
closure affects the public’s mental health [28]. However,
there are few studies on public positive emotions in public
health emergencies; thus, further research and analysis are
needed. Based on the above, this study uses Internet tools to
collect positive emotion data in Weibo during the COVID-
19 pandemic, which can more scientifically and effectively
analyze the dynamic changes of the public’s positive emotion
in response to crisis events.

2.2. Risk Perception. Risk perception is a process in which
the public judges the dangers of the external environment
and makes relevant decisions based on their own subjective
feelings about risks [5]. Research on risk perception origi-
nated from psychological research. Since then, due to fre-
quent natural disasters and man-made accidents, risk
perception and risk management research have become
more closely linked. Starr found that people’s perception of
risk not only is related to the evaluation of risk itself but also
takes into account people’s subjective scales [29]. Fischhoff
and Slovic obtained the risk preference and the trade-off
standard between risk and return through questionnaire
surveys and proposed a psychometric paradigm in the field
of risk management [30], which greatly promoted and de-
veloped the research progress of risk perception.

Slovic et al. [31] believed that risk perception could be
quantified and predicted through five levels, namely, fre-
quency of death, subjective fatal estimation, potential for
disasters, significance of death, and qualitative characteris-
tics. *irty years ago, Weinstein and Douglas explored the
public’s risk perception of disaster events from the per-
spective of social-cultural theory paradigm and believed that
the individual’s social background, cultural level, belief, and
other factors are closely related to public risk perception
[32]. Recent studies have shown that people’s perception of
pandemic risk is influenced by factors such as personality
traits, gender, media, economy, and government [33].
Generally speaking, people often rely on the news media as a
source of information exchange to assess risks. *erefore,
the media will influence their initial understanding of the
disease. At the same time, values and culture are quietly
affecting the pandemic prevention behaviors of different
countries and regions [34]. Bronfman and Cifuentes used
the individual roles, human benefits, and people’s fear of risk
as measurement factors to explore the differences in risk
perception among different groups [35]. Roberts explored
the impact of panic on people’s risk perception by building-

related models [36]. Coyne studied the psychological effects
of the combined effect of the subjective and objective
emotions of the affected population under stress. It is be-
lieved that the postdisaster emergency response emotion is
the main factor causing the psychological fluctuations of the
affected people [37]. Recent studies have shown that the
attention and emotional expression of the epidemic infor-
mation in Twitter can be used to describe the public’s risk
perception of COVID-19 [12]. Tang analyzed and calculated
the public’s perception of social risks based on the Baidu
Search Index (BSI) [38]. In order to quantitatively study the
public’s risk perception of COVID-19, we applied this
method to express the risk perception with the frequency of
online searches.

In summary, most current research studies believe that
risk perception is one of the important driving factors of
behavioral decision-making, and the influence of the
emotions of disaster-affected groups on risk perception and
behavior has also become the research direction of some
scholars. In the context of such a serious global pandemic, a
comprehensive exploration of public’ risk perceptions and
emotions has more theoretical and practical significance.

2.3. Social Risk Amplification Framework (SRAF).
Kasperson first puts the effect of risk communication under
the social background to conduct research, revealing the
nature of risk and quantifying its level from the perspective
of information dissemination network and public response.
He proposed that, in the process of communication from the
source of information to the dissemination intermediary and
then to the recipient of the information, the signal would
increase or decrease, and the information content would also
be distorted to a certain extent. *is phenomenon is defined
as the social amplification effect of risk in the field of risk
communication and is also called as the social risk ampli-
fication framework (SRAF). SRAF can help to explain the
two stages of information. *e first stage focuses on
transmitting the information to the amplification station,
conducting social awareness understanding and impact
assessment, and then taking action. *e second stage is the
reaction and influence mechanism within the society [39].

In real life, the SRAF of risk perception usually leads to
adverse consequences. It can enlarge or reduce the unknown
risks and potential threats caused by accidents, pollution,
and outbreaks. *e impact of the amplification process of
risk perception sometimes exceeds the direct impact of the
disaster itself. *e SRAF has an important impact on the
dissemination of disaster warning information at the level of
emergency evacuation strategies and, therefore, has become
a major research focus in the current risk management field.
*rough the study of dangerous information flow and risk
perception, Lindell and Perry built a decision-making model
of individual protection behavior and identified the three-
stage decision-making process of public protection behavior
[40]. In addition, they also analyzed the family structure of
people in multihazard areas and explored the internal re-
lationship among it, individual risk perception, and pro-
tective behavior decision-making [41].
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*e SRAF can reflect how emotional stability and
preparation affect risk perception. It is believed that the
interaction of emergencies and psychological, social, cul-
tural, and other factors may weaken or amplify risk per-
ception. If the risk perception is amplified, it indicates that
the individual has lower emotional stability, which is
characterized by anxiety, aggression, and pessimism; on the
contrary, the decrease of risk perception shows higher
characteristics of emotional stability, such as optimism and
calm. At the same time, emotional stability and preprepa-
ration are complementary. Higher emotional stability en-
ables individuals to prepare and respond to emergencies
more fully [10] and respond positively and optimistically to
disasters.

2.4. ARIMA Time-Series Analysis. ARIMA time-series
analysis is a method for processing dynamic data in chro-
nological order based on the recorded data. It relies on curve
fitting and parameter estimation to analyze its trend over
time, investigate its own statistical laws, and then predict the
future value of the target [42]. *e ARIMA time-series
prediction model is also denoted as ARIMA (p, d, q). *e
ARIMA (p, d, q) model is a summed autoregressive moving
average model, where p is the number of autoregressive
terms, q is the number of moving average terms, and d is the
number of differences made to make the original sequence
stationary. To find the best model prediction result, it is
necessary to use the principle of minimum Akaike infor-
mation criterion (AIC) value, through statistical analysis, to
obtain the optimal prediction of the future value of the
sequence.

Time-series analysis has been widely used in finance,
climate change, industrial production, and other fields. Li
et al. performed time-series analysis and modeling of
aerosols between the United States and China from 2003 to
2015.*e results showed that ARIMA had a good prediction
ability for time-series with significant seasonality [43].
Perzyk et al. took the product temperature in the factory as
an example to conduct time-series prediction analysis and
detect and quantitatively evaluate the overall trend, peri-
odicity, and amplitude of parameter changes [44]. Nar-
ayanan et al. used ARIMA time-series analysis to study the
trend of premonsoon precipitation in western India [45].
Singh et al. used the death toll data of five countries with
severe COVID-19 outbreaks to establish a comprehensive
prediction model based on ARIMA time series [46]. Co-
incident with this article, we all hope that the forecast results
can help the government take countermeasures in advance.

3. Method

*is section gives a detailed introduction to the sources of
the research data and analysis methods. First, select the
research period and object according to the objective reality
and obtain the original data from Weibo, Baidu, official
website of the National Health Commission of China, and
other platforms, respectively, and then classify the emotion
of Weibo to select posts with public’s positive emotions.

*en, the three variables, the proportion of positive emo-
tional posts, the BSI, and the daily increase in the number of
diagnoses, were analyzed by correlation and ARIMA time-
series prediction. Under the SRAF framework, the dynamic
changes of the public’s positive emotions and risk perception
during the global pandemic are explored.

3.1. Research Subjects and Research Period. *is study selects
Weibo users in Hubei Province, China, as the analysis
subjects, for the following reasons. First, within the territory
of China, COVID-19 was first discovered in the South China
SeafoodWholesale Market inWuhan, Hubei. Second, Hubei
Province is the hardest hit by the COVID-19 pandemic in
China. *e Hubei Weibo data collected in this study take
January 20, 2020, as the starting time. From that day on, the
National Health Commission of China began to publish the
national (province) pandemic data, taking April 8, 2020, as
the deadline, and on that day, Wuhan City, Hubei Province,
announced the lifting of the city blockade.

3.2. Data Collection

3.2.1. ;e Proportion of Positive Emotional Posts in Weibo.
*is research used the advanced search function of Sina
Weibo (version 10.6.2) to search for all original posts with
the keyword “COVID-19” from January 20, 2020, to April 8,
2020, in Hubei area in units of days, and 20 samples were
taken evenly every day using systematic sampling tech-
niques. *e total samples include 1600 Weibo posts for 80
days. Take January 20, 2020, as an example to introduce the
Weibo sampling process. Firstly, we set the time period from
0:00 on January 20, 2020, to 0:00 on January 21, 2020,
entered the keyword “COVID-19,” the limited area is Hubei,
the post type is original, and the search results in a total of
974 Weibo posts, N� 947, and numbered from top to
bottom. Secondly, in order to ensure that the daily sample is
representative, 20 posts were selected at regular intervals
from 947 Weibo posts, n� 20. According to the formula
k�N/n, the number of intervals for extracting Weibo is
calculated, and the interval k� 49 (974/20� 48.7, take an
integer). Finally, the extraction is performed at an interval of
49, and finally, 20 Weibo posts are extracted.

Refer to Dong’s microblog-based basic social emotion
measurement vocabulary for emotion classification, which
divides 818 words into five basic social emotions: happiness,
sadness, disgust, anger, and fear [25]. According to the
positive-negative emotion model proposed by Watson and
Tellegen, the above five basic social emotions are divided
into positive and negative emotions.

Emotional classification of extracted Weibo posts: if
happy emotions such as “Happy” and “Relief” are found in
the post, we add 1 to the value of positive emotions (statistics
in positive emotions); if we find words such as “sarcasm,”
“confused,” and “panic,” we add 1 to the value of negative
emotions (statistics in negative emotions) [16]. Finally, the
positive and negativeWeibo values are accumulated, and the
proportion of positive emotional posts in Weibo is calcu-
lated. What needs to be emphasized is that when dividing
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emotions if the following two posts that are not suitable for
cooperation in this research are statistically required, then
select nearby posts as a substitute. *e principle of substi-
tution is to give priority to the data below the invalid Weibo
and then consider the above, until the Weibo posts of a
certain emotion is judged. *e details are as follows:

(1) If there are no obvious emotion words or multiple
emotion words in the Weibo posts, which cannot
determine the specific emotion of the Weibo posts,
then select other nearby Weibo posts instead

(2) Since this study mainly discusses the public’s views
on COVID-19, the Weibo posts published by
newspapers, media, government, and other subjects
are not the public’s emotional expression, so they are
not included in the statistics, and other Weibo posts
in the vicinity will be selected instead

3.2.2. Baidu Search Index (BSI). Baidu News hot word
search engine platform provides daily BSI. *is study draws
on the frequency of online search behavior proposed by Tang
and Xu to express risk perception [19, 38] and uses Baidu
News hot word search engine to retrieve the keyword
“COVID-19.”

*e search time is from January 20 to April 8, 2020, and
the tool is Baidu News hot word search engine “PC ter-
minal +mobile terminal” (http://index.baidu.com). By using
the search volume of Hubei Province netizens on Baidu
website as the database and COVID-19 as the object, sci-
entifically analyze and calculate the frequency of the
COVID-19 search in Baidu web search, weighted and
standardized to obtain BSI, which can be used to express the
level of daily public’s risk perception.

3.2.3. ;e Daily Increase in the Number of Diagnoses.
*e number of newly confirmed cases is a key factor in
measuring the severity of the pandemic [47]. *is study
counted the newly diagnosed people every day in Hubei
Province published by the official website of the National
Health Commission of China (http://www.nhc.gov.cn) from
January 20 to April 8, 2020. *e number of newly diagnosed
people every day is used to reflect the severity of the COVID-
19 pandemic.

3.2.4. Data Summary. After 80 days of statistics and sorting,
the original data of the proportion of positive emotional
posts in Weibo, the Baidu Search Index (BSI), and the
number of newly diagnosed people per day are formed. *e
original data are the basis for subsequent analysis and
drawing. However, it is not difficult to find from the original
data that the largest value is BSI, which is 83928, and the
smallest value is the proportion of positive emotions, which
is 20%. *e range of data on the proportion of positive
emotional posts, the BSI, and the number of newly diag-
nosed persons per day is very large. In order to better
horizontal comparison and linear regression analysis, the
data were standardized by z-score.

For example, when displaying the trend of three vari-
ables in a graph or performing linear regression analysis, the
standardized data are used. *e principle of the z-score
standardization method is to rely on the standard deviation
and the mean of the original data for standardization. It is
the most common standardization method by default in
SPSSAU online statistical analysis software (version 20.0,
https://spssau.com). *e conversion result retains four
decimal places. After standardization, the proportion of
positive emotional posts in Weibo is used to reflect the
public’s positive emotions, the BSI is used to reflect the risk
perception level, and the number of newly diagnosed people
is used to reflect the severity of the pandemic.

3.3. Data Analysis Methods

3.3.1. Correlation Analysis. In this study, SPSSAU online
analysis software (https://spssau.com) was used to conduct a
correlation analysis. *e analysis factor is the raw data of the
three sets of variables: the proportion of positive emotional
posts, the BSI, and the number of newly diagnosed people
every day.

3.3.2. Linear Regression Analysis. Linear regression analysis
is a method of predicting the future value of a random
variable related to it based on the change of one or a group of
independent variables. Regression analysis needs to establish
a regression equation describing the correlation between
variables. If the regression function is a linear function, it is
said that the variables are linearly related. *is three-group
linear analysis is one-variable linear regression analysis,
including two variables, one is the independent variable and
the other is the dependent variable. When performing the
linear regression analysis, it is more appropriate to use
standardized data.

In the F test method of linear regression analysis, the
adjusted R2 is used to indicate the degree of explanation of
the independent variable to the dependent variable; the
standardized coefficient indicates the coefficient of the in-
dependent variable in the regression equation, and the larger
the value, the greater the impact on the independent variable
‘Larger’. *e F value is the result of analysis of variance,
which is used to summarize the significance of the regression
equation. *e p value corresponding to the F value is less
than 0.05, and it is considered that there is a correlation
between the two variables; the closer the value is to 0, the
better the correlation is.

3.3.3. ARIMA-Based Time-Series Prediction Model.
ARIMA is a general time-series prediction model. As a data
mining tool, time series helps researchers to better under-
stand the nature of the development process of things and
can predict the future value of variables based on historical
data recorded in chronological order [48].

During the COVID-19 pandemic, public’s positive
emotions and risk perception will fluctuate greatly as the
pandemic develops. In order to explain and predict this kind
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of fluctuations, this study introduces the ARIMA time-series
prediction model to visually show the changing laws and
fluctuation trends of positive emotions and risk perception.
In the model, the fitted value in a different period is
compared with the real value, and the objective reasons that
affect its change are analyzed according to the objective
event.

3.3.4. Explanatory Analysis of Emotional and Risk Perception
of Online News/Weibo Viewpoints of Obviously Changing
Nodes. *e explanatory analysis focuses on the positive
emotions in Weibo and BSI during the pandemic. On the
basis of ARIMA time-series prediction results, in order to
further explore the reasons for the significant changes in
positive emotions and risk perception, we conducted an
explanatory analysis of the rear performance and fitting
results of these two variables.

In view of the four objective situations of low positive
emotions, high positive emotions, high degree of risk per-
ception, and low degree of risk, we calculated and selected
the time periods with the largest deviation between the true
value and the fitted value. *en, we collected major news
events and pandemic dynamics that may affect emotions and
risk perception in this period and explored whether these
news events and pandemic dynamics can significantly affect
the changes in emotion and risk perception.

4. Results

*is section uses the research methods provided above to
organize and analyze the data. Firstly, we used SPSSAU to
perform basic analysis such as standardization and nor-
mality test on the data, then performed correlation and
linear regression analysis, and drew the change trend graph
of the three sets of variables. In addition, the ARIMA time-
series prediction model is used to fit and predict the pro-
portion of positive emotional posts in Weibo and BSI. Fi-
nally, we combined major news events and pandemic
dynamics during the pandemic to explain and analyze the
actual causes of significant fluctuations in public emotions
and risk perception.

4.1. Normality Test. Perform normality test analysis on the
number of newly confirmed cases, the BSI, and the pro-
portion of positive emotional posts. Because the samples of
the three sets of data are larger than 50 samples, the K-S test
method is selected. In detail, the number of newly confirmed
cases, the Baidu search index, and the proportion of positive
emotion microblogs all show significant (p< 0.05), which
means the number of newly confirmed cases, the BSI, and
the proportion of positive emotional posts do not have the
characteristics of normality as shown in Table 1.

4.2. Correlation Analysis of the Number of Newly Confirmed
Cases, the BSI, and the Proportion of Positive Emotional Posts.
*rough the preliminary analysis of SPSSAU, it is found that
the three sets of data in this study do not have the

characteristic of normality, so the Spearman correlation
coefficient is used to indicate the strength of the correlation.
*e results of the correlation analysis are shown in Table 2.

*e correlation analysis results show that the three sets of
data are significant at the 0.01 level, which proves that there
is a strong correlation between the number of newly con-
firmed cases, the BSI, and the proportion of positive emo-
tional posts.

4.3. Linear Regression Analysis

4.3.1. Linear Regression Analysis of Positive Emotion and Risk
Perception. According to the correlation analysis results and
literature data, we take the standardized proportion of
positive emotions as the independent variable and the
standardized BSI, namely, risk perception, as the dependent
variable and perform linear regression analysis. *e analysis
results are shown in Table 3.

Linear regression analysis found that the R2 value of the
model is 0.651, which means that the proportion of positive
emotional posts in Weibo can explain the 65.1% change in
risk perception.*emodel passed the F test (F� 145.576 and
p≤ 0.001), which means that the proportion of positive
emotions will affect risk perception. *e model formula is
BSI� 0.000–0.807 ∗proportion of positive emotions.

*e regression coefficient value of the proportion of
positive emotional posts inWeibo is −0.807 (t� −12.065 and
p≤ 0.001), which can be summarized as the proportion of
positive emotional posts in Weibo has a significant negative
correlation with risk perception.

4.3.2. Linear Regression Analysis of the Severity of the
Pandemic Situation and the Proportion of Positive Emotional
Posts. Using the same method as the above linear regression
analysis, the number of newly diagnosed cases after stan-
dardization, that is, the severity of the pandemic was used as
the independent variable, and the proportion of positive
emotional posts in Weibo was the dependent variable.
Linear regression analysis was performed. *e R2 value of
the model is 0.228, which means that the severity of the
pandemic can explain the reason for the change of 22.8% of
the proportion of positive emotions. *e model passed the F
test (F� 22.984 and p≤ 0.001), which means that the severity
of the pandemic will affect the proportion of positive
emotional posts in Weibo. *e model formula is the pro-
portion of the positive emotional posts� 0.000–0.477∗ the
number of newly diagnosed people.

*e regression coefficient of the severity of the pandemic
is −0.477 (t� −4.794, p≤ 0.001), which can be summarized
as follows: the severity of the pandemic has a significant
negative correlation with the proportion of the positive
emotional posts in Weibo.

4.3.3. Linear Regression Analysis of the Severity of Pandemic
and Risk Perception. Using the same method as the above
linear regression analysis, the number of newly confirmed
cases after standardization, that is, the severity of the
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pandemic was used as the independent variable, and the
standardized BSI, that is, risk perception, as the dependent
variable, was used for linear regression analysis. *e R2 value
of the model is 0.123, which means that the severity of the
pandemic can explain the 12.3% change in risk perception.
*e model passed the F test (F� 10.926 and p≤ 0.001), which
means that the severity of the pandemic will affect the risk
perception. *e model formula is risk perception� −0.000 +
0.351∗ the severity of the pandemic.

*e regression coefficient of the severity of the pandemic
is 0.351 (t� 3.305 and p≤ 0.001), which can be summarized
as the severity of the pandemic has a significant positive
correlation with risk perception.

4.4.;e Overall Trend of the Proportion of Positive Emotional
Posts, the Number of Newly Diagnosed People, and the BSI.
Use SPSSAU to process the standardized proportion of
positive emotional posts, the number of newly diagnosed
people, and the BSI and draw the changing trend, as shown
in Figure 1.

As can be seen in figure 1, the relationship between
the three variables generally conforms to the laws derived
from the above study, that is, the proportion of positive
emotional posts has a significant negative correlation
with risk perception, the severity of the pandemic has a
significant negative correlation with the proportion of
positive emotional posts, and the severity of the pan-
demic has a significant positive correlation with risk
perception.

However, there are abnormal fluctuations in certain
periods, indicating a sudden change in public’s emotions
and risk perception. *e reasons for these mutations will be
explained objectively below.

4.5. ARIMA Time-Series Prediction Results. In order to ex-
plore the deep-seated reasons that affect emotion and risk
perception, this paper carries out ARIMA time-series
analysis. *e model used to predict the proportion of
positive emotional posts in Weibo, also the fitting value of
BSI, and calculate the deviation of the real value from the
fitting value to reflect the fluctuation degree of emotion and
risk perception. Figures 2 and 3 are plotted based on the data
of the real and fitted values.

4.6. Explanatory Analysis of Emotional and Risk Perception of
OnlineNews/WeiboViewpoints ofObviouslyChangingNodes.
*is section focuses on the proportion of positive emotional
posts inWeibo and the BSI during the pandemic. In order to
perform an explanatory analysis on the real performance
and the fitted results, the point when the real value and the
fitted value were significantly different was found, and major
news events and Weibo posts that may affect emotion and
risk perception were also collected at the time.

4.6.1. Explanatory Analysis of Positive Emotional
Fluctuations. (1) Low Positive Emotions. According to the
result of prediction and analysis in figure 2 by ARIMA,

Table 2: *e Spearman correlation analysis results.

*e number of newly confirmed cases BSI *e proportion of positive emotional posts
*e number of newly confirmed cases 1 — —
BSI 0.870∗∗ 1 —
*e proportion of positive emotional posts −0.869∗∗ −0.908∗∗ 1
Note. ∗p< 0.05 and ∗∗p< 0.01..

Table 3: Linear regression analysis results of the perception positive emotional posts and risk perception.

Linear regression analysis results (n� 64)
Unstandardized

coefficient
Standardized
coefficient t p VIF R2 Adjust

R2 F
B Standard

deviation Beta

Constant 0.000 0.066 — 0.000 1.000 —
0.651 0.647 F (1,78)� 145.576,

p≤ 0.001*e proportion of positive
emotional posts −0.807 0.067 −0.807 −12.065 ≤0.000∗∗ 1.000

Note. Dependent variable: BSI; D-W value: 0.549. ∗p< 0.05 and ∗∗p< 0.01.

Table 1: *e results of normality test.

Sample Mean Std Skew Kurtosis
K-S S-W

Statistic p Statistic p

*e number of newly confirmed cases 80 860.638 1877.408 5.543 39.274 0.323 0.000∗∗ 0.458 0.000∗∗
BSI 80 26560.63 17845.89 1.206 1.03 0.184 0.000∗∗ 0.862 0.000∗∗
*e proportion of positive emotional posts 80 0.527 0.231 0.081 −1.478 0.156 0.000∗∗ 0.901 0.000∗∗
∗p< 0.05 and ∗∗p< 0.01.
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we selected five days in which the real value of the
positive emotions in the Weibo posts was most signifi-
cantly lower than the fitted value, which is collated in
Table 4.

Searching and sorting out the pandemic situation and
major news events at the corresponding time points, we
found several events as described below. Wuhan blocked
the city on January 23; the number of newly diagnosed
people per day surged on February 12; many doctors such
as Peng Yinhua and Liu Zhiming died on February 22 due
to COVID-19; the WHO raised the pandemic risk level on
February 29; National Mourning Day was observed on
April 4. News events and pandemic dynamics are asso-
ciated with fluctuations in positive emotions. From the
news events shown in Table 4 and above, the real value of

the proportion of positive emotional posts is significantly
lower than the fitted value, and the public’s emotions
show a more negative trend, in line with the above
analysis. *e surge in the number of infected people
during the pandemic and the news of the spread of the
pandemic will cause the public to panic, the published
Weibo views become pessimistic, and the real value of the
positive emotion ratio is significantly lower than the fitted
value.

(2) High Positive Emotions. According to the result of
prediction and analysis in figure 2 by ARIMA, we selected
five days in which the real value of the positive emotion in
Weibo posts was most significantly higher than the fitted
value, which is collated in Table 5.
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Figure 1: Change trend of the proportion of positive emotional posts, the number of newly diagnosed people, and the BSI.
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Figure 2: Simulated fitting trend graph of the proportion of positive emotional posts.
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Searching and sorting out the pandemic situation and
major news events at the corresponding time points, we
found the Raytheon Mountain Hospital was put into use on
February 8; the potential drug “Favipiravir” was approved
for listing on February 14–15; the major square cabin
hospitals were closed on March 6–10; on March 16–18, there
were no newly diagnosed cases in Wuhan; Wuhan lifted the
city blockade on April 8. News events and pandemic dy-
namics are associated with fluctuations in positive emotions.
Every positive action and research progress of the govern-
ment and scientific research institutions, as well as the news
events of the weakened pandemic, will make the public more
optimistic and publish more positive opinions in Weibo. As
shown in Table 5, the real value of the positive Weibo ratio is
significantly higher than the fitted value, and the public’s
emotions show a significantly positive state, which is con-
sistent with the analysis of the objective facts above. It can be
concluded from this that news reports will have a great
influence on the fluctuation of public’s emotion, and the
positive information disseminated by the government and
themedia will play a vital role in stabilizing public’s emotion.

4.6.2. Explanatory Analysis of BSI

(1) High BSI. According to the result of prediction and
analysis in ure 3 by ARIMA, we selected three days in which
the real value in BSI is most significantly lower than the fitted
value, which is collated in Table 6.

Searching and sorting out the pandemic situation and
major news events at the corresponding time points, we
found Wuhan blocked the city on January 23; the WHO
raised the pandemic risk level on February 29; and National
Mourning Day was observed on April 4. *e occurrence of
the above incidents has caused extensive searches by neti-
zens, and people’s perception of risk has been significantly
improved. Comparing the data of the proportion of positive

emotional posts in Weibo in the same period, the real value
of the three-day data is significantly lower than the fitted
value, and the emotion tends to be negative.*is finding also
validates the research conclusion of Bhandari and Hallowell
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Figure 3: Simulated fitting trend graph of BSI.

Table 4: Period data with a low proportion of positive emotional
posts.

Data Real value (%) Fitted value (%) Deviation Symbol
1/23 20.00 27.27 36.33 —
2/12 25.00 34.07 36.27 —
2/22 40.00 50.14 25.34 —
2/29 40.00 48.10 20.26 —
4/4 55.00 83.47 51.76 —
Note. (1) Deviation� |real value-fitted value|/real value [49], which is used
to reflect the degree of difference between the real value and the fitted value
and to find out the period when the abnormal value occurs. (2) *e symbol
reflects the relationship between the real value and the fitted value. If the real
value is greater than the fitted value, the column of the symbol is “+;”
otherwise, it is “−.” (3) *e percentages here are kept to two decimal places.
(4) Tables 5–7 are the same as Table 4.

Table 5: Period data with a high proportion of positive emotional
posts.

Data Real value (%) Fitted value (%) Deviation Symbol
2/8 40.00 27.86 30.35 +
2/14 30.00 25.13 16.23 +
3/6 60.00 53.20 11.33 +
3/16 80.00 70.80 11.50 +
4/8 90.00 83.51 7.21 +

Table 6: Data with high BSI period.

Data Real value Fitted value Deviation Symbol
1/23 63502 35747 43.71 +
2/29 20507 18235 11.08 +
4/4 11943 9252 22.53 +
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[50], namely, positive emotions will make the public un-
derestimate the perceived risks, negative emotions will in-
crease people’s risk perception, and the proportion of
positive emotional posts has a negative correlation with risk
perception.

(2) Low BSI. According to the result of prediction and
analysis in ure 3 by ARIMA, we selected three days in which
the real value in BSI is most significantly higher than the
fitted value, which is collated in Table 7.

Searching and sorting out the pandemic situation and
major news events at the corresponding time points, we
found Raytheon Mountain Hospital was put into use on
February 8th; IgM/IgG antibody rapid test kit was put into
use on February 14-15, and the potential drug “Favipiravir”
was approved for listing on the same day; on March 16th to
18th, the first batch of Chinese National Aid Medical Team
returned, and there were no newly diagnosed people in
Wuhan. *e government’s positive measures and scientific
research progress have reduced people’s perception of risk,
and the frequency of online searches has been reduced. It can
be seen from Table 7 that the corresponding BSI has de-
creased over the past few days, which is lower than the fitted
value. Besides, these days are also days when the proportion
of positive emotional posts in Weibo is high, and people’s
emotions are very positive. From this, we can draw a
conclusion similar to Choi [51] and Duan et al. [52].
Government actions and authoritative media reports will
affect people’s perception of risk. Accordingly, the BSI will
change greatly.*e government and authoritative media will
play a critical role in reducing the public’s perception of risk.

5. Discussion

Although the research on emotion or risk perception has
been quite in-depth in many fields, we believe that, in the
context of such a severe COVID-19 pandemic, it is still
relatively novel and of great significance to comprehensively
analyze the public’s positive emotions and risk perception.
Hubei, as the region with the worst pandemic in China, has
basically returned to normal living order. However, the
world is still in the battle for a long time with COVID-19
[53]. *e pandemic information on the Internet and reality
will affect the public’s emotions and risk perceptions, which
in turn will affect individuals and even social behavior.
*erefore, based on network data, this article studies the
public’s positive emotions and risk perceptions during the
pandemic situation and supplements and improves the
viewpoints of previous studies, to provide a useful reference
for the analysis of public psychology and behavior under
such sudden disasters.

5.1. Discussion of Research Methods and Processes. In recent
years, content platform monitoring and prediction of
pandemic diseases through search engines and social net-
works have become a hot research area. Most of the research
is based on search data from Twitter [54] and Google [55],
but few are conducted through Baidu and Sina Weibo. *is

research integrates multidisciplinary knowledge, uses the
SRAF, searches keywords through Weibo to obtain positive
emotion data, and uses BSI to obtain risk perception data.
Compared with the questionnaire survey, the number of
survey target groups is larger, and the scope is wider. *e
research target can cover the entire survey area more sci-
entifically, and the data are more convincing. Secondly,
during the pandemic period, questionnaires, interviews,
surveys, and psychological tests are restricted by isolation,
martial law, and other situations. Sina Weibo and Baidu hot
word search engines provide efficient and scientific research
methods. In terms of data representation, during the data
collection process of this study, the research object received
an emotional statistical survey without their awareness. *e
information collected is more accurate and credible, and it
can better reflect the true feelings of the respondents. It will
not be affected by the public subjective level, so the data
quality is higher. Similarly, Tao et al. used the comments and
search data in social media to analyze the relationship in
tourist satisfaction and air quality in the scenic area, pro-
viding a reference for scenic area management [56].

5.2.DiscussionofResearchResults. According to the research
results, we believe that the proportion of positive emotions
in Weibo is negatively correlated with the BSI, which means
that when the public’s emotions have a negative tendency,
risk perception will be greatly increased. A study proved this
conclusion from another angle. Research on employees in
Shanghai, China, shows that employees who are more
sensitive to the COVID-19 risks show higher negative
emotions and work stress [57]; the severity of the pandemic
is negatively correlated with the proportion of positive
emotions, which means as the severity of the pandemic
continues to increase, the people’s emotions become neg-
ative, and the proportion of positive emotions will show a
downward trend.*is is not surprising at all. *e results of a
survey of more than 50,000 people proved our judgment.
During the pandemic, the psychological pressure and the
sense of frustration of the public were significantly higher
[58]; the severity of the pandemic is positively correlated
with the BSI, which shows that the increase in the pandemic
will cause widespread public concern. People’s perception of
risk has improved significantly. Information about the de-
terioration or rapid spread of the pandemic on the Internet
may cause the public to panic. *e specific manifestation is
that the public opinion in Weibo has become pessimistic,
and the real value of the positive emotion ratio is much lower
than the fitting value of the prediction model; apart from
this, the severe pandemic situation will also cause extensive
searches by netizens. *e real value of the BSI will be much
higher than the fitted value of the prediction model,

Table 7: Data with low BSI period.

Data Real value Fitted value Deviation (%) Symbol
2/8 38461 56576 47.10 —
2/14 39332 44515 13.18 —
3/16 14468 15918 10.02 —
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indicating that the public’s perception of risks has increased
significantly. Similar to our research results, Carmen studied
the comprehensive indicators of the impact of COVID-19 on
the health of community. *e research shows that the fre-
quency of online search is highly correlated with the severity
of the pandemic [59]. It is interesting and gratifying to find
that the strong statements and behaviors of the country or
government, and the news events, where the pandemic is
controlled or weakened, will cause the public to generate
positive emotions, which is specifically expressed by pub-
lishing more positive and optimistic Weibo views. *e real
value of the proportion of positive emotional posts in Weibo
is significantly higher than the fitted value of the prediction
model. *e positive actions of the government and major
scientific research progress have reduced people’s perception
of risk, which is manifested by the reduction in the frequency
of online search. *e real value of the BSI is significantly
lower than the fitted value of the prediction model.

From the statistical graphs drawn by the real values of
the three, it can be seen that the changing trend generally
conforms to the research conclusion, but in some periods, it
does not change completely according to this law, and there
are some abnormal mismatches (for example, in some pe-
riods, with the increase of the number of newly diagnosed
people, the proportion of positive emotions also increases).
In this study, the BSI and the proportion of positive emo-
tional posts in Weibo were analyzed. Analyzed by ARIMA
time series, the periods with obvious differences were sorted
out. After analyzing the important pandemic information
and prevention and control policies at home and abroad
during these periods, it was found that dramatic changes in
the pandemic situation and the prevention and control
policies that caused the fluctuation of public’s positive
emotions and risk perception. *is proves the influence of
authoritative media on public’s emotion and risk perception
from the side, and it provides a theoretical reference for
government departments to guide the public to correctly
view and respond to the pandemic.

5.3. Lead the Public to Maintain Positive Emotions and
Reasonable Risk Perception. In recent years, the influence of
social networks on people’s opinions and decisions has
become greater and greater, and it has attracted widespread
attention [60]. *e description of disasters in the network
can weaken or enhance the perception of risk and ultimately
affect the action [61]. When a crisis or conflict occurs,
scientific and effective risk communication is essential.
Research results in the field of food safety show that the
government uses social media for risk communication,
which increases people’s positive emotions about food safety
and promotes rational risk response [62]. In order to un-
derstand how disaster risk is perceived and shared and its
impact on public’s emotions, the SRAF provides a per-
spective for observing risks. Different communicationmedia
and amplification stations can affect public risk perception
[63]. Studies have shown that nonprofessional groups are
more sensitive to public hazards than experts. Non-
authoritative groups, as information amplifying stations,

may transform information and increase social risk per-
ception [64]. At a time when global connections are getting
closer, the Internet has become more open, making it
possible for false and harmful information to spread through
social media. So far, some people have strictly adhered to
these restrictions to prevent infection, such as maintaining
hand hygiene and necessary social isolation. However,
others have ignored or procrastinated government regula-
tions and still frequently appear on crowded beaches or bar
[65]. *is eloquently proves that the public’s emotions and
perception of risks associated with COVID-19 differ greatly
in different places and individuals [15].

*e government, relying on official media such as
television, newspapers, and the Internet, plays an important
role in notifying the public about health issues, shaping the
public’s attitude toward pandemic policies, and influencing
public decision-making and behavior [66]. *e government
establishes a clear and coordinated communication strategy
to deal with major public health disasters, which can gain the
trust of citizens in a rapidly developing situation and avoid
the public’s blind optimism or panic about the pandemic [1].
*e government’s words and deeds on social media can
influence the individual’s antiepidemic actions. Corre-
spondingly, the government and policy makers are also
inspired by the public’s emotions and cognition in online
media [7]. Enhancing accurate and adequate information
communication between the government and the public can
help the public maintain positive emotions and establish a
good sense of risk. In the early stage of the epidemic, the
Vietnamese government used video and music on the In-
ternet to guide people to form healthy habits and achieved
good results [67]. *e research by Chen and Davies proves
this and believes that the governmentmaintains an open way
to accurately and strategically explain the health crisis facing
the public, which helps reduce public anger and panic.
[16, 53]. Obviously, doing this job well is a challenge for
every country and government. *is research has an im-
portant reference value for leaders and decision makers to
deal with similar disasters and crises. Because it provides the
connection and influencing factors of the public’s positive
emotions and risk perceptions in crises situations, it proves
that the information in social media will greatly affect the
public’s cognition and behavior. *is knowledge once again
reminds the government to pay attention to the role of social
media in disaster management, enhance the communication
between the government and the public, and guide the
public to maintain positive emotions and reasonable risk
perception.

5.4. Limitations andFutureDirections. *is study has several
limitations. Firstly, this study focuses on the dynamic
changes of the public’s positive emotions and risk perception
in Hubei Province during the pandemic. *erefore, the
sample source is limited to Hubei, and the sample range can
be expanded in subsequent studies. Secondly, online data
collection and analysis did not include all the public in the
research scope. Individuals such as the elderly and children
who are not good at online communication cannot be
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investigated. Because the network is virtual, it cannot ac-
curately reflect the impact of gender and age differences on
public’s emotion and risk perception during the pandemic.
Finally, the judgment of positive emotions in this study
mainly relies on the text of Weibo comments, expressions,
and image expressions inWeibo communication [27], which
are not included in the statistics due to the limitation of
emotion division standards. In the follow-up research, these
limitations deserve careful analysis and discussion.

6. Conclusion

*is study collects data related to COVID-19 in Hubei
Province, China, from January 20 to April 8, 2020, in-
cluding the proportion of positive emotional posts in
Weibo, the number of newly diagnosed daily, and the BSI.
*rough analysis and research on the correlation, linear
regression, and ARIMA time-series model of the three sets
of data, the following conclusions are drawn. *e pro-
portion of positive emotional posts in Weibo is negatively
correlated with the level of risk perception, the severity of
the pandemic is negatively correlated with the proportion
of positive emotions, and the severity of the pandemic is
positively correlated with the degree of risk perception.
Information about the deterioration or rapid spread of the
pandemic on the Internet may cause the public to panic.
Specifically, the real value of the positive emotion ratio of
Weibo is significantly lower than the fitting value of the
prediction model, the number and frequency of Baidu
searches increase, and the public’s level of risk perception
is significantly improved. Contrary to this, the strong
decision-making, behavior, and positive pandemic news
events of the state or government will cause the public to
generate positive emotions, reduce the number and fre-
quency of Baidu searches, and reduce people’s risk per-
ception level. By observing the changing trend of
variables, the proportion of positive emotional posts in
Weibo, the number of newly diagnosed cases, and the BSI,
it can be found that the volatility of the curve generally
conforms to the relationship drawn from the research
conclusions. However, at certain specific points in time,
sudden pandemic events or government decisions can
cause some abnormal fluctuations in the proportion of
positive emotions and BSI. Based on the research results,
we outline some policy suggestions.

*e public is increasingly using social media to gain the
risk perception of the pandemic and express their emotions.
*erefore, the government must have the necessary tools to
extract this valuable information in a comprehensive
manner and consider this in the subsequent decision-
making process.

*e words and deeds of the government greatly affect
the decision-making and behavior of the public. *e
government’s communication of risk information with
the public in official media such as television, newspapers,
and the Internet can guide the public to maintain the
positive emotions and reasonable risk perception. *is is
of great significance in this long-term struggle against
COVID-19.
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,e climate of Sri Lanka has been fluctuating at an alarming rate during the recent past. ,ese changes are reported to have
pronounced impacts on the livelihoods of the people in the country. Water is central to the sustainable functioning of ecosystems
and wellbeing of mankind. It is evident that pronounced variations in the climate will negatively impact the availability and the
quality of water resources. ,e ecosystem-based adaptation (EbA) approach has proved to be an effective strategy to address the
impact of climate change on water resources in many parts of the world.,e key aim of this paper is to elaborate the wide range of
benefits received through implementation of EbAs in field level, watershed scale, and urban and coastal environments in the
context of Sri Lanka. In addition, this paper discusses the benefits of utilizing EbA solutions over grey infrastructure-based
solutions to address the issues related to water management.,e wide range of benefits received through implementation of EbAs
can be broadly classified into three categories: water supply regulation, water quality regulation, and moderation of extreme
events.,is paper recommends the utilization of EbAs over grey infrastructure-based solutions in adaptation to climate change in
the water management sector for the developing region due its cost effectiveness, ecofriendliness, and multiple benefits received
on long-term scales. ,e findings of this study will unequivocally contribute to filling existing knowledge and research gaps in the
context of EbAs to future climate change in Sri Lanka. ,e suggestions and opinions of this study can be taken into account by
decision makers and water resources planning agencies for future planning of actions related to climate change adaptation in
Sri Lanka.

1. Introduction

Climate change/variability and its implementation towards
water resources management are two linked concerns for to-
day’s world. Climate change/variability can be illustrated as the
“change in the state of the climate which can be identified (e.g.,
using statistical tests) by changes in the mean and/or variability
of its properties which persist for an extended period, typically
decades or longer [1]. Many researchers believed that the
emission of greenhouse gases (GHGs) and changes in the land
use are two main reasons for the present alterations in the
climate [2]. Sri Lanka, compared to the other countries, gives a
lower priority to the GHGs emissions [3].

Climates are to change unpredictably due to the way
humans are using environmental resources for concentrated
benefits. It is likely to expect increase in the frequency and

magnitude of unpredictable precipitation events for some of the
regions in the world. However, some other regions are expected
to be direr in the future [4]. Developing countries like Sri Lanka
are more prone to the vulnerable impacts of climate change,
especially facing challenges on natural systems linked meticu-
lously with natural resource management and regulation of
biodiversity services [5]. ,ere are many lines of evidence for
the climate variations in Sri Lanka [6, 7]. Impacts of these
variations to water resource management, biodiversity con-
servation, and human health are highly realized in Sri Lankan
context as Sri Lanka is recognized as one of the most valuable
countries in terms of richness in natural resources together with
climatic and topographical variations within a small land ter-
ritory [8].,is environment is (was andwill be) damaged due to
the extreme rainfall events and prolonged drought [9, 10]. It was
observed that the mean atmospheric temperature in Sri Lanka
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has been increased by 0.016°C per year from 1961 to 1990.
,erefore, the increment is 0.5°C for the 30 years. However,
globally this happened at a rate of 0.013°C (0.39°C for the 30
years). ,erefore, there is no doubt that Sri Lanka was affected
more than most of the other countries by rising atmospheric
temperatures [1, 11, 12]. It was further observed that the Sri
Lankan annual rainfall was on average decreased by 144mm
during the years 1961 to 1990 in comparison to the previous 30
years (1931 to 1960) [13, 14]. Sri Lanka has a wide spatial
variation of its rainfall and it varies from 900mm (dry zones) to
5000mm (wet zone). ,erefore, the variation in rainfall from
one place to another is significantly diversified. ,us, this an-
nual rainfall decrement is calculated based on the average
annual rainfall values. Nevertheless, Sri Lanka was ranked
second among countries that are mostly affected by extreme
climate events in 2017 [15].

It is anticipated that the future climate of the country is
also expected to change drastically. Literature gives many
predictions according to various climate models on Sri
Lanka. However, most of the research was carried out for
Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) by Inter-
governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). De Silva
[16] predicted that the atmospheric temperature would rise
by 1.6°C in year 2050 for the A2 emission scenario and rise
by 1.2°C for the B2 scenario. It was predicted that the
country’s north, northeastern, and northwestern regions
would be highly affected by these cases. Importantly, these
are in dry zone of the country bounded by the sea.,erefore,
the adverse impacts due to the sea water level change are
immeasurable [17].

However, the research world has now migrated to
Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) scenarios in
climate prediction. ,ese scenarios are based on the
greenhouse gas concentration trajectory, which is adopted
by the IPCC. However, they are not based on emissions.
IPCC 5th assessment report in 2014 showcases four RCP
scenarios, RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6, and RCP8.5, for different
conditions. ,ese climate scenarios were widely used in the
climatic projections and related studies [18], including in Sri
Lanka [19–22]. ,ese studies have shown the importance of
climate change and its projection for future years.

Not only does the climate change (variation) affect the
sea water levels but also it has an effect on many physical
phenomena. It is cross-sectoral and, hence, impacts the
natural resources, food security, agriculture, energy pro-
duction, human health, ecosystem, and so forth [23].
,erefore, restoration and expansion of water infrastructure
developments are directly impacted by the ongoing climate
change and climate variations [4]. In addition, the rapid
population growth in most of the developing countries has
increased the climate change/variation impacts [24, 25].,is
is critical in Sri Lanka as it is an island covered by sea.
Natcom [26] projected that the sea level rise will reach 1m by
the year 2070. ,erefore, it is clear that, to withstand the
adverse impacts of climate variability and climate change in
Sri Lanka, immediate actions that are demonstrated by
sustainable practices have to be taken. It might not be
possible to stop the climate change or climate variation in
the world. However, minimization or mitigation is one

possible way to overcome the issues of climate change. In
addition, adaptation can be considered a better option to get
used to the impact of climate change and live with that. If
appropriate adaptation actions do not take place at the
required time, the risks and damage can be easily amplified
[4].

Climate change and water resources management are
two linked activities. ,erefore, water plays a vital role
when it comes to adaptation for climate change [27]. It is
reported that 31% of labour and 12% of National Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) are involved in agriculture-
related activities which are highly sensitive to climate
[28]. ,e future projected decreases in rainfalls and in-
creases in temperature will cause detrimental impacts on
agricultural sector, leaving people under increased
poverty and hunger.

Climate change in Sri Lanka will threaten both surface
and groundwater resources, upon which Sri Lankans
highly rely for domestic purposes. ,e combined impacts
of prolonged droughts and sea level rise will amplify the
risk of sea water intrusion to coastal aquifers in Sri Lanka
and alter tidal series in shoreline areas, which will thereby
deplete the availability of freshwater resources [29]. On
the contrary, high rainfall levels expected in the wet zones
of Sri Lanka will lead to high rates of soil erosion [17].
Baba [3] estimated that the coastal erosion along the
shoreline region in Sri Lanka is near 0.35 m per year.
,erefore, not only mitigating the climate change impacts
but also adaptation is highly important to the countries
like Sri Lanka. ,e ecosystem-based adaptation (EbA)
approach offers solutions to primary water management
issues and multitude of auxiliary benefits using a more
holistic approach [30]. Ecosystem-based adaptation of-
fers nature-based solutions that are defined as “the for-
gotten solution,” having robust potential to mitigate
climate change effects establishing profound ground on
implementation of sustainable development goals [31].

,erefore, this paper elaborates the wide range of
benefits received through implementation of EbAs in
field level, watershed scale, and urban and coastal envi-
ronments in the context of Sri Lanka. In addition, the
paper discusses the benefits of utilizing EbA solutions
over grey infrastructure-based solutions to address the
issues related to water management in Sri Lanka, while
referring to the literature.

2. Importance of Ecosystem to the Climate
Change Adaptation

Climate change adaptation is increasingly being adopted as a
part of ecosystem-based adaptation, where ecosystem ser-
vices are conceptualized as a dominant way to reduce climate
change impacts [32]. Historically, ecosystem-based adap-
tation measures were only comprehended as the contrivance
to mitigate flooding in the floodplain areas; nevertheless,
current practices are oriented towards environmental and
social sustainability enhancing human wellbeing by uplifting
the livelihood wellbeing of marginalized group of people
[33, 34].
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Economic concept of demand and supply has been
supplementing the close link between ecosystem offered
facilities and tomanagement policies regarding conservation
of ecosystem properties [35].,ese trade-offs need to be
monitored for lucrative restoration of biodiversity to
maintain adequate supply of ecosystem services [36].

,e exploration of the relationship between ecosystem-
based approaches and climate change adaptation is scruti-
nized through cost-benefit analysis, while it is also a difficult
impractical practice [37]. ,is section discusses the benefits
and services offered by the ecosystems, while emphasizing
the importance of ecosystems self-regulating services as the
backdrop for adaptation to climate change and eventually to
achieve the targeted sustainable development. Ecosystems
provide numerous benefits to uplift the economy of a nation
provisioning goods and services to meet the local people’s
day-to-day needs [8].

,e services offered by ecosystems are mainly classified
into 4 categories: provisioning services, regulating services,
cultural services, and supporting services. Safe passage to
food, fuel, timber, and other necessities is under the pro-
visioning services category. Climate regulation, regulating
water quality and quantity, erosion regulation, and hazard
regulation fall under the category of regulation services.
Recreational activities and inspirational activities come
under the cultural services category, while soil formation
and nutrient cycling processes come under the category of
supporting services of the ecosystem [38]. Ecosystems were
identified as the core elements for addressing the impacts of
climate change by the global communities [39].,is can lead
to achieving the sustainable development in the ecosystem
[40]. In present times, ecosystem-based approach has carried
aspirations of ecosystem services model, which is popularly
reforming as a value of economic importance while pro-
viding biodiversity services [41, 42].

Ecosystem-based adaptation (EbA) is usually cost-ef-
fective as it offers consistent financial benefits on the long
term relative to the other micromanagement strategies [43].
In addition, the strategies are easily managed according to
the ever-changing climate change, even with indigenous
level techniques and knowledge [40]. Many international
frameworks, including United Nations Framework Con-
vention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and Sendai
Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction (SFDRR), have
identified the necessity of EbAs in adapting to andmitigating
the climate change risks [44]. At the same time, most of the
developing countries have cultivated leading thoughts re-
garding climate change adaptation, while pledging financial
assistance form developed nations [45]. However, it is often
debated whether this funding would contribute to successful
implementation of ecosystem-based approaches [46]. With
growing greenhouse emissions from the developed regions
around the world, compensation has to be negotiated, which
would help developing countries mobilize the resources to
implement adaptation measures to combat detrimental ef-
fects of climate change for which they are not directly ac-
countable [47]. It is very challenging to adapt to a particular
funding mechanism as novel financial setups of adaptation
to climate change require intense political dialogues [48].

Woroniecki [25] highlighted how power relations play
an important role in combining social factors to empower
ecosystem adaptation strategies to contest climate change,
especially in context of developing countries, where political
dimension weighs heavy relative to developmental concerns
of country citizen. Hence, diverse funding mechanisms
suitable for a particular country based on country’s national
policy, political setup, willingness and commitment of re-
spective governments to carry out adaptation measures, and
their past contributions towards adaptation initiatives
should be highly prioritized.

3. Ecosystem-Based Adaptation Measures for
Water Management in Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka is one of the foremost countries to practice ecosystem-
based adaptation measures (since historical times) to mitigate
climate change effects imparting robust techniques for water
resource management [48–50]. Contour drains (Figure 1(a))
and contour walls (Figure 1(b)) are two examples tomitigate the
landslides and soil erosion in the central hills in Sri Lanka (see
Figure 1).,e people in Sri Lanka have been using these simple
techniques since ancient times. In addition, people used to
prefer home gardening over mass-scale farming (Figure 1(c)) in
the hill country of Sri Lanka.,ese are several EbAs quite often
practiced in Sri Lanka. ,ese techniques were observed in
Serupitiya and Nuwara Eliya area to mitigate the landslides and
soil erosion [25].

Besides this, UNDP-led project for ecological tank
restoration at Kurunegala district is another adaptation
measure featuring ancient water management system of Sri
Lanka [53].

In recent times, ecosystem-based adaptation measures
have been highly recognized as tools to minimize water-
related disasters [54, 55]. ,e potential EbA approaches,
which can be implemented in Sri Lanka to combat the issues
driven in water resources management due to the ongoing
climate change, are detailed in this section. ,e relative
advantages of EbA-based solutions over grey infrastructure
solutions in local scale, watershed level, urban settings, and
coastal environments are also reckoned through this section.

3.1. Ecosystem-Based Adaptation Options inWatershed Areas

3.1.1. Conservation of Forests in Sri Lanka. Conservation of
forests in relation to ecosystem-based adaptation to climate
change is rarely discussed in Sri Lankan context [25, 56].
Local people usually perceive forest just as natural resource
to fulfill daily domestic needs which would uplift their
household economy [57]. Sri Lanka has lost a significant
percentage of forest cover over the last decades due to ur-
banization and various development activities [58]. ,ese
reductions are directly related to swing in climatic factors
extreme radiations, prolonged drought, and severe heat [59].

Reforestation and afforestation are two important ways
to conserve the forest cover [25]. Reforestation is growing
new trees in the areas where there was a recent forest cover,
while afforestation is growing new trees in new (fresh) areas.
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Forests provide an extensive support to keep the Earth in a
balanced ecosystem. Trees that are considered a vital part of
ecosystem help to conserve biodiversity, prevent soil ero-
sion, enhance water quality indicators, benefit carbon se-
questration, maintain sediment retention capability, offer
tourism payback, and offer other diverse facilities for eco-
system regulation [55].

It is a well-known fact that the falling leaves increase the
organic content in soil, which thereby increases the water-
holding capacity of soils [30]. ,is is one of the most im-
portant natural activities in reducing the downstream floods.
,e increased interception due to afforestation and infil-
tration plays a significant role to reduce the magnitude of
floods during extreme rainfall events [30].

Sri Lanka has recently implemented a number of projects to
enhance its forest cover. Native trees-planting projects carried
out in Uyanwatta area Raigama (on 29/11/2013), Atabage area
(on 24/01/2015), Kalugala area (on 03/02/2015), Hedigalla area
(on 13/06/2015), Akmeemana area (on 14/11/2015), Rakwana
area (number of days in 2017–2020), Kathlana area (on 13/01/
2018), and Illukpathakanda Kalawana area (in 2020) are few
examples of short-term projects carried out [60]. In addition,
various mass-scale projects are being carried out to increase the
forest cover in the Sri Lanka with the help of governmental and
nongovernmental organizations. However, for the developing

countries like Sri Lanka, integrating sustainability concepts
within forest resource management while prioritizing
community participation linked within community-based
approach would be essential [61]. ,ese attempts will ul-
timately benefit the country in securing a better world for
the future generations. Amendment of existing policies,
introduction of new comprehensive policies, and en-
forcement of coordination among all the parties would
address the gaps to set up framework for forest manage-
ment and should also be essential. On the long term, this
jump to institutionalize the adaptation framework would
help Sri Lanka not only to prevent disaster reduction but
also to regulate benefits that can be reserved from eco-
system services.

3.1.2. Riparian Buffer Strips in Sri Lanka. United States
Department of Agriculture’s National Resources Conser-
vation Service (USDA-NRCS) defines buffer strips as veg-
etated or forested areas adjacent to the streams, lakes, or
rivers of herbaceous vegetation, which preserve the water
quality and aquatic habitats. ,is vegetation could be trees,
shrubs, or a combination of trees or shrubs established at the
edge of the watershed along the stream. ,e flow from the
cropland is passed through the buffer strips, while nutrients

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1: Ecosystem-based adaptation in central hill, Sri Lanka. (a) Contour drains, Serupitiya [51]. (b) Contour walls, Serupitiya [51].
(c) Home gardening, Dayagama [52].
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(e.g., nitrogen and phosphorus) and sediments are retained
in the buffer strips [62]. Hence, buffer strips replicate the
process of conventional water treatment plants [63].

Growing trees along the banks of the rivers is not a new
thing to Sri Lanka. Sri Lankans might not know the technical
name for the process; however, they have protected the
riverbanks by growing various types of trees. ,is is similar
to providing riparian buffer strips. Bamboo tree (Bambu-
soideae) is one of the most common trees that anyone can
see along the rivers to protect soil erosion. In addition, trees
like Midella (Barringtonia racemosa), Kumbuk (Terminalia
arjuna), and Rambuk (Erianthus arundinaceus) are fre-
quently found along the rivers [64]. ,ese trees not only
protect the soil erosion but also protect the nearby settle-
ments by holding flood water during the flood. However,
urbanization and other human activities have threatened
these trees along the riverbanks. Construction industry has
consumed a lot of Bamboo trees. However, a little resto-
ration has been taken to revert back the greenery of the
ecosystem.

Nevertheless, use of riparian buffer strips in Sri Lanka is
highly valued in terms of agricultural sustainability as a way
to protect water resources from pollution for irrigation
purposes [65]. Riparian buffer zone development was carried
out at Deduru Oya (Oya is one of the local terms for river)
basin as bioengineering practice to conserve riverbank [64].
Along with this, the NeoSynthesis Research Centre (NSRC),
an organization focused on sustainable agricultural practices
and natural landscape restoration, is working to rehabilitate
the bank areas of various riverbanks such asMaha Oya, Hulu
Ganga (Ganga is another local term for river), Rakwana
Ganga, and Mathatilla Oya using riparian buffer strips to
prevent contamination of water resources while remediating
the spatial landscape heterogeneity with active participation
from the community people.

However, use of riparian buffer strips in Sri Lanka is not
entrenched with any government rules, neither there are any
regulating bodies to promote community engagement to
riparian buffer zone development. ,erefore, government
organizations should urge to develop an adaptable frame-
work for implementation of riparian buffer strips encour-
aging public level commitment nourishing sociocultural
thoughts to familiarize local people with the formulated
development policy.

3.1.3. Usage of Natural Wetlands in Sri Lanka. Wetlands
offer multiple benefits to the mankind and the environment
by providing a wide spectrum of ecosystem supports, while
acting as hydrological buffer system [66]. Wetland resto-
ration and conservation have been identified as an improved
integrated water management technique, for example,
implementation of wetlands as an adaptation tool to sus-
tainable water management at Murray-Darling Basin,
Australia, under climate change scenario [35, 67]. Wetlands
have common characteristics of terrestrial and aquatic
systems and of both lotic and lentic systems [35]. Variety of
hydrological, biological, and geochemical processes facili-
tates the functions of wetlands [68]. Wetlands explicitly

support millions of people through water purification (re-
moval of nitrogen and phosphorus), mitigating the severity
of floods (attenuation of flood peaks and retention of surface
waters), providing aesthetic beauty and recreational areas,
providing space for wildlife habitat and biodiversity con-
servation, providing fertile soil for agricultural production,
and providing timber and fuel [69]. Carbon sequestration is
another benefit received by wetland, which is an important
provision in terms of climate regulation [70]. In addition,
coastal wetlands reduce the severity of coastal flooding by
acting as a barrier against saline water intrusion [30]. Since
wetlands and marshes store excess rainfall during extreme
events, additional energy costs for pumping can be mini-
mized. Apart from this, wetlands demonstrate favorable role
to handle various activities such as groundwater recharge,
erosion resistor, storm protection, and shoreline stabiliza-
tion [71]. In present times, wetlands ecosystems are likewise
treated as key resource to disaster risk reduction due to
climate change specifically in urban setting [72].

Wetlands are treated as major value for ecotourism,
aesthetic beauty, and recreation in Sri Lanka. Approxi-
mately, they cover 15% of the total land area in Sri Lanka
[73]. Colombo, the capital city of the country, along with the
coastal regions in Sri Lanka is surrounded by spacious
natural wetlands linked with each other; nevertheless, there
are ample lines of evidence supporting that these wetlands
have undergone several hydrological alterations and their
functionality are at prudent risk in perspective of multiple
stressors triggered by human attitude to utilize the eco-
system services recklessly [74]. While anticipating wetlands
to eliminate climate change risks, it is equally important to
preserve the existing wetlands such as freshwater wetlands,
lagoons, estuaries, swamp forests, and man-made wetlands
which will comfort struggle against climate change [75].
Shifts in ecological regimes due to land encroachment and
excessive discharge of wastewater on wetlands causing en-
vironmental degradation have put devastating insecurity on
future performances of Sri Lankan wetlands. ,ese issues
can only be resolved through close monitoring of land use
changes by applying modelling techniques to study the
changes. ,ere are various initiatives being formulated by
Ramsar Convention and United Nations Framework Con-
vention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) under supervision
of Government of Sri Lanka to improve resiliency on
wetland conservation [23, 76]. ,is action programme
should be in line with cultural setting of the society; theo-
retical background studies delivered through research and
national water resource management policy.

Nevertheless, it is important to exhibit the importance of
two wetland systems in the western belt of Sri Lanka. ,e
Muthurajawela marsh and Kolonnawa marsh offer multiple
benefits to the living beings in the surrounding areas [77].
,e flood waters received during high rainfall seasons from
upper reaches are buffered. ,en, they are discharged slowly
to the Negombo lagoon, hence reducing the negative im-
pacts of flooding on the downstream areas. ,e lagoon also
acts as a source of freshwater delta to moderate salinity and
pollution levels. It is estimated that the economic value
received through flood attenuation and industrial and
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domestic wastewater purification due to these lagoons is
around 500,000 United States Dollars (USD) per year [30].
,erefore, it is highly important to conserve the existing
wetlands from the developing activities and then to use them
effectively to adapt to the ongoing climate change.

3.2. Ecosystem-Based Adaptation Options in Coastal
Ecosystems

3.2.1. Mangrove, Coastal Marshes, Dunes, and Barrier Reefs.
Mangroves, coastal marshes, dunes, and barrier reefs are
regarded as parts of coastal ecosystem. ,ey offer varied
functionality analogous to grey infrastructure measures such
as dikes, levees, and sea walls in line with associated eco-
nomical cost [78]. ,ese natural breakwaters result in ab-
sorbing the energy of ocean waves, thus reducing the
structural damage [79]. ,e mangrove forests reduce the
severity of storm surges protecting upland areas from coastal
vulnerability [80, 81]. ,e role played by mangroves to
protect people and properties in recent tsunami was
regarded to be magnificent contribution towards the disaster
prevention [82, 83]. Nianthi and Shaw [29] reported that
coral reefs, which are natural protector of sea erosion, were
partially affected due to 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami
depicting the role in coastal protection. Nonetheless, the
reefs are evidenced to be declining due to mining works [84].

,e mangrove forests provide additional income for
the people in proximate areas through accelerated fish
and shrimp farming as these forests provide home to
majority of commercial fish species [30]. It is estimated
that the current mangrove cover in Sri Lanka is around
87 km2. Mangrove forests are scattered in the Jaffna
peninsula and northwestern, northeastern, and eastern
belts of Sri Lanka. Satyanarayana et al. [85] suggested that
Jaffna peninsula along with Kaluwanchikudy-Komari is
found to be in vulnerable condition due to reduction in
mangroves, dunes, and reefs cover while Yala, Puttalam,
and Trincomalee remain resilient. ,erefore, Sri Lanka as
an island and its coastlines are severely vulnerable to the
impacts from climate change causing disruptions on
water networks [86].

Due to human interactions and lack of conservation policies
of mangroves in perspective of climate change, they are suc-
cessively transforming as narrow strips today. ,e main causes
of depletion of mangrove in Sri Lanka are accounted to land
encroachment for agricultural purposes, urban development,
and diminution of forest resources [87]. It is recorded that 23
species of mangroves are found in Sri Lanka, and 3 of them are
listed in the National Red List of Sri Lanka [88]. Bruguiera
cylindrica (L.) Blume (Mal Kadol in local language), Sonneratia
alba Sm. (Yak Kirala in local language), and Xylocarpus
granatum J. König (Mutti Kadol in local language) are the three
types of endangeredmangroves in Sri Lanka.Hence, to reinstate
the mangroves as climate change shield, quality saplings should
be replanted in the tidal areas with collaboration from local
authorities and relevant ministries. It is recommended that
these measures should be industrialized as microengineering
program generating employment to the local people using

integrated modality system. ,ese postdevelopment activities
should be monitored closely by collective efforts from all the
pertinent authorities. Coastal vegetation such as coconut trees,
palm trees, andCasuarina plantations is givenmore attention by
the local communities; however, less attention was given to the
mangroves. ,e local community believes that it is the re-
sponsibility of the respective councils and the governments.
,erefore, the authors suggest that a detailed study should be
conducted assessing multicriteria parameters considering the
socioecological thoughts, geomorphological characteristics,
land-use phenomenon, and scientific understanding of vege-
tation patterns in conserving the coastal ecosystem.

3.3. Ecosystem-Based Adaptation Options in Urban Settings.
Ecosystem-based adaptation in urban areas is extremely
important due to the rapid urbanization in the world. Rapid
urbanization is not controlled or planned in most of the
cities. ,erefore, this is a critical issue when addressing the
impact of climate change. Increased rainfalls and high in-
tensified rainfall due to climate change are two devastating
issues for urbanized area as they can bring flash floods.
,erefore, adaptation plans play an important role in
mitigating the climate change impacts. However, little in-
formation is available on using EbAs in urban areas for
mitigating the climate change impacts [89].

Sri Lanka has given much attention to introducing EbAs in
its capital city, Colombo. ,is is due to continuous flooding in
the city. Even in an event of an average rainfall in Colombo city,
a small flood can be observed (at least on roads). ,erefore,
EbAs were introduced to reduce the surface runoff in particular.
Recently renovated parks are examples for these EbAs. ,ese
parks were introduced as jogging tracks so that the parks can
also be used for the recreational facilities in addition to the
EbAs. Bellanwila jogging track, Nawala walking track, and
Diyatha Uyana track are few of the recently developed parks.
Infiltration is increased from these green parks; thus, it is ex-
pected to reduce the peak surface runoff to Colombo city.,ese
facilities were recently implemented in nearby suburbs and
excellent outcomes are witnessed.

Green buildings are another attraction to Colombo city.
It is not only ecofriendly but also aesthetically attractive.
Clear point residence is such high-rise buildings in Raja-
giriya in the heart of Colombo. Natural air cooling due to the
green cover in 42 floors made the adaptation to the increased
atmospheric temperature. In addition, the green energy
supply promotes less burden to the environment. ,erefore,
this is an excellent example for the usage of EbAs in
Colombo. However, more of these types of EbAs are re-
quired in congested cities like Colombo. Nevertheless,
finding enough space is a challenging activity.

4. Summary and Conclusions

,e advantages in implementation of EbAs in field level, wa-
tershed level, and urban and coastal environments in Sri Lanka
are discussed through this paper. ,is research paper discusses
the main benefits of utilizing EbA solutions over grey infra-
structure solutions to address issues related to water
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management. It is clear thatmultifunctionality of EbA approach
provides a series of cobenefits apart from the primary solutions,
when compared to grey infrastructure-based solutions. Mainly,
the benefits of EbAs can be classified into water supply regu-
lation, moderation and extreme events, and water quality
regulation. Since EbA solutions are cost-effective solutions, they
can be incorporated to address issues related to water man-
agement in the developing region. Worldwide scientific com-
munity has recognized the importance of integrating nature-
based solutions for long-term policy planning in the context of
climate change, soil and water conservation, and so forth. In-
creasing awareness on EbAs and associated costs and benefits,
capacity building, and knowledge sharing among agencies and
financing should be conducted for EbAs. Methods should be
developed to monitor and evaluate the progress of these EbA
measures in Sri Lanka. Life cycle assessment and effective
monitoring of these EbA approaches should be carried out.,e
benefits and lessons learnt should also be shared with the
general public. Integration of EbA options into the policy
development agenda should include assessment of knowledge
support, integration of national development, and capacity
building. EbA solutions should be addressed after analyzing
local hydrology, resources availability, and climatic conditions.
It is equally important to understand the capacity of ecosystems.
Hence, sustainable utilization of EbAs relies on understanding
and respecting the assimilative capacity of ecosystems.
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Evaluating the vulnerability of a water resources system is a multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA) problem including multiple
indictors and different weights. In this study, a reinforced ordered weighted averaging (ROWA) operator is proposed by in-
corporating extended ordered weighted average operator (EOWA) and principal component analysis (PCA) to handle theMCDA
problem. In ROWA, the weights of indicators are calculated based on component score coefficient and percentage of variance,
which makes ROWA avoid the subjective influence of weights provided by different experts. Concretely, the applicability of
ROWA is verified by assessing the vulnerability of a water resources system in Handan, China. (e obtained results can not only
provide the vulnerable degrees of the studied districts but also denote the trend of water resources system vulnerability in Handan
from 2009 to 2018. And the indictor that most influenced the outcome is per capita GDP. Compared with EOWA referred to
various indictor weights, the represented ROWA shows good objectivity. Finally, this paper also provides the vulnerability of the
water resource system in 2025 based on ROWA for water management in Handan City.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of economy, the destruction of
water environment, and the continuous change of global
environment, the water resources system has suffered a
series of water safety problems, such as water shortage,
contradiction between supply and demand, and water
pollution. (e problems are constantly changing the func-
tion, structure, and characteristics of the water resources
system directly or indirectly, thus affecting the vulnerability
of the water resources system. (erefore, it is urgent for
hydrologists and disaster scholars to study the vulnerability
of water resources.

Vulnerability is widely used in various fields of academic
research, such as drought vulnerability [1, 2] and ecological
vulnerability [3, 4]. Vulnerability is a term commonly used
to describe a weakness or flaw in a system, and it is vul-
nerable to specific threats and harmful events [5]. Although
scholars have different understanding on vulnerability, there
is no uniform definition about vulnerability in the water

resource system until now. Synthesizing the domestic and
research results, the concept of water resources vulnerability
was summarized by Zou et al. [6] as follows: the nature and
state of the water resources system are affected and destroyed
by the threats and damage from human activities and natural
disasters, and it is difficult to restore to the original state and
function after being damaged. (e factors affecting the
vulnerability of the water resources system contain the
system itself and the stress exerted outside the system (such
as climate change and human activities). (e influencing
factors of the water resources system itself involve its in-
herent structure, function, and complexity. It is generally
believed that the more complex the system structure, the
lower the soil and water loss rate, the stronger the
groundwater regeneration capacity, the weaker the vul-
nerability of the system, and on the contrary, the stronger the
vulnerability of the system. Considering the influencing
factors mentioned above, it is necessary to apply multi-
criteria decision analysis (MCDA) technology to evaluate the
vulnerability of the water resources system. Fortunately, the
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EOWA method [7] as one effectively MCDA tool had been
widely studied and applied. It considers not only the weight
of the factors affecting the multicriteria decision system, but
also the position of the factors in aggregation process and the
weight of the experts. For example, Xiao et al. [8] discussed
the problem of ordering qualitative data by using an EOWA
operator and the processing of qualitative data in multi-
attribute decision-making. Wei [9] put forward a group
decision-making method of coal mine safety evaluation
based on the EOWA operator, so as to improve the efficiency
of safety management, raise the level of safety management,
and reduce the cost of safety management.

(e thought of EOWA is to transform fuzzy sets into
specific values and multiply them by corresponding weight.
And in the calculation process, order weight is considered
because the important degrees of all experts are usually
unequal. Due to the addition of ordered weight, the extreme
value error is reduced. For example, Zarghami et al. applied
the EOWA operator to group decision-making on water
resources projects [10]. However, in the vulnerability as-
sessment of the water resources system, many indicators
should be considered objectively to reflect the characteristics
from different aspects. However, the indicator weights of
EOWA are determined artificially, which contains a large
subjective arbitrariness. It is noted that the principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) can decompose the original multiple
indicators into independent single indicator and carry out
diversified statistics. It can not only make the independent
single indicator unrelated, avoiding overlapping and cross
between the indicators, but also retain the authenticity of the
original indicator through dimensionality reduction
thought. (us, the multi-indicator problem can be inte-
grated into a single-indicator form avoiding the subjective
randomness of artificial decision-making by using PCA. For
example, Pan and Xu [11] established a fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation model based on PCA. In which, the evaluation
factors were screened by PCA, and the characteristic value of
the selected indicators was regarded as the weight, which
reduced the influence of subjective factors and improved the
accuracy of the model. Ren et al. [12] used the PCA to
evaluate the integrated performance of different hydrogen
energy systems and select the best scenario. (erefore, one
potential methodology to handling MCDA problems and
the subjectivity of weights is to incorporate the EOWA and
PCA within a general framework, leading to an integrated
assessment method.

Accordingly, the objective of this study is firstly to
propose a reinforced ordered weighted averaging (ROWA)
operator based on PCA and EOWA, to dispose the MCDA
problems. (e proposed operator would have the following
advantages: (a) effectively reflecting the importance of dif-
ferent decision levels by order weight in the evaluation
system, (b) avoiding overlap and cross among multiple
indicators, and overcoming the subjective randomness of
different weights by the cumulative contribution rate, and
(c) determining the main factors affecting the evaluation
system. And secondly, a case study of assessing the vul-
nerability of the water resources system in Handan City is
offered for illustrating the applicability of the developed

ROWA operator. Afterwards, the results analysis is given
specifically to provide the managers with objectively eval-
uated solution for the vulnerability of the water resources
system in the past and the future. At last, comparisons
between ROWA and EOWA are conducted to further il-
lustrate the advantages of the proposed ROWA.

2. Methodology

2.1. EOWA. For MCDM problems, two key factors (the
being evaluated indicators and the weights of indicators)
should be ascertained and quantified. However, the second
factor is generally provided by experts and denoted in verbal
terms which make the evaluation process more subjective
and complex. (erefore, this study will reinforce the EOWA
operator by introducing APC to improve the second factors
and enhance its applicability in handling MCDM problems.
Definition and concept on EOWA will be presented as
follows.

Xu [7] proposed EOWA based on the ordered weighted
average (OWA) operator and extended glossary of terms.
(e method is to transform fuzzy sets into specific values
and multiply them by corresponding weight, which can be
defined as follows.

Definition 1. (see [13]). S
n⟶ S, if F � F � f(sα1, sα2, . . . ,

sαn
) � w1sβ1⊕w2sβ2⊕ · · ·⊕wnsβn

� sβ, where F is the total
positive score of a scheme β � 

n
i�1 wiβi, w � (w1, w2, . . . ,

wn) is a weighted vector associated with EOWA, wi ∈
[0, 1](i ∈ N), 

n
i�1 wi � 1, and input sβi

is the ith largest el-
ement in a set of language data (sα1, sα2, . . . , sαn

).
wi is called ordered weight. sβi

consists of two parts:
indicator weight and indicator value. And indicator weights
are not equal to each other in real problems [14]. Based on
these, sβn

of EOWA can be obtained as follows:

sβn
� Pndn, (1)

wherePn is the indicator weight and dn is the indicator value.
(e advantages of EOWA are as follows: (1) it can

transform fuzzy sets into specific values; (2) using ordered
weights to reduce extreme value error in the calculation
because the important degrees for all inputs sβn

are generally
unequal. All of these make the calculation results more in
line with the complexity, spatial, and temporal differences
and fuzziness situation.

Ordered weight wi in the EOWA operator [7] is obtained
by the minimum variable method [15, 16], and the final
expression [17] is as follows:

w1 �
2(2n − 1) − 6(n − 1)(1 − θ)

n(n + 1)
, (2)

wn �
6(n − 1)(1 − θ) − 2(n − 2)

n(n + 1)
, (3)

wi �
(n − j)

(n − 1)
× w1 +

(j − 1)

(n − 1)
× wn, if i ∈ 2, . . . , n − 1{ },

(4)
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where θ is an independent variable representing the opti-
mism of the decision maker. In this study, the value of θ is
0.3 [14], representing that many criteria considered in this
decision-making system are satisfied [17].

In multiobjective decision criteria, the model can be
further expressed as follows [12]:

GS Aj  � f P1S1 Aj , P2S2 Aj , . . . , PnSn Aj  , (5)

where GS(Aj) is the comprehensive score on district j

vulnerability assessment, Si(Aj) is the value of vulnerability
assessment indicator i for district j, f is the ROWA op-
erator, Pi is the weight of vulnerability assessment indicator
i, and n is the number of indicators for water resources
vulnerability assessment.

Moreover, when the inputs Si(Aj) have different units, it
is necessary to convert them into data on interval [0, 1]. A
simple method of standardization is used [8] in this study,
shown as follows:

Si Aj  �

Si Aj  − min Si( 

max Si(  − min Si( 
, for positive inputs,

max Si(  − Si Aj 

max Si(  − min Si( 
, for negative inputs.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

Also, here the integral meanmethod [8] is used to assess
the important degree of each district, normalized as
follows:

CGS Aj  � 1 −
1
n



n

i�1
Si Aj  − GS Aj 



, (7)

where CGS(Aj) is the important degree of district j.

2.2. ROWA. It is noted that PCA can decompose original
multiple indicators into independent single indicators and
carry out diversified statistics. It can not only make the
independent single indicator unrelated, avoiding over-
lapping and cross between the indicators, but also retain the
authenticity of the original indicator through dimensionality
reduction thought [18]. (erefore, the reinforced ordered
weighted averaging (ROWA) operator is proposed based on
EOWA and PCA in this study. ROWA would calculate the
indicator weight (Pi) by component score coefficient and
percentage of variance [19] based on PCA and then bring it
into EOWA to calculate the vulnerability of each admin-
istrative district. Totally, the advantages of ROWA can be
summarized as follows: (1) it can effectively reflect the
importance of different decision levels by order weights in
the evaluation system; (2) it can not only avoid overlapping
and crossing of indicators but also retain the authenticity of
the original indicator based on the cumulative contribution
rate and thus avoid the subjective randomness; (3) it can
determine the main factors affecting the evaluation system.

Specifically, the formulas for calculating the indicator
weight (Pi) based on PCA are as follows:

Pi � 
n

m�1

Fim × α( 

β
,

Fim � SCCim ×
�
c

√
,

(8)

where SCCim is the score coefficient of the indicator i to the
component m; Fim is the component score of the indicator i;
Pi is the weight for the vulnerability assessment indicator i; α
is the contribution rate of the principal component m; β is
the cumulative contribution rate of principal components;
and c is the eigenvalues of principal component m. SCCim, α,
β, and c are calculated by SPSS.

And then, take Pi into formula (5) and get CGS(Aj). At
last, the final percentile score (F) of the vulnerability in the
district j can be gained by the following formula:

F � CGS Aj  × 100. (9)

According to calculation of EOWA and Pi, the specific
solution process of ROWA can be summarized as shown in
Figure 1.

Based on previous information and similar studies [20],
the vulnerability of water resources systems can be classified
into five classes: I, low vulnerability; II, medium vulnera-
bility; III, medium-high vulnerability; IV, high vulnerability;
and V, severe vulnerability.

2.3.NumericalExample. Here, an example is given below for
clearly understanding the proposed ROWA method. Sup-
posing that the vulnerability of the water resources system in
four research areas (represented by A1, A2, A3, and A4)
should be evaluated, and the related indicators are 10, whose
original data are shown in Table 1.

Accordingly, the calculation step of ROWA for this
problem can be summarized as follows.

Step 1. Calculate indicator weight Pi.
After calculating with PCAmethod, the results show that

under the criterion of cumulative contribution rate ≥85%,
two principal components can be obtained, and the actual
cumulative contribution rate is 93.73%. And when the values
of SCCim, α, β, and c are obtained, Pi can be gained based on
them, shown in Table 2.

Step 2. Solve order weight wi.
wi is calculated according to formulas (2), (3), and (4),

and the results are shown in Table 3.

Step 3. Calculate comprehensive score CGS(Aj).
After Pi is calculated, raw values are transformed

according to formula (6). (en, values of GS(Aj) and
CGS(Aj) can be calculated according to formulas (5) and
(7), as shown in Table 4.

Step 4. Calculate percentile score F.
F is shown in Table 4.
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Step 5. Determine the degree of vulnerability based on score
F.

Finally, according to allocation criteria, it is easy to judge
the vulnerability of each region, as shown in Table 4.

It can be seen that A1 and A2 belong to high vulner-
ability and medium-high vulnerability, respectively, and A3
and A4 belong to medium vulnerability.

3. Case Study

3.1. 3e Profile of Research Area. Handan City is in the
southern end of Hebei Province, southeast of North China.
(e geographical position is between 36°04′N∼37°01′N and
113°28′E∼115°28′E. Because the city of Handan is sur-
rounded by Taihang Mountains, North China Plain, Xingtai,
and Anyang tightly, it is called the southern gate of Hebei
Province. Its administrative area is shown in Figure 2.

In recent years, the total amount of water resources in
Handan is about 16.7 × 109 · m3, and the per capita water
resources is 191·m3 per year, which is only 9% of the per
capita level of the whole country. And by the end of 2018, the
total population of Handan was 10.51 × 106 with a pop-
ulation density of 871 person/km2 and the population is
increasing gradually. (e proportion of surface water and
groundwater to total water supply is 40.5% and 59.5%,

Table 2: Weight for the vulnerability assessment indicator i.

Indicator C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10
Pi 0.31 −0.02 −0.28 0.31 0.12 0.10 −0.25 0.31 −0.27 0.26

Table 3: Value of wi.

w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 w7 w8 w9 w10

0.002 0.024 0.045 0.067 0.089 0.111 0.133 0.155 0.176 0.198

Table 4: Value of GS(Aj), CGS(Aj), and F.

District GS(Aj) CGS(Aj) F VD

A1 0.07 0.60 60 IV
A2 0.08 0.53 53 III
A3 0.15 0.25 31 II
A4 0.14 0.31 25 II
Note. VD � vulnerable degree.

Stop

Processs of ROWA

Step 1: Pi (formulas (8) to (9))

Step 2: Wi (formulas (2) to (4))

Step 3: CGS (Aj) (formulas (5) to (7))

Step 4: F (formula (10))

Step 5: classify vulnerability based on F (I:0~20;
II: 20~40; III: 40~60; IV: 60~80; V: 80~100)

Figure 1: Process of ROWA.

Table 1: Original data.

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10
A1 537 6.3 1.7 0.3 6.8 15.8 1.3 0.8 4.6 130
A2 661 10.8 1.7 0.4 0.5 1.3 1.1 1 2.3 260
A3 801 2.5 1.5 0.5 88.5 36 0.8 0.9 3.2 600
A4 1058 5.9 1.3 0.6 39.6 26.5 0.9 1.2 2.5 580
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respectively. In the water supply, the groundwater is
regarded as the main water source, resulting in long-term
serious overexploitation of local groundwater and contin-
uous decrease of groundwater level. (e water resources
system of Handan City is being destroyed gradually, and its
vulnerability is becoming more and more obvious. (ere-
fore, for the sustainable development of water resources, it is
meaningful to make a reasonable evaluation about the
vulnerability of the water resources system in Handan.

3.2. Establishment of Indicator System

3.2.1. Principles for the Establishment of an Indicator System.
When constructing an assessment system of water resources
vulnerability, five principles should be followed: scientific
principle, operational principle, comprehensive principle,
leading principle, and regional principle [21]. (ey play a
comprehensive role in building the evaluation indicator
system of water resources system vulnerability and ensure
the scientificity and rationality of the evaluation indicator
system.

3.2.2. Selection of Indicators and Establishment of Indicator
System. Water resources system is a huge and complex
system, whose vulnerability is affected by many factors. It
would be best to establish an indicator system including all
the factors, but this is difficult and not realistic to achieve the
data of all factors. (erefore, most of the studies selected
some indicators to build the evaluation indicator system
based on the actual situation of the study area and data
acquisition [22]. Similarly, ten indicators are selected to
study the vulnerability of the water resources system in
Handan City in this study. (e selected indicators are as
follows: annual precipitation (108·m3) (C1), water conser-
vancy regulation capacity (104·m3) (C2), groundwater ex-
ploitation rate (C3), groundwater regeneration capacity
(C4), annual drought index (C5), soil and water loss rate
(C6), population density (person/km2) (C7), per capita

GDP (yuan) (C8), per capita water consumption (m3) (C9),
and water resources utilization ratio (C10).

3.3. Administrative Divisions and Data Notes. In this study,
the research area is divided into 17 districts according to the
administrative division: the three districts of the city (SS),
Fengfeng Kuang Qu (FK), Wu’an County (WA), Handan
County (HD), Daming County (DM), Wei County (WX),
Qiuzhou County (QZ), Qiu County (QX), Jize County (JZ),
Feixiang County (FX), Guangping County (GP), Cheng’an
County (CA), Linzhang County (LZ), Cixian County (CX),
Shexian (SX), Yongnian County (YN), and Guantao County
(GT). It is noted that at the end of 2016, the city of Handan
had been rezoned: Yongnian County and Feixiang County
were renamed as Yongnian District and Feixiang District
individually. Handan County was cancelled and divided into
the city’s three districts. In order to better reflect the vul-
nerability changes of the water resources system, the data of
ten indicators in 17 districts from 2009 to 2016 and 16
districts from 2017 to 2018 are selected to analyze the
successive annual trend of its vulnerability in Handan City.
(e related data are calculated according toWater Resources
Bulletin and Statistical Yearbook of Handan City.

4. Result Analysis and Discussion

4.1. Analysis of the Water Resources System Vulnerability by
ROWA. When the criterion of cumulative contribution rate
is 75%, the indicator weights calculated by component score
coefficient and percentage of variance were P �

P � (0.079, 0.022, 0.122, 0.116, 0.051, 0.121, 0.135, 0.068,

0.125, and 0.161). And thus, the percentile score of the
vulnerability of water resources systems from 2009 to 2018
can be acquired by the developed ROWA, which are shown
in Figure 3. In all the studied districts, only DM appears a
sustained decline from 81.50% to 60.03% during the decade
and other districts show varying degrees of volatility. For
example, the vulnerability of water resources systems in SS
has three rising years: 2012, 2014, and 2016; in FK, there are

EW

S

N

Figure 2: Administrative region of Handan.
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two rising periods: from 2009 to 2010 and from 2011 to 2014;
in WA, three increasing periods are from 2009 to 2012, from
2010 to 2012, and from 2015 to 2016; in HD, except for 2009,
2010, 2014, and 2016, the vulnerability of water resources
systems in the other years is greater than the year before; in
WX, there are also three rising periods: from 2010 to 2011,
from 2012 to 2015, and from 2016 to 2017; in QZ, the two
growing periods are from 2010 to 2012 and from 2015 to
2016; in QX, the three increasing periods are from 2010 to
2012, from 2015 to 2016, and from 2017 to 2018; in JZ, only
the years of 2013, 2015, and 2018 are more vulnerable than
the previous year; with the exception of 2011, the vulner-
ability has declined in all other years in FX; in GP, there are
four ascending periods: from 2010 to 2011, from 2013 to
2014, from 2015 to 2016, and from 2017 to 2018; in CA, the
vulnerability firstly increases from 2009 to 2013 and then
decreases from 2014 to 2015, and grows again in 2016 and
declines from 2017 to 2018 at last; in LZ and CX, there are the
same ascending years: 2011 and 2016; in SX, three growing
periods are from 2009 to 2010, from 2012 to 2016, and from
2017 to 2018; in YN, except for the years of 2010, 2014, and
2017, the vulnerability in all other years is greater than the
previous year; in GT, there is an increasing trend in every
two years from 2009 to 2018. In a word, although there are
multiple rising periods in most districts, the percentage
scores of their vulnerability decline significantly in 2018
compared to 2009 except for HD.

Correspondingly, the vulnerable degree of the studied
districts in Handan City from 2009 to 2018 also can be
obtained based on their percentile scores, which is denoted
in Table 5. It can be known that only the average vulnerable
degrees of the studied decade in SS and QZ are medium and

medium-high, while other districts are high. And the per-
centage of districts with high vulnerability in the decade is
88.24%, 76.47%, 82.5%, 76.47%, 70.59%, 64.71%, 76.47%,
82.35%, 75%, and 56.25%, respectively. (erefore, it can be
concluded that although the proportion of districts with high
vulnerability was large, it is gradually decreasing.

In addition, to clearly analyze the fluctuations of vul-
nerability, the main factors affecting the evaluation system in
every district can also be acquired by the PCA method of
ROWA, shown in Table 6. In detail, the districts mainly
affected by C2 are FK and FX; the districts of HD and CX are
principally influenced by C3; the districts mainly affected by
C7 are QZ and QX; the indicator of C5 only has a major
impact on GP; the indicator of C8 has major implications for
many districts, includingWA, DM,WX, JZ, LZ, SX, and GT;
and the indicator of C10 mainly affects SS and CA. Overall,
this result would provide a good guidance for managers in
water resource rehabilitation and governance.

4.2. Comparison between ROWA and EOWA. To clearly
explain the impact of indicator weight on the evaluation
results, the comparison of results between ROWA and
EOWA is conducted. Given space constraints, this paper
takes the results in 2009 and 2018 as examples, shown in
Tables 7 and 8 individually. In which, symbols of EOWA-1,
EOWA-2, and EOWA-3 mean the vulnerability of the water
resources system in Handan City calculated by EOWA with
three different indicator weights: P1� (0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1,
0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1), P2� (0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05,
0.3, 0.3, 0.05, 0.05), and P3� (0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05,
0.05, 0.05, 0.3, 0.3).(e percentile scores of all districts by the
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Figure 3: (e percentile score of the water resources system vulnerability in Handan City.
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three EOWA methods change with the different indicator
weights in both 2009 and 2018, even the orders have changed
in some districts. For example, in 2009, the percentile scores
of WA, YN, QZ, FK, GP, CX, and HD are (62.38, 62.17,
62.18), (62.63, 62.15, 61.94), (68.51, 67.97, 67.69), (68.41,
67.89, 68.00), (75.21, 75.03, 74.92), (75.60, 75.29, 75.32), and

(75.48, 74.92, 75.00) by EOWA-1, EOWA-2, and EOWA-3,
respectively, and their orders are (2, 3, 3), (3, 2, 2), (8, 8, 7),
(7, 7, 8), (13, 14, 13), (15, 15, 15), and (14, 13, 14) by the three
EOWAmethods individually, bolded in Table 7; in 2018, the
percentile scores of FK, WA, WX, JZ, and QX are (59.44,
58.58, 58.51), (59.40, 58.80, 58.66), (59.84, 58.69, 58.73),

Table 5: Vulnerable degree of the water resources systems in Handan City from 2009 to 2018.

District
Vulnerable degree

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
SS III II II III II II II III II II
FK IV IV IV IV IV IV IV IV IV III
WA IV IV IV IV IV IV IV IV III III
HD IV IV IV IV V V V V — —
DM V IV IV IV IV IV IV IV IV IV
WX IV IV IV III III IV IV IV IV III
QZ IV III IV IV III III III III III III
QX IV IV IV IV IV IV IV IV IV IV
JZ IV IV IV IV IV IV IV IV IV IV
FX IV IV IV IV IV IV IV IV IV III
GP IV IV V IV IV IV IV IV IV IV
CA IV III III IV IV IV IV IV III III
LZ IV IV IV IV IV IV IV IV IV IV
CX IV IV IV IV IV IV IV IV IV IV
SX IV IV IV III III III III IV IV IV
YN IV III IV IV IV III IV IV IV IV
GT IV V IV V IV V IV IV IV IV
Note. VD� vulnerable degree; I� low vulnerability (0 ∼ 20); II�medium vulnerability (20 ∼ 40); III�medium-high vulnerability (40 ∼ 60); IV� high
vulnerability (60 ∼ 80); V� severe vulnerability (80 ∼ 100).

Table 6: (e main factors affecting the evaluation system.

D IF D IF D IF D IF D IF D IF
SS C10 HD C3 QZ C7 FX C2 LZ C8 YN C4
FK C2 DM C8 QX C7 GP C5 CX C3 GT C8
WA C8 WX C8 JZ C8 CA C10 SX C8
Note. D� district; IF � influencing factor.

Table 7: Comparison of results between ROWA and EOWA in 2009.

District
ROWA EOWA-1 EOWA-2 EOWA-3

F Rank F Rank F Rank F Rank
SS 41.40 1 41.58 1 40.83 1 40.55 1
WA 62.20 2 62.38 2 62.17 3 62.18 3
YN 62.36 3 62.63 3 62.15 2 61.94 2
CA 62.64 4 62.94 4 62.52 4 62.44 4
SX 64.82 5 64.97 5 64.72 5 64.79 5
QX 65.48 6 65.44 6 65.15 6 65.02 6
QZ 68.09 7 68.51 8 67.97 8 67.69 7
FK 68.52 8 68.41 7 67.89 7 68.00 8
WX 69.14 9 69.15 9 68.95 9 69.06 9
JZ 71.75 10 71.80 10 71.48 10 71.41 10
FX 72.00 11 72.29 11 71.81 11 71.74 11
LZ 74.90 12 75.02 12 74.63 12 74.75 12
GP 75.31 13 75.21 13 75.03 14 74.92 13
CX 75.50 14 75.60 15 75.29 15 75.32 15
HD 75.55 15 75.48 14 74.92 13 75.00 14
GT 75.97 16 75.94 16 75.85 16 75.76 16
DM 81.50 17 81.54 17 81.45 17 81.45 17
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(70.98, 70.40, 70.32), and (70.89, 70.42, 70.29) with their
orders being (6, 5, 5), (5, 7, 6), (7, 6, 7), (16. 15, 16), and (15,
16, 15) resulted from EOWA-1, EOWA-2, and EOWA-3,
respectively, bolded in Table 8. By comparison, the per-
centile scores of WA, YN, QZ, FK, GP, CX, and HD are
62.20, 62.36, 68.09, 68.52, 75.31, 75.50, and 75.55 while their
orders are 2, 3, 7, 8, 13, 14, and 15 by ROWA, respectively, in
2009; and the percentile scores of FK, WA, WX, JZ, and QX
were 59.11, 59.12, 59.20, 70.67, and 70.69 with their orders
being 5, 6, 7, 15, and 16 aroused from ROWA individually in
2018. It should be pointed that similar conditions have
existed in other years.

In general, the results by ROWA are more effective than
the ones by EOWA when the weights of indicators have
changed. In practice, the weights of indicators for MCDM
problems exactly change if they are determined by experts.
Because the experts’ numbers and/or subjectivity are con-
stantly changing. Inversely, if the weights of indicators are
calculated based on component score coefficient and per-
centage of variance in ROWA, the results for MCDM
problems would not be affected by experts. (erefore, it can
be obtained that ROWA is more objective and more fit for
MCDM problems, and meanwhile provides the manager
with an optimal and rational decision support system.

4.3. Vulnerability Prediction of Water Resources System.
In order to provide better decision support for managers in
future water resources management, the vulnerability of the
water resources system in 2025 in Handan City is also
assessed by the proposed ROWA based on the existing data,

shown in Table 9. It can be seen that except for SS andQZ are
medium vulnerability and medium-high vulnerability, re-
spectively, all other districts have the high vulnerability with
the proportion reaching 87.5%. (erefore, even by 2025, the
vulnerability of the water resources system in Handan City
would remain high and will require great attention.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a new ROWA method based on EOWA and
PCA has been proposed for dealing with multicriteria de-
cision-making problems. In this method, under the criterion
of cumulative contribution, the percentile score can be
ranked by order weight, which can effectively reduce the
extreme error. In addition, the indicator weight (Pi) is
calculated based on the component score coefficient and
percentage of variance by PCA. (erefore, the proposed
ROWA can not only avoid overlapping and crossing of
indicators but also retain the authenticity of the original
indicator, thus avoiding the subjective randomness. More-
over, it also can determine the main factors affecting the
vulnerability, which is convenient for decision makers to
make decisions.

A case of water resources system vulnerability in Handan
City has been studied for demonstrating applicability of the
proposed methodology. (e analyses show that except for
the vulnerability of the water resources system in DM has a
sustained decline, other districts display varying degrees of
volatility during the decade. Although the proportion of
districts with high vulnerability is large, it is gradually

Table 9: Vulnerability prediction of the water resources system in 2025 in Handan City.

District F VD District F VD District F VD District F VD
SS 29.51 II WX 65.44 IV FX 63.56 IV CX 72.87 IV
FK 72.83 IV QZ 57.91 III GP 76.20 IV SX 60.92 IV
WA 67.70 IV QX 68.00 IV CA 64.11 IV YN 66.92 IV
DM 75.28 IV JZ 73.83 IV LZ 73.69 IV GT 78.44 IV

Table 8: Comparison of results between ROWA and EOWA in 2018.

District
ROWA EOWA-1 EOWA-2 EOWA-3

F Rank F Rank F Rank F Rank
SS 29.31 1 30.26 1 28.37 1 28.34 1
QZ 50.15 2 50.67 2 49.60 2 49.51 2
CA 55.62 3 56.19 3 55.12 3 55.06 3
FX 56.34 4 56.83 4 55.87 4 55.78 4
FK 59.11 5 59.44 6 58.58 5 58.51 5
WA 59.12 6 59.40 5 58.80 7 58.66 6
WX 59.20 7 59.84 7 58.69 6 58.73 7
DM 60.03 8 60.53 8 59.63 8 59.60 8
YN 60.68 9 61.32 9 60.28 9 60.25 9
LZ 61.18 10 61.72 10 60.87 10 60.88 10
SX 62.03 11 62.29 11 61.93 11 61.70 11
CX 65.16 12 65.55 12 64.82 12 64.67 12
GP 69.14 13 69.39 13 68.70 13 68.70 13
GT 69.14 14 69.54 14 68.79 14 68.75 14
JZ 70.67 15 70.98 16 70.40 15 70.32 16
QX 70.69 16 70.89 15 70.42 16 70.29 15
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decreasing from 2009 to 2018. And among the vulnerability
assessment indicators, the one that most influenced the
outcome is per capita GDP. Compared with EOWA referred
to three different indicator weights, the vulnerability of the
water resources system evaluated by ROWA has more ra-
tionality and objectivity. At last, the vulnerability of the
water resources system in 2025 is also assessed by ROWA,
which would be helpful for water management in Handan
City.
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Due to its capability to reduce fuel consumption and increase energy efficiency, the combined cooling, heating, and power
(CCHP) system has obtained great concern during the last decade. A large number of deterministic and stochastic optimization
models were proposed for supporting the operation management of the CCHP system, but few studies noticed that users’
demands in the real world may be subjected to twofold randomness with incomplete or uncertain information. In this study, a
birandom chance-constrained linear programming (BCCLP) model is developed for identifying optimal operation strategies
under random uncertainties. Compared with traditional stochastic programming models, the BCCLP model made the im-
provement through describing the energy demands as the birandom variables firstly, instead of traditional random variables. (is
way effectively avoided potential imbalance between energy supply and demand caused by oversimplified expression of uncertain
parameters. A gas-fired CCHP system of a hotel in Shanghai, China, was used as a study case for demonstration. A variety of
operation strategies are obtained under specific constraints-satisfaction conditions. It is concluded that the BCCLP model was
capable of generating the cost-effective operation strategies and evaluating the tradeoffs between system economy and reliability.
(e influence imposed by some critical parameters on the system performance was examined through the sensitivity analysis,
which provided the important guidance to the design and operational management of other similar CCHP systems in the future.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, with the rapid improvement of socioeconomic
development, industrialization, and urbanization, the elec-
tricity and energy requirements were increased at a fast rate
in China.(e State Grid Energy Research Institute projected
the increases in electricity and energy demands from 148
billion MWh and 126 billion MJ in 2018 to 226 billion MWh
and 151 billion MJ in 2035 (growth at two rates of 52.7% and
19.8% approximately, resp.). As the main energy form for
power generation, the utilization of fossil fuels was ac-
companied by a large number of pollutants (i.e., nitric
oxides, carbon dioxide, and sulfur oxides), which led to
global warming and brought serious pressure on ecosystem
protection and human health [1, 2]. According to the 2016

BP Statistical Review of World Energy, China’s energy
structure has changed in recent years [3]. (e proportion of
coal consumption has slightly decreased from 69.8% (in
2012) to 61.47% (in 2016), while the proportion of nonfossil
energy consumption, such as natural gas, has increased from
14.5% to 19.7%. From the above, it is foreseeable that, in
order to reduce coal consumption and promote nonfossil
energy development, a low-carbon diversified energy
structure would be formed in the future, where the natural
gas would play an important role.

Traditional energy-supply modes provided most of the
electricity, heat, and cool quantity in large centralized fa-
cilities. However, the long-distance transmission network of
these plants would cause electrical and thermal loss;
meanwhile, the existence of direct discharged and unutilized
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waste heat would reduce the energy-utilization efficiency [4].
With these premises, the distributed energy-supply modes
with the cascade utilization of clean energy were favorable to
realize the environment protection and sustainable devel-
opment. Currently, the gas-fired CCHP (combined cooling,
heating, and power) puts into use in electricity and energy
supply extensively, particularly on a small-scale basis. Gas-
fired CCHP system has the immense benefits; for example,
(i) the operational pattern based on cascade utilization of
clean energy has the ability to meet the electricity demand by
the aid of GT (gas turbines) or ICE (internal-combustion
engines) and simultaneously provide the cold and heat
energy through recovering waste heat, while maintaining the
high efficiency, keeping the high stability, and producing the
minimal greenhouse gas and air pollutant emissions; (ii) as a
typical distributed energy system, the properties including
short-distance transmission, small physical size, and small-
capacity modules were useful in reducing the electricity and
energy loss in the transmission system, without the limi-
tations in the government regulation, utility territory, and
land availability; (iii) it had strong adaptability for various
buildings, such as baseload generation, emergency backup,
and peak/load shaving for industrial parks, university towns,
airports, residential buildings, commercial buildings, and
office buildings. Generally, a gas-fired CCHP system has
strong advantages in protecting the atmospheric environ-
ment, improving energy efficiency, and realizing the cost
savings. (erefore, its development prospect was expected
[5, 6].

In recent years, the gas-fired CCHP system has obtained
great concern in China [7]. In 2011, the National Devel-
opment and ReformCommission, Ministry of Finance of the
People’s Republic of China, Ministry of Housing and Urban-
Rural Development of the People’s Republic of China and
National Energy Administration issued the policy “guidance
for NG distributed energy resources development” for
promoting the utilization of natural gas resources and re-
ducing the fuel consumption. Up to now, as a promising
way, the practices of CCHP system for electricity and energy
supply are presently spreading quickly in China, especially in
the major cities such as Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, and
Guangzhou, with a highly developed economy and strong
dependence on the energy resources. For example, Shanghai
Pudong International Airport had a projected CCHP system
to generate combined cooling, heating, and electricity for
meeting the airport’s requirements. Beijing Olympics En-
ergy Exhibition Center gas-fired CCHP system was estab-
lished to provide all the air-conditioning, heating, domestic
hot water, and part of power supply for the large-scale
building, including National Stadium, National Aquatics
Center, and the Information Building. As so far, the installed
capacity of CCHP system has reached 50 million kW in
China.

(e practical applications demonstrated that the per-
formances of CCHP systems were strongly influenced by the
operational strategy. It is thus necessary to determine the
optimal operational strategy of CCHP system for ensuring
the high system efficiency and low pollutant emission. In
general, there were usually two basic operation strategies for

CCHP systems: following the electric load (FEL) and fol-
lowing the thermal load (FTL), respectively. Some re-
searchers have investigated the operation of CCHP systems
under these two operation strategies [8–11]. For example,
Mago et al. selected the CCHP and combined heat and
power (CHP) systems as the studied targets and analyzed the
economic and environmental benefits under various con-
ditions following different operation strategies [8]. Results
showed that the systems based on FTL performed better than
those based on FEL. Mago and Hueffed presented the
comprehensive benefits of a turbine-driven CCHP system
with three different operation strategies, that is, FEL, FTL,
and following seasonal strategy (FSS), respectively [10].
Comparison results demonstrated the advancements of the
above three strategies, where average reductions of the
system cost, primary energy consumption, and greenhouse
gas emissions reached 2.6%, 12.1%, and 40.6%, respectively.
Wang et al. analyzed the performance of CCHP system
under two operational strategies [11]. It is concluded that
greenhouse gas emissions and system cost under the FEL
strategy were higher than FTL strategy; correspondingly, the
advantage of the FTL strategy was reflected in the primary
energy consumption index. From the abovementioned, each
of the operational strategies has different strengths and
weaknesses. FLT has the advantages in the reduction of
energy consumption and the increase in energy-supply re-
liability. For gas-fired CCHP system, the energy-utilization
efficiency and energy provision quality will directly affect the
system’s performance. It is necessary to develop an opera-
tional strategy of CCHP system which realized the high
efficiency and sufficient reliability of energy supply and
ensured that the users’ demands were satisfied. (erefore,
the gas-fired CCHP system under FTL strategy was expected.

(e design and execution of the optimal operational
strategy of CCHP systems were capable of realizing the
maximization in total system revenues and thus have been
the focus of many studies [12–20]. For instance, Abdollahi
and Sayyaadi developed a multiobjective optimization
model for realizing the energy-saving, economic, and en-
vironmental benefits of small-scale CCHP system [12]. Li
et al. formulated an optimization model of the CCHP system
aiming to improve the energy-utilization efficiency and
economic benefit [14]. Yang and Zhai proposed the nu-
merical model to generate optimal operation strategy of
integration of CCHP system and solar thermal utilization
[19]. As mentioned above, traditional deterministic opti-
mization models have provided strong technical support for
the system configuration and strategy generation, which
were helpful in reducing the primary energy consumption,
energy cost, emissions, and realizing the improvement in the
system performance. However, some limitations in their
extensive applications were unavoidable due to the existence
of intrinsic and human-induced uncertainties (including the
volatility in electric and thermal loads, the fluctuations in the
price of electricity, and natural gas as well as the perfor-
mance of the system equipment) in the CCHP system.
Specifically, the electric and thermal loads are mostly pre-
sented as the random nature due to the disturbance of
external meteorological factors and the deviation caused by
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human’ subjective judgments and understandings. (e price
of electricity and natural gas was influenced by the resources’
availability and policy regulations and suitable to describe as
the interval values, instead of fixed values. (e performance
of the system equipment mainly depended on their service
time and the operational manner of staff and exhibited
uncertain characteristics. Such uncertainties would bring
significant difficulties to the formulation of CCHP man-
agement models and generation of effective operational
strategies. It is thus desired that effective uncertain opti-
mization models be advanced.

Currently, a number of inexact optimization methods
have been widely applied in the energy system [21–31]. For
instance, Ersoz and Colak developed four stochastic simu-
lation methods for evaluating the investment feasibility of
the CCHP system, including the parametric method, the
Monte-Carlo method, the historical trend method, and the
scenario-based method [22]. Ji et al. proposed a stochastic
robust optimizationmethod in CCHP system under random
uncertainties [24]. Marino et al. proposed a two-stage sto-
chastic collaborative decision model for supporting energy
exchange for a CCHP system [25]. From the above, it can be
seen that most researchers focused on dealing with the
randomness in electric and thermal demands. (at is be-
cause, compared with other uncertain variables, it will have a
significant influence on energy provision pattern, which are
the prominent goals of CCHP system. However, the above
discussions about electric and thermal energy demands are
mainly regarded as the random variables with a known
distribution type as well as fixed distribution parameters.
Few studies noticed that electric and thermal energy de-
mands in the real world may be subjected to twofold ran-
domness. In detail, it is widely accepted that electric and
thermal energy demands are normally distributed random
variable N (μ, σ2) from the viewpoint of probability theory,
where μ and σ represent the mean value and standard de-
viation, respectively. In fact, μ and σ are identified by various
respondents with specific background and preference and
may exhibit uncertain characteristics. Specifically, it is first
assumed that the energy demands ξ are expressed as the
random variables with the normal distributions (i.e., ξ∼N (μ,
δ2), where μ and δ denote the mean value and standard
deviation, respectively. Based on various survey and esti-
mation results from n group of respondents, n groups of
random variables could be obtained (i.e., (μ1, δ21), (μ2, δ22), . . .,
(μn, δ2n), such that the μ and δ values are more suitable to be
random variables (as based on the collected data above)
rather than fixed values as are traditional random variables.
(erefore, the term of μ and σ will become new random
variables and electric and thermal energy demands will not
be considered to be conventional random variables but the
so-called birandom variables, a concept first proposed by
Peng and Liu [32]. (is concept has been integrated with
some inexact multiobjective optimization models and suc-
cessfully applied to the flow shop scheduling problem, the
vendors’ selection problem, and the hydropower station
operation planning problem [33–35]. (erefore, as the first
attempt in the related field, this study is to develop a bir-
andom chance-constrained linear programming (BCCLP)

model for generating the operational strategies of gas-fired
CCHP systems, where the electricity demands and thermal
energy demands will be considered as the birandom vari-
ables. A gas-fired CCHP system of a five-star hotel in
Shanghai Pudong New Area, China, was used as a study case
for demonstration.

(e rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides an overview of the reference hotel and its energy
source and the gas-fired CCHP system, including the load
characteristics of the hotel and main components and op-
erational framework of CCHP system. In Section 3, the
BCCLPmodel for gas-fired CCHP systems is formulated and
solved based on the primitive chance measure method.
Section 4 analyzes the solutions generated from BCCLP
model and discusses the sensitivity of critical system pa-
rameters. Some meaningful conclusions are summarized in
Section 5.

2. Case Study

2.1. Load Characteristics of the Targeted Hotel. To demon-
strate the advancement of the proposed optimization model
in generating cost-effective and reliable operation strategies
for the gas-fired CCHP system, a five-star hotel in Shanghai,
China, was selected for this study. (is hotel with a height of
90m and a total area of 8×104m2 approximately is located
in Pudong district, one of the most prosperous areas in
Shanghai with a total GDP of 1046 billion dollars in 2018.
(erefore, the average occupancy rate of this hotel is always
maintained at almost more than 80 percent all year. To
ensure the high service quality and realize the maximization
of economic benefits, the energy-supply security is critical
for the long-term development of this hotel.

Figure 1 demonstrates the load characteristics of this
hotel, where average monthly electric, cooling, and heating
loads are shown in Figure 1(a). Obviously, the cooling and
heating loads own remarkable variation trends, where the
cooling loads from May to October are much larger than
those of other months.(e heating loads mainly focus on the
months of December to February. It is noteworthy that
although the monthly mean temperature in January is the
lowest, being 1.9°C, nevertheless, the heating demands in
January are limited. (at is because Chinese New Year
usually happens in January, leading to a reduction in the
number of customers. Compared with the cooling and
heating loads, the electricity demands are relatively con-
sistent throughout the year. (e average hourly electric,
cooling, and heating loads for this building in a typical day
are reflected in Figure 1(b). It is shown that the variation in
average hourly electric loads in both summer and winter is
synchronous with the design of local step tariff, which is
divided into three periods, as peak period (8:00–11:00 and
18:00–21:00), flat period (6:00–8:00, 11:00–18:00, and 21:00-
22:00), and valley period (22:00–6:00). Meanwhile, the shifts
in outdoor temperature have an obvious influence on the
heating and cooling loads. Specifically, the heating loads are
very large in winter, being in a range of 4866.01 to
16474.03 kW, while being relatively lower in summer from
49.85 to 1052.53 kW; the cooling loads are higher in summer
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with 3712.71 to 23751.53 kW than that in winter from 12.94
to 818.71 kW. As mentioned above, the changes in outdoor
temperature and electricity price have obvious influences on
the heating, cooling, and electric loads, where the loads
exhibited obvious variation trends. (erefore, it is essential
for the CCHP system to identify accurate energy demands in
order to generate a reasonable and feasible schedule strategy.
In this study, the energy demands were described as the
birandom variables (as depicted in Section 3) for reflecting
their dynamic variation characteristics.

2.2. 6e Configuration and Operational Mechanism of the
CCHPSystem. (e schematic diagram of the gas-fired CCHP
system is shown in Figure 2. (e gas-fired CCHP system is
composed of many modules, including a gas turbine (GT)
with a total rated capacity of 6MW, unfired dual pressure
natural circulation heat recovery steam generators (HRSG),
auxiliary boiler (AB), absorption chillers (AC), heat exchanger
(HE), and electrical chillers (EC).

(e operational framework of CCHP system is described as
follows: firstly, the gas-fired turbine burns the natural gas and
generates the electricity and high-temperature flue gas. Secondly,
the high-temperature flue gas, produced as a byproduct and
recovered by HRSG, is utilized by the AC or HE for meeting
cooling and heating demands. It is regulated that if GT is in-
capable of supplying enough electricity or byproduct heat, ad-
ditional electricity and fuel need to be purchased to compensate
for meeting users’ requirements. Next, it is designed that the
insufficient cooling load is satisfied by EC based on the electricity
generated by GT in priority or purchased from the grid. As for
the unsatisfied heating load, it is provided by the AB through
burning the natural gas. Finally, the gas-fired CCHP system is
connected to the public supply network. It is regulated that the
unsatisfactory electricity loads are purchased from the public
power grid; nevertheless, the surplus electricity provided by the
CCHP system is unavailable for the public power grid. (is is
because the transmission of excess electricity to the power grid
will lead to the voltage flicker and short-circuit current, which
affect the security and reliability of the power grid.
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Figure 1: Electrical, cooling, and heating load of the hotel. (a) Average monthly load curves; (b) typical daily load curves over three seasons.
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2.3. 6e Main Problems Associated with the CCHP System.
As demonstrated [36], compared with traditional energy-
supply pattern, CCHP system is capable of improving the
overall efficiency, where less primary fuel is consumed to
generate the same amount of electricity and thermal energy.
However, there are still some problems which should be
solved at this stage. (i) (e mode at FTL operation strategy
caused the surplus electricity, which accounted for 10% of
the total electricity quantity among a year. It reached the
highest value in winter, being 18%. (ii) (e intrinsic un-
certainties are associated with the gas-fired CCHP system,
such as the volatility in electric and thermal loads, the
fluctuations in the price of electricity and natural gas, and the
unstable nature of equipment performance. (e oversim-
plification in those uncertainties may affect the accuracy and
rationality of the designed operational strategy. (iii) (e site
survey results indicated that the overall efficiency of the
CCHP system is approximately 72%, which means that there
still would be some improvement spaces in the system ef-
ficiency. It is thus expected to formulate an optimization
model under random uncertainty, aiming to generate the
cost-effective operational strategy of targeted gas-fired
CCHP system.

3. The Operation Optimization Model of the
Targeted CCHP System

3.1. Formulation of the BCCLP Model for the CCHP System.
In this research, a BCCLP model was formulated for real-
izing the minimal system cost, improving the energy-utili-
zation efficiency, and dealing with the uncertainties in the
system. (e model objective is to minimize operating cost
andmaintenance cost of the CCHP system; correspondingly,
the constraints include the supply balance of electricity,
heating, and cooling and operational limitations of system
equipment, as well as nonnegative constraints.

Objective function:

minimizef � f1 + f2, (1a)

f1 � Cng 

T

t�1
ngt(t) + ngb(t) + Celec 

T

t�1
Esg(t), (1b)

f2 � CGT 

T

t�1
EGT(t) + CB 

T

t�1
QB(t) + CAC 

T

t�1
CA(t)

+ CEC 

T

t�1
CE(t),

(1c)

where f1 is the total operational cost of the CCHP system in
period t (RMB); f2 is the total maintenance cost of the CCHP
system in period t (RMB); t is the index of time period; Cng
(t) is the natural gas price in period t (RMB/m3); Celec (t) is
the electricity price in period t (RMB/kWh); ngt(t) is the
natural gas consumption of the gas turbine in period t (m3);
ngb(t) is the natural gas consumption of the auxiliary boiler
in period t (m3); Esg(t) is the electricity purchased from the
power grid in period t (kWh); CGT is the maintenance cost of
the gas turbine (RMB/kWh); CB is the maintenance cost of
the auxiliary boiler (RMB/MJ); CAC is the maintenance cost
of the absorption chiller (RMB/MJ); CEC is the maintenance
cost of the electricity chiller (RMB/MJ); Esg(t) is purchased
electricity from local grid in period t (kWh); EGT(t) is the
electricity generated from the gas turbine in period t (kW);
QB (t) is the quantity of heat sourced from the auxiliary
boiler in period t (MJ); CA(t) is the quantity of cool provided
by the absorption chiller in period t (MJ); CE(t) is the
quantity of cool sourced from the electrical chiller in period t
(MJ). As demonstrated in the objective function (1a)–(1c),
equation (1b) was established for calculating the total op-
erational costs of the CCHP system, where they are com-
posed of two parts, that is, the purchasing costs of electricity
and the combustion costs of natural gas, respectively.
Equation (1c) was the function for describing the total
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Figure 2: Structure and energy flow of the gas-fired CCHP system.
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maintenance costs of the CCHP system, which include the
maintenance costs of gas turbine, absorption chillers,
electrical chillers, and auxiliary boiler, respectively. (e
decision variables mainly include ngt (t), ngb (t), Esg (t), EGT
(t), QB (t), CA (t), and CE (t), respectively.

Subject to the following,

(i) Electricity balance:

ESG(t) + EGT′(t)≥E(t), (1d)

EGT(t) � ngt(t)Hngηpeηte, (1e)

EGT′(t) � EGT(t) − EEC(t), (1f)

EEC(t) �
CE(t)

COPEC
, (1g)

where EGT′ (t) is the electricity output sourced from
the gas turbine in period t (kWh); E(t) is the
electricity load demand of the building in period t
(kWh); Hng is the low calorific value of natural gas
(MJ/m3); ηpe is the electrical efficiency of the gas
turbine; ηte is the thermal efficiency of the gas
turbine; EEC (t) is the electricity consumption for
the electrical chillers in period t (kWh); CE (t) is the
quantity of cool generated from the electrical
chillers in period t (MJ); COPEC is the COP (co-
efficient of performance) value of the electrical
chillers. Constraint (1d) regulated that the sum-
mation of generated and purchased electricity must
be greater than or equal to practical demand in
period t. Constraints (1e)–(1g) described how to
calculate the electricity flow of the entire CCHP
system in period t.

(ii) Heat balance:

QH (t) + QB (t) � HQ (t), (1h)

QH (t) � UST (t)θ (t)ηoeh, (1i)

ST (t) �
ET (t) 1 − ηte( 

ηpeηte
, (1j)

QB (t) � ngb (t)ηcebHng, (1k)

0≤UST (t)≤ 1, (1l)

where QH (t) is the heat output sourced from the
heat exchange in period t (MJ); QB (t) is the heat
output generated by the auxiliary boiler in period t
(MJ); HQ(t) is the heating demand of the building
in period t (MJ);UST (t) is the recovery waste heat of
the CCHP system in period t (MJ); θ (t) is the

proportion of the recovery waste heat allocated to
the heat exchanger in period t; ηoeh is exhaust heat
exchanger efficiency; ηceb is the auxiliary boiler
efficiency. Constraint (1f ) required that the supplied
heating amount must be equal to practical demand
in period t. Constraints (1g)–(1i) define the heating
power from heat exchanger and auxiliary boiler in
period t, respectively. Constraint (1j) ensured that
the value UST (t) belongs the [0, 1] range.

(iii) Cool balance:

CA(t) + CE(t) � C(t), (1m)

CA(t) � ST(t) 1 − UST(t)( ηhrerCOPAC,

(1n)

where C(t) is the cooling demand in period t (MJ);
ηhrer is the heat efficiency of the absorption chillers;
COPAc is the COP (coefficient of performance) of
the absorption chillers. Constraint (1k) was the
function of the amount of total cooling supply that
must be equal to the practical demand. Constraint
(1l) restricted the cooling power from the absorption
chillers in period t.

(iv) Other constraints:

0≤ET(t)≤ETMax, (1o)

0≤QH(t)≤QHMax, (1p)

0≤QB(t)≤QBMax, (1q)

0≤CA(t)≤CAMax, (1r)

0≤CE(t)≤CEMax, (1s)

where ETMax is the maximum generation power of the gas
turbine (kW); QH Max is the maximum generation power of
the heat exchanger (MJ); QB Max is the maximum generation
power of the auxiliary boiler (MJ); CA Max is the maximum
generation power of the absorption chiller (MJ);CE Max is the
maximum generation power of the electrical chiller (MJ).
Constraints (1m) to (1q) denoted that energy generated from
relevant facilities must not exceed their generation capacity
limits.

In this study, the BCCLP model was solved by the
commercial software LINGO 12.0, which is a powerful tool
to assist in formulating and solving the optimizationmodels.
(e previous studies have demonstrated that LINGO is
advantageous in tackling the energy and environmental
management issues faster and simpler due to its easy-to-edit
language and low computational burden [24, 37]. (is is the
reason why it was explored to support the operation
management of CCHP system in this research.(e hardware
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setting for running LINGO in this study is listed as follows:
(1) Operation System:MicrosoftWindows 10; (2) CPU: Intel
(R) Core (TM) i5-cc60U @ 3.20GHz 3.20GHz; (3) RAM:
4GB.

3.2. Data Information. (e parameters involved in the
BCCLP model are divided into two types, including the
parameters associated with the CCHP system and the pa-
rameters related to the users, respectively.

3.2.1. CCHP System Parameters. Based on on-site survey,
the regulations released by the electricity authority, Shanghai
Statistics Bureau, and Shanghai Statistics yearbook, the
economic and technical parameters of CCHP system are
identified and reflected in Table 1. (e electricity price is
divided into three levels, being 0.333 RMB/kWh at the valley
time, 0.653 RMB/kWh at the flat time, and 1.104 RMB/kWh
at the peak time, respectively. As for the natural gas price, it
mainly depended on the market. Moreover, it is found that
the maintenance costs and technical parameters of system
facilities are stable relatively and thus are assumed to be
deterministic values.

3.2.2. Energy-Demand Parameters. According to the on-site
survey results, historical data record (from 2010 to 2018), the
energy-demand parameters, including the electricity, heat-
ing, and cooling demands, are provided in Table 2. In this
CCHP system, as described in the “Introduction” section,
the energy requirements are affected by many factors, such
as the population, production scale, and local meteorological
condition, leading to the large variation range. (erefore,
they are designed as the birandom variables with normal
probability distribution.

3.3.6e Solution Algorithm of the Formulated BCCLPModel.
Based on the equilibrium chance-constrained measure
proposed by (Peng and Liu, 2007), the constraints which
included birandom parameters can be transformed to their
equivalent deterministic forms as follows:

A(ω)X≤B(ω)⟺Che
A(ω)X≤B(ω){ }≥ 1 − αr

⟺Pr ω ∈ Ω|Pr A(ω)X≤B(ω){ }≥ 1 − αr ≥ 1 − αr

⟺ μAX − Φ−1 αr( 

���������������

(X)
TσAX + σB( 

2


− Φ−1 αr( 

����������������

(X)
TσA′X + σB′( 

2


≤ μB, ∀r,

(2a)

D(ω)X≥ E(ω)

⟺Che
D(ω)X≥E(ω){ }≥ 1 − αr

⟺Pr ω ∈ Ω|Pr D(ω)X≥E(ω){ }≥ 1 − αr 

≥ 1 − αr

⟺μDX +Φ−1 αr( 

���������������

(X)
TσDX + σE( 

2


+Φ−1 αr( 

����������������

(X)
TσD′X + σE′( 

2


≥ μE, ∀r,

(2b)

where Che ·{ } denotes the primitive chance of birandom
event ·{ }; αr is a given level for birandom constraint (i.e., the
significance level, which represents the admissible risk of
constraint violation), which implies that the constraint
should be satisfied with at least a probability level of 1− αr. αr
is a predetermined violation level for the birandom con-
straint (i.e., the admissible risk of constraint violation),
which implies that the constraint should be satisfied with at
least a probability level of 1− αr. (e design principle of αr
value is that its range is wide as possible. (e principle of
designing the αr value is ensuring its ranges are wide enough.
In order to generate a variety of decision alternatives and
provide more choosing opportunities to decision makers, a
relatively wide range of designed parameter is necessary.
Various α values are helpful for investigating the risks caused
by demand-constraint violation, generating desired solu-
tions of electricity and energy supply, and useful for man-
agers in gaining insight into tradeoff between system cost
and constraint-violation risk. φ is the standard normal
distribution. According to inequations (2a) and (2b), model
(1) can be converted into the corresponding deterministic
model, where constraints (1c), (1i), and (1n) can be trans-
formed as follows:

ESG(t) + EGT′(t)≥E(t)⇔Che
E(t)|ESG(t) + EGT′(t)≥E(t) ≥ 1 − αr, (3a)

QH(t) + QB(t)≥HQ(t)⇔Che
HQ(t)|QH(t) + QB(t)≥HQ(t) ≥ 1 − αr, (3b)

CA(t) + CE(t)≥C(t)⇔Che
C(t)|CA(t) + CE(t)≥C(t) ≥ 1 − αr. (3c)

Finally, the solutions of the BCCLP model were obtained,
that is, fopt, ngt (t)opt, ngb (t)opt, ESG (t)opt, EGT (t)opt,QB (t)opt,CA
(t)opt, and CE (t)opt, respectively. (e procedures of formulating
and solving BCCLP model are summarized as follows:

Step 1. Collect system data and identify uncertain
variables as the birandom variables.
Step 2. Determine the objective function and con-
straints in the proposed BCCLP model.
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Step 3. Formulate a BCCLP model based on steps 1 and
2.
Step 4. Establish the operation optimization model
for the gas-fired CCHP system based on BCCLP
model.
Step 5. Convert birandom constraints into their re-
spective deterministic equivalents based on equilibrium
chance-constrained measure.
Step 6. Solve BCCLP model and generate the final
solutions of objective values and decision variables
under various conditions.

4. Result Analysis and Discussion

4.1. Result Analysis. (e BCCLP model was developed for
determining the optimal operation strategies of the gas-fired
CCHP system to manage the energy (including electricity,

heating, and cooling) flow reasonably and achieve theminimum
cost. (erefore, this section is categorized into four groups: (i)
cooling-supply system, (ii) heating-supply system, (iii) elec-
tricity-supply system, and (iv) system cost, respectively.

4.1.1. Cooling-Supply System. In order to minimize the
operating and maintenance costs, the selection of operation
strategies in the cooling-supply system (including absorp-
tion chillers and electrical chillers) is closely connected to
operating efficiency and costs but also to the α value. Table 3
provides the operational strategies and resource consump-
tion of the CCHP system under different α levels in the
typical days of three seasons (i.e., winter, summer, and
transition). As shown in Table 3, various α values will result
in different operation strategies and schedule pattern. Firstly,
the quantity of cooling sourced from both AC and EC

Table 1: Part of CCHP system parameters.

Parameters Value
Major economic parameters
Maintenance cost of gas turbine 0.03 RMB/kWh
Maintenance cost of absorption chiller 0.0002 RMB/MJ
Maintenance cost of auxiliary boiler 0.0006 RMB/MJ
Maintenance cost of electricity chiller 0.0005 RMB/MJ
Electricity price in peak period 1.104 RMB/kWh
Electricity price in flat period 0.653 RMB/kWh
Electricity price in valley period 0.333 RMB/kWh
Natural gas prices 2.32 RMB/m3

Major technical parameters
Efficiency of exhaust heat exchanger 0.776
Electrical efficiency of gas turbine 0.8
(ermal efficiency of gas turbine 0.18
Efficiency of auxiliary boiler 0.85
Recovery waste heat efficiency of the absorption chillers 0.695
Low calorific value of natural gas 35.175MJ/m3

Rated COP of absorption chiller 1.2
Rated COP of electric chiller 4.45

Table 2: Part of energy-demand parameters.

Parameter Time (hour)
Probability distribution

Winter Transition Summer

Electricity demand

0 N∼(μ, 17.47) μ∼(957.59, 12.32) N∼(μ, 18.92) μ∼(1144.73, 13.28) N∼(μ, 21.26) μ∼(1483.59, 14.84)
5 N∼(μ, 16.30) μ∼(818.24, 11.53) N∼(μ, 18.46) μ∼(1084.25, 12.98) N∼(μ, 20.27) μ∼(1335.76, 14.18)
10 N∼(μ, 22.79) μ∼(1729.39, 15.86) N∼(μ, 25.19) μ∼(2151.23, 17.46) N∼(μ, 28.12) μ∼(2729.59, 19.42)
15 N∼(μ, 24.08) μ∼(1950.92, 16.72) N∼(μ, 26.06) μ∼(2315.38, 18.04) N∼(μ, 28.47) μ∼(2803.50, 19.65)
20 N∼(μ, 22.86) μ∼(1740.10, 15.90) N∼(μ, 25.10) μ∼(2133.95, 17.40) N∼(μ, 26.72) μ∼(2444.49, 18.48)

Cooling demand

0 N∼(μ, 3.45) μ∼(8.36, 2.96) N∼(μ, 12.17) μ∼(414.07, 8.78) N∼(μ, 42.04) μ∼(6412.24, 28.69)
5 N∼(μ, 3.45) μ∼(8.36, 2.96) N∼(μ, 8.85) μ∼(187.62, 6.57) N∼(μ, 32.41) μ∼(3699.37, 22.27)
10 N∼(μ, 12.17) μ∼(413.80, 8.78) N∼(μ, 29.22) μ∼(2963.16, 20.14) N∼(μ, 51.73) μ∼(9892.39, 35.15)
15 N∼(μ, 13.14) μ∼(496.56, 9.43) N∼(μ, 34.99) μ∼(4354.16, 24.00) N∼(μ, 68.68) μ∼(17784.38, 46.45)
20 N∼(μ, 14.54) μ∼(629.47, 10.36) N∼(μ, 34.65) μ∼(4263.59, 23.77) N∼(μ, 70.70) μ∼(18880.49, 47.80)

Heating demand

0 N∼(μ, 43.78) μ∼(6982.48, 29.85) N∼(μ, 27.36) μ∼(2572.12, 18.91) N∼(μ, 10.32) μ∼(277.22, 7.55)
5 N∼(μ, 43.63) μ∼(6931.14, 29.75) N∼(μ, 22.42) μ∼(1668.22, 15.61) N∼(μ, 10.27) μ∼(273.73, 7.51)
10 N∼(μ, 57.68) μ∼(12399.04, 39.12) N∼(μ, 29.44) μ∼(3010.78, 20.29) N∼(μ, 13.46) μ∼(525.32, 9.64)
15 N∼(μ, 58.82) μ∼(12912.45, 39.88) N∼(μ, 30.59) μ∼(3269.98, 21.06) N∼(μ, 12.72) μ∼(460.09, 9.15)
20 N∼(μ, 58.93) μ∼(12963.79, 39.95) N∼(μ, 31.72) μ∼(3462.72, 21.61) N∼(μ, 17.80) μ∼(998.23, 12.53)
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decreases with the increase in α value. For example, when α
increases from 0.01 to 0.1, the cooling magnitude provided
by AC at three seasons (i.e., winter, transition, and summer)
was reduced, being from 8.53×103, 63.13×103, and
235.84×103MJ to 8.43×103, 62.96×103, and
235.60×103MJ, respectively; similarly, the quantity of
cooling supplied by EC would decrease to 0.10×103,
2.01× 103, and 38.83×103MJ from 0.13×103, 2.06×103, and
38.93×103MJ, respectively. (is is due to the fact that the
low α value corresponds to the high cooling requirement,
leading to the high cooling output. Conversely, the high α
value was associated with the low cooling demand, which
was accompanied by the low cooling-generation amount.

In fact, other factors, including economic parameters
and operational mechanism, also exert some influences on
the operational strategies. Figure 3(a) shows the optimal
operation strategy of the cooling-supply system during
the typical days over three seasons. Figure 3(b) demon-
strates the solutions of cooling-supply amounts of two
facilities and their respective proportions during every
month. According to Figure 3(a), the cooling demand is
satisfied by the electric chiller at valley time (22:00–6:00);
conversely, the absorption chiller is under full-load state
during peak time (8:00–11:00; 18:00–22:00) and flat time
(6:00–8:00; 11:00–18:00). (is is because the change in the
electricity price has an obvious influence on the operation
strategies of the cooling-supply system, where the elec-
tricity price was divided into three levels. Such a change
would lead to the various options of candidate equipment,
where the electric chiller plays an important role at the
valley time in order to realize the minimization of total
system cost; correspondingly, the absorption chiller was
used to provide the cooling output at other two periods.
As shown in Figure 3(b), the cooling demand is covered
mainly by the absorption chillers, where their annual
average proportion will reach 97%. (e main reason is
that, compared with electric chiller, the absorption chiller
utilized recovered waste heat sourced from the gas tur-
bine, which results in the low average operational cost and
high energy-utilization efficiency.

4.1.2. Heating-Supply System. (e heat-supply system in-
cludes the heat exchanger and auxiliary boiler, where the
generation of optimal operation strategies mainly considers
the following three aspects: the reduction of energy-supply
cost, the improvement in energy-conversion efficiency, and
energy provision safety, respectively. Similar to the cool-
supply system pattern, the violation level is associated with
energy demands and thus affects the operation strategies of
heat-supply system. As shown in Table 3, the total quantity
of heating power decreases with the increase in α value. For
instance, when α grows from 0.01 to 0.1, the total heat output
has an obvious decrease during winter, transition, and
summer, with the values changing from 257.45×103,
67.00×103, and 12.01× 103MJ to 257.17×103, 66.76×103,
and 11.85×103MJ, respectively. (is is because, according
to the BCCLP algorithm, the increase in α level is corre-
sponding to the reduction of the heat demand, such that the

provision amounts would decrease. Apart from α level, the
operating strategies are also influenced by the operational
costs of the equipment. As shown in Figure 4, the heat
demand is met totally by the heat exchanger. (is is partly
because the CCHP system executes the FTL strategy, which
means that the heat exchanger will be adequate to cover all
heat requirements, and there is no need to provide addi-
tional heat by the auxiliary boiler. Another reason is that the
heat exchanger absorbed the recovered waste heat provided
by the gas turbine, with a low cost compared to the auxiliary
boiler.

4.1.3. Electricity-Supply System. In the electric supply sys-
tem, the electricity requirements are satisfied by both the
gas turbine and purchased electricity from the grid, re-
spectively. (e electricity amounts provided by the above
two means are reflected in Table 3 and Figure 5. As dis-
cussed in the previous section, the determination of α level
also would affect electricity-provision strategy through
changing the electricity demands. For example, as de-
scribed in Table 3, the electric quantity supplied by the gas
turbine and purchased from the grid over three seasons
decreases with the increase in α level. Specifically, when α
grows from 0.01 to 0.1, the electricity sourced from the gas
turbine would be reduced from 23.11× 103, 10.95 ×103, and
20.23 ×103 kW to 23.07 ×103, 10.91× 103, and
20.12 ×103 kW in the winter, transition, and summer, re-
spectively, while purchased electricity from grid would
drop to 12.95×103, 33.01 × 103, and 41.69×103 kW from
13.11 × 103, 33.20 ×103, and 41.93×103 kW, respectively.
Similarly, the operating strategy of this system also
exhibited seasonal variation. Figure 5(a) demonstrated the
electricity magnitude at a whole year. As shown in
Figure 5(a), the electric demand from December to Feb-
ruary is mainly satisfied by the gas turbine whose output
would reach 32.59 ×103, 23.07×103, and 37.22 ×103 kW,
respectively. Conversely, the electric demand from June to
September is mainly provided by the purchased electricity,
which was 44.96 ×103, 41.69×103, 41.66 ×103, and
45.16 ×103 kW, respectively. (e reason is that total elec-
tricity amounts generated from the gas turbine are the sum
of the electricity supplied to the users and the electricity
used to drive the electric chiller. In summer, the consumed
electricity of electric chiller would increase with the in-
crease in the cooling demand, which would lead to the
reduction in generated electricity supplied to the users,
leading to more purchased electricity. On the contrary, the
electricity provided to the users would increase signifi-
cantly when cooling demand becomes decreased in the
winter. Meanwhile, the high heating demand needs more
recovered heat to drive the heat exchanger in winter, which
would result in an increase in the natural gas consumption,
as shown in Figure 5(a).

Figure 5(b) described the average hourly electricity-
provision quantity during the typical days over three sea-
sons. As shown in Figure 5(b), in summer, the peak output of
the gas turbine would be from 12:00 to 14:00 with the values
of 1.62×103, 1.64×103, and 1.96×103 kW, respectively. As
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Figure 3: Operation strategies of cooling-supply system: (a) annual operation strategy; (b) typical daily operation strategy over three seasons.

Table 3: CCHP’s operation strategies under different α levers in typical day during winter, transition, and summer.

Item
α� 0.1 α� 0.05 α� 0.01

Winter Transition Summer Winter Transition Summer Winter Transition Summer
Gas consumption
(m3) 16396.70 7756.32 14299.12 16406.02 7764.95 14307.37 16423.51 7781.13 14321.83

Supplied cooling by
AC (MJ) 8425.95 62954.16 235598.58 8463.78 63013.72 235681.14 8534.62 63125.49 235836.02

Supplied cooling by
EC (MJ) 103.56 2012.99 38833.40 113.96 2029.74 38865.52 133.46 2061.18 38925.79

Supplied heating by
HE (MJ) 257116.17 66759.25 11847.16 257231.65 66843.22 11903.64 257448.28 67000.72 12009.58

Supplied electricity
by GT (kW) 23070.16 10913.14 20118.87 23083.27 10925.28 20130.48 23107.88 10948.05 20226.90

Purchased
electricity (kW) 12942.46 33006.19 41686.72 13004.89 33074.27 41762.36 13122.00 33201.97 41929.58

System cost (RMB) 1471820.00 1234922.00 1832058.00 1473759.00 1236843.00 1834206.00 1477396.00 1240445.00 1866149.00
Note. AC denotes absorption chillers; EC denotes electrical chillers; HE denotes heat exchanger; GT denotes gas turbine.
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for other time periods, the output power of the gas turbine
would be extremely low. Particularly at 3:00, it would be only
4.43 kW. In winter, the output of the gas turbine would be
very large during the period of 16:00–19:00 and the peak
hour would be at 19:00 with maximum output
1.68×103 kW.(eminimum output would be 0.42×103 kW
at 4:00. Such a change is mainly because the power curve of
the gas turbine is consistent with the energy-demand curve.
In detail, the recovered heat used for the heat exchanger
would increase as the increase in heating demand level at
winter, which means that the gas turbine would produce the
electricity more compared to other periods.

4.1.4. System Cost. (is section describes the objective value
of the proposedmodel. As demonstrated in Table 3, there is a
strong negative correlation between α level and total system
cost. For example, when α grows from 0.01 to 0.1, the op-
erating cost would be downward from 1.87×106, 1.48×106,
and 1.24×106 RMB to 1.83×106, 1.47×106, and 1.23×106
RMB, respectively; correspondingly, the natural gas con-
sumption would decrease to 16.40×103, 7.76×103, and
14.30m3 from 16.42×103, 7.78×103, and 14.32m3, re-
spectively. (is was due to the fact that low α level (i.e., high

electricity and energy demand) corresponds to increased
reliability in meeting the requirements, which led to the
increases of system cost and natural gas consumption;
conversely, high α level was related to a decreased security in
satisfying the demands, thus resulting in the reductions of
system cost and natural gas consumption. (e above results
disclose that there existed a tradeoff between the system cost
and system-failure risk. (ere is a common problem asso-
ciated with CCHP system that the energy supply may be
insufficient to meet the peak demand; it thus recommends a
more conservative solution with the high system cost as the
operational strategy.

4.2. Discussion. From the above analysis, some factors, in-
cluding the energy demand, electrical price, and natural gas
price, exert the influence on the generated results of BCCLP
model. (erefore, it is essential to perform the sensitivity
analysis for evaluating the effect of those factors on the
economy of the CCHP system in this section, where the
energy demand, electrical price, and natural gas price are
designed at the variation ranges +20% to +100%, –20% to
+20%, and –20% to +20%, respectively. Table 4 reflects the
influences of electrical price, natural gas price, and energy
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Figure 4: Operation strategies of heating-supply system: (a) annual operation strategy; (b) typical daily operation strategy over three seasons.
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Figure 5: Operation strategies of electricity-supply system: (a) annual operation strategy; (b) typical daily operation strategy over three seasons.
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demands on the system cost. Firstly, the total system cost is
more sensitive to the change in electrical price in transition
than that in summer and winter. For instance, as the
electrical price increases from –20% to 20%, the fluctuations
in system’ cost in summer and winter are basically the same
with no obvious increases, that is, only increase from –8.71
to 8.71% and from –3.88% to 3.88%, while a dramatic in-
crease in the system cost from –11.23% to 11.23% could be
observed in the transition period. (e reason is that pur-
chased electricity amounts in the transition are the highest
among a year. Secondly, compared with the transition
season, the natural gas price has a greater influence on the
system cost in winter and summer. For example, the cost has
a distinct variation in summer with an increase of 11.25%
when the natural gas price increases by 20% and even rises
up to 16.02% in winter. But in transition, a 20% increase of
the natural gas price only causes a slight change of the
system’s cost by up to 8.74%.(is is because the heating and
cooling loads in winter and summer are much larger than
those in transition, and thus there is more natural gas that
needs to be purchased.

(e energy demand is another key factor that influences
the system cost. As shown in Table 4, the heating demand
has a high sensitivity to the variation of the cost in winter
and has a slight effect on the cost in summer. For example,
the variation in the heating demand is assumed to be 100%,
which would result in a 57.14% increase in the total cost in
winter, but only an increase of 6.30% in summer. Compared
with the heating demand, the cooling demand has the op-
posite sensitivity in the above seasons. For example, a 100%
variation in cooling demand would lead to a 33.08% increase
in the total cost in summer.(e difference in energy demand
among various seasons could explain this phenomenon. In
winter, the heating demand is much larger than cooling
demand, so it is the key factor. On the contrary, the cooling
demand is very large in summer while the heating demand is
relatively low, and thus the cost would be sensitive to cooling

demand. In transition, both heating and cooling demand
would have a significant influence on the cost. In addition,
electric demand would also have an important effect on the
economy. For instance, a 100% increase in the electricity
demand causes a change in the system’s cost by up to
84.59%, 68.28%, and 57.41% at three seasons, respectively.

(e sensitivity analysis result has revealed the influence
rules of the above sensitive factors on the system economy,
which could be classified into three categories: (i) in winter,
the increase in natural gas price, heating, and electric de-
mands would result in the large variation in total system
costs; (ii) in summer, the cooling demand, electric demand,
and the electrical price are key factors that affect the system
economy; (iii) in transition, the system cost has moderate
sensitivity to fluctuations of all parameters. It is beneficial to
decision-makers for generating rational and reliable oper-
ational pattern through paying more attention to improve
the accuracy of the key factors in the site survey and experts’
consultation.

Moreover, the BCCLP model still needs to be improved,
especially in the following three aspects. Firstly, the BCCLP
model based on birandom chance-constrained linear pro-
gramming is proposed for identifying the uncertainties as-
sociated with the CCHP system and generating a variety of
cost-effective operation strategies reflecting the tradeoff be-
tween system economy and reliability; however, the energy
generation, conversion, transition, and utilization processes in
BCCLP model are formulated by some simplified mathe-
matical equations. For example, there are only three equations
to express the conversion of natural gas to electricity and
heating quantity in this research. (is simplified way is
beneficial to formulate and solve the CCHP system operation
optimization model but has difficulties in generating accurate
and reliable solutions. (is is because it is a complicated
process in the actual production, which is related to a variety
of operational conditions, including flue-gas temperature and
turbine pressure. (erefore, it is necessary to enhance the

Table 4: System cost variation based on change of sensitivity parameters.

Item Parameter variation (%)
Winter Transition Summer

Cost (RMB) Change rate (%) Cost (RMB) Change rate (%) Cost (RMB) Change
rate (%)

Electricity price

–20 1414768 –3.88 1096544 –11.21 1672504 –8.71
–10 1443294 –1.94 1165733 –5.60 1752281 –4.35
+10 1500346 1.94 1304112 5.60 1911834 4.35
+20 1528872 3.88 1373301 11.21 1991610 8.71

Natural gas price

–20 1235970 –16.02 1126954 –8.74 1626379 –11.23
–10 1353895 –8.01 1180938 –4.37 1729218 –5.61
+10 1589745 8.01 1288906 4.37 1934897 5.61
+20 1707670 16.02 1342890 8.74 2037736 11.23

Heating demand
+25 1635522 11.12 1276131 3.34 1838961 0.38
+50 1824295 23.95 1317339 6.67 1845865 0.75
+100 2312825 57.14 1399756 13.35 1859673 6.03

Cooling demand
+25 1476254 0.30 1267951 2.67 1968859 7.47
+50 1480688 0.60 1300980 5.35 2108684 15.10
+100 1489555 1.20 1367038 10.70 2438152 33.08

Electricity demand
+25 1672031 13.61 1469416 18.99 2146366 17.16
+50 1872241 27.21 1703909 37.98 2460675 34.31
+100 2272663 54.41 2279530 84.59 3089293 68.62
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accuracy and applicability of optimization model through
incorporating the output of the mechanism model or sim-
ulation software (i.e., Epsilon and Aspen) into the optimi-
zation model. Secondly, only the birandom variables are used
to describe the energy demands of the CCHP system; in fact,
some intrinsic and human-induced uncertainties might exist
in the CCHP system. For instance, the electrical and natural
price is influenced by the resources’ availability and policy
regulations and should be described as the interval values.
Performance of the system equipment exhibits the uncertain
characteristics caused by their service time and the subjective
judgments of humans, which could be expressed as a fuzzy
parameter. Hence, other uncertain optimization techniques,
such as fuzzy and interval optimization methods, should be
incorporated into the model in order to handle multiple
uncertainties involved in the CCHP system. (irdly, the
minimization in the system cost is considered in the BCCLP
model. In fact, the minimization in the system cost is con-
sidered as the objective function in the BCCLPmodel. In fact,
the minimization of pollutant-emission amounts and the
maximization of primary energy rate are also major concerns
for the managers of CCHP system, in addition to the eco-
nomic objective. To obtain a balance among various objectives
in real-world decision makings, the multiobjective pro-
gramming (MOP) technique is desired. Previously, MOP has
been integrated with some optimization models and suc-
cessfully applied in many CCHP system management
problems [4, 10]. It has a strong potential to be incorporated
with the proposed BCCLP model for handling more com-
plicated cases in the future. Finally, the objective function in
this study is assumed to be linear form; in fact, the rela-
tionship between maintenance cost and load rate may be
nonlinear, rather than the linear form. (is will lead to a
nonlinear objective function. Because the focus of this re-
search is to develop the BCCLP model for supporting the
operation optimization of CCHP system, it is thus desired to
examine the possibility of an integrated model of BCCLP and
nonlinear programming in the future.

5. Conclusion

In this study, a BCCLP model was developed for deter-
mining the optimal operation strategies of the gas-fired
CCHP system for a five-star hotel in Shanghai Pudong New
Area, China. Because the system parameters, including
electric demand, cooling demand, and heating demand,
exhibit obvious dual-random characteristics in the pa-
rameters-identification process, such that the birandom
variable was innovatively incorporated into the optimi-
zation model for describing their fluctuated characteristics
them. A variety of optimal operation strategies for the gas-
fired CCHP system were obtained through adjusting
predetermined constraint-violation levels, which indicated
that the BCCLPmodel was useful in helping local managers
gain in-depth insights into the CCHP system, avoid
the deviation caused by the oversimplified uncertain

expression, and analyze the tradeoffs between system
economy and reliability, as well as establishing the cost-
effective operation strategies. Several findings could be
summarized as follows:

(i) For the cooling-supply system, the cooling demand
was satisfied mainly by the absorption chiller for one
year. Meanwhile, due to the effect of step tariff on
operational cost of electrical chiller, the cooling de-
mand was provided totally by the electric chillers at
valley time, and absorption chillers kept full-load
operations during the rest periods. (ii) In terms of the
heating-supply system, the heating demand was met
totally by the heat exchanger due to its low running
costs and high energy-utilization efficiency. (iii) For
the electric supply system, the operating strategy
exhibited the seasonal variation. (e electric demand
in winter was mainly by aid of the gas turbine;
conversely, it was satisfied through buying electricity
in summer. (iv) (e sensitivity analysis reflected that
five factors have the influences on system economy
over three seasons, which suggested that compre-
hensive investigation and consultation are finished
for improving the system performance. In the future,
high-precision mechanism models or simulation
software, multiobjective programming methods, and
two types of uncertain optimization techniques
should be incorporated into proposed model for
tackling more complex issues.
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Based on the Shapley value fairness concern framework, a fairness concern utility system is established for the closed-loop supply
chain (CLSC) with one manufacturer, one retailer, and two competitive collectors. Under the five models (one centralized and
four decentralized), the influence of competitive strength and fairness concern degree of collectors on the pricing decisions is
analyzed. +e following conclusions can be obtained: (1) When the manufacturer considers the fairness concern of the collectors,
fairness concern is a way for the collectors to obtain more profit. Whether the manufacturer “proactively” considers the fairness
concern of the collectors is an approach to benefiting the collectors but only in the case of “active” consideration, there is less self-
loss to the manufacturer. (2) When the collectors’ fairness concern cannot be considered by the manufacturer, the equilibrium
recycling price sets lower for the purpose of achieving more profit by the collectors. At this point, the profit of the collectors and
the manufacturer is the lowest, and so is the return rate of the CLSC. (3) When the collectors do not care about whether they are
being fairly treated but the manufacturer “actively” takes the fairness of the collectors into consideration, the collectors get
“unexpected” attention from the manufacturer, which makes the performance of the collectors more positive than it is when their
fairness concerns are taken into account. +e profit increased by the collectors is more than that lost by the manufacturer, so the
profit of the CLSC is the largest. Additionally, our findings provide some managerial insights on the pricing decision in the case
where the collectors consider fairness concern.

1. Introduction

With the exhaustion of resources and the intensification of
environmental pollution, increasing people are aware of the
importance of the effective collecting and reuse of used
products. On the one hand, the government has promul-
gated a series of environmental protection laws, requiring
enterprises to collect and recycle at least a certain proportion
of the collecting of used products [1–3]. On the other hand,
many enterprises have been conscious of the important role
played in collecting used products in sustainable develop-
ment, which can not only reduce environmental pollution
and enhance enterprises’ social reputation but also reduce
production costs so that competitiveness is enhanced [4–6].

In order to make full play to their advantages, the
manufacturer tends to outsource the recycling of waste
products to the collectors who are specialized in recycling
activities. +e manufacturer focuses on the production of
new products and the remanufacturing of waste products
[7–9]. Both of the manufacturer and the collectors make a
profit from reverse recycling activities. For example, in
China, only the waste paper recycling business profit reached
$ 5.72 billion in 2017. Hence, there exists inevitable com-
petition among multiple collectors in the process of col-
lecting used products. How does the competition among the
collectors affect the pricing decision in the CLSC? If the
collection activity is profitable, such an appealing activity
consequentially brings competitions. To whom is it
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beneficial? Does it jeopardize the benefit of the members in
the CLSC?

Additionally, the decision-makers are also interested in
the fairness of the income distribution while pursuing the
maximization of personal interests. For instance, Scheer
et al. [10] also surveyed 417 car dealers in the United States
and 289 auto dealers in Holland and found that they should
pay more attention to the fairness of distribution when they
trade with business partners. Subsequent research has also
documented cases where both of the manufacturer and the
retailers sacrifice their own margins for the benefit of their
counterpart because of fairness concern [11–14].

It is worth noting that the existing research on fairness
concern of CLSC considers the fairness concern of the
manufacturer or the retailer but barely considers that of the
collectors [15]. With the pressure of environmental regu-
lations, increased consumers’ awareness of environmental
protection, and the profitability of collection activities, the
collection of used products has become an indispensable link
in CLSC management. More and more collectors engaging
in the recycling of used products have stepped onto the stage
of history and played an irreplaceable role.

To investigate the influence of fairness concern of col-
lectors on CLSC decisions, this paper concentrates on a
CLSC composed of one manufacturer, one retailer, and two
collectors. Based on observations from current practice and
the extant literature, five models are considered: (1) the
centralized decision-making model C; (2) the model FY in
which collectors are fairness-concerned and the manufac-
turer “passively” considers the fairness concern of collectors;
(3) the model FN in which collectors are fairness-concerned
but the manufacturer neglects the fairness concern of col-
lectors; (4) the model NN in which collectors are not fair-
ness-concerned and the manufacturer does not consider the
fairness concern of collectors; (5) the model NY in which
collectors are not fairness-concerned but the manufacturer
“proactively” considers the fairness concern of collectors.

More specifically, this paper aims to analyze the fol-
lowing issues:

(1) +e equilibrium solution in the CLSC in the five
models

(2) +e influence of fairness concern coefficient and
competition intensity of the collectors on equilib-
rium solution in the CLSC

(3) How to design incentive contracts to make the utility
of decision-makers in the CLSC system realize
Pareto improvement (see [16])

+e main contributions of this paper are structured as
follows. First, considering the impact of fairness concern of
collectors on CLSC decision-making under multiple models,
it is a supplement to existing research. Second, the decision-
making is discussed when collectors are fairness-neutral but
the manufacturer “actively” considers fairness concern of
collectors. +ird, in addition to considering the impact of
fairness concern on decision-making in the CLSC, this paper
also considers the impact of the competitive intensity of
collectors on decision-making in the CLSC.

In a deeper sense, our work has enriched the research
results that consider the factors of the decision-makers’
behavior in the CLSC. +e remaining parts of the paper are
organized as follows: the next part introduces the relative
literature review. +e third part lists problem description
and model hypotheses. +e fourth part studies the optimal
decision-making of the CLSC. +e incentive contracts are
given in the fifth part. And the last part provides the nu-
merical analysis and the conclusions.

2. Literature Review

+epaper discusses the change of equilibrium solution of the
system considering the collectors’ fairness concern under the
five models. In general, the research work of the paper is
based on a vast body of references.

+e first part of the literature is related to pricing de-
cision. Heydari et al. [17] addressed the problem of optimal
decision-making for a three-tier dual-channel green supply
chain. Esmaeili et al. [18] studied short-term and long-term
pricing decisions of a closed-loop supply chain using
Stackelberg game and evolutionary game theory, respec-
tively. Ma et al. [19] showed the pricing decisions of closed-
loop supply chain under four reverse channels when retailers
consider marketing efforts. Diabat and Jebali [20] considered
the network design of a closed-loop supply chain for con-
sumer durables under recycling legislation and analyzed the
influence of model parameters on pricing decisions. +e
study by Huang et al. [8] provided a reference for choosing
single or dual recycling channels for recycling used products.
Wen et al. [21] analyzed the impact of retailers’ pricing
strategies on the closed-loop supply chain under the con-
sideration of consumer environmental responsibility; equal
pricing is a win-win strategy when the acceptance of the
remanufactured product reaches a certain threshold. Jalali
et al. [22] believed that the presence of complementary
products increases the difficulty in decision-making. Meng
et al. [23] suggested that the government should not always
provide consumption subsidies, because the consumption
subsidies undermined the demand for new products while
promoting the demand for remanufactured products. +e
research of Wang et al. [24] showed that the choice of
recycling channels depends on the unit cost of self-recycling
and the compensation of outsourcing recycling. However,
the above research does not continue to discuss the influence
of competitive factors on decision-making. Giri et al. [25]
discussed the decision problem of retailer’s competition
under the same and the different wholesale prices. Savaskan
and Wassenhove [26] discussed the design of the reverse
channel under the competition of the retailer. Ferguson et al.
[27] analyzed the impact of competition on recycling
strategies. +e research by Lee and Sana [28] showed that as
price competition intensifies between collectors, the prof-
itability of the supply chain decreases. Xing et al. [29] found
that the degree of competition among recyclers changes in
the opposite direction to the expected utility of manufac-
turers. +e studies above show that the competitive factors
play a pivotal role in the decision-making process of the
supply chain.
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+e second part of the literature is related to fairness
concern. Ho and Zhang [30] confirmed the existence of
fairness concern in the supply chain through experiments.
Zhang et al. [31] believed that the retailer’s fairness concern
would cause the loss of supply chain. Li et al. [32] found
through theoretical research that the retailer’s fairness
concern is beneficial to supply chain decision-making.
Huang [33] believed that different types of fairness concern
of retailers have different effects on CLSC pricing decisions.
Zhang et al. [34] believed that when the retailer’s fairness
concern is at a high level, it is not good for the manufacturer.
+erefore, the manufacturer will not adopt green
manufacturing strategy. +e aforementioned studies were
carried out from the perspective of retailers’ fairness con-
cern. Some researchers have expanded the scope of their
research. For example, Li et al. [35] revealed that the impact
of the manufacturer’s fairness concern on supply chain
decisions is related to the market share of retailers. Zhen
et al. [36] believed that fairness concern from both of the
manufacturer and the retailer may bring more profit to the
supply chain when the retailer has multichannel. Huang
et al. [9] believed that when the collector had fairness
concern, the manufacturer should set higher transfer pay-
ments to encourage the collector to participate in recycling
activities.

+ese studies present that fairness concern will affect
supply chain decisions. However, these studies ignore the
power and contribution of the players. Chen et al. [13] and
Shu et al. [37] used the Nash bargaining solution as a fairness
reference point to study the influence of fairness concern on
supply chain decision-making. However, the Shapley fair-
ness distribution principle is the best way when the alliance
has more than two members, which emphasizes that the
members of the alliance are allocated according to the size of
their contributions [38]. +erefore, as a result of fairness
reference, Shapley value naturally becomes a fairness ref-
erence point for building a fairness concern utility system.
Unlike the studies above, this paper introduces the impact of
fairness concern on decision-making while considering
competition in the CLSC.

+e third part of the literature is concerned with co-
ordination. It is well known that in most cases the wholesale
price contract cannot achieve a coordination of the supply
chain. However, in reality, it is easy to perform and the
supervision cost is low, so wholesale price contracts become
favored by a large number of practitioners. Cui et al. [11]
found that, in the linear demand condition when the fairness
concern of the members was considered, only setting a
higher wholesale price than the cost can achieve both the
coordination of the supply chain and the Pareto improve-
ment of the system.+e same conclusion was acquired in the
nonlinear demand condition by the authors in [39], who
found that the supplier could offer wholesale price contracts
to achieve the coordination of the supply chain only if one
member of the supply chain had fairness concern. Du [40]
proved that a fairness preference could change the equi-
librium solutions, and in certain conditions, the wholesale
price contracts could achieve the competitive coordination
of the supply chain. When the fairness concern information

is asymmetrical, through a mass of experimental data by
Katok et al., [41] showed that the fairness concern behaviors
of the supply chain members had a great influence on the
formation of contracts to achieve coordination. Other
commonly used contracts also enable supply chain to
achieve coordination. Karakostas at al. [42] suggested that a
large majority of experimental subjects choose the revenue-
sharing contract. +is choice not only turns out to be the
most efficient but at the same time is fair. Heydar et al. [43]
realized the coordination of two-stage reverse supply chain
through revenue-sharing contract. Monda and Giri [44]
have shown that cost-sharing contracts could coordinate the
two-cycle closed-loop green supply chain, and the perfor-
mance of the supply chain can be improved through green
innovation or marketing. +e research of Li et al. [45]
showed that the simple transfer payment contract coordi-
nation of the supply chain failed when the collectors had
multiple fairness concerns. Zhang and Ren [46] achieved
perfect coordination of CLSC by revenue-sharing and the
two-part Tariff contract, and the influence of coordination
parameters on optimal supply chain performance was also
discussed. Wang et al. [47] also reached a similar conclusion
in the CLSC with dual-collecting and the two-part Tariff
contract works better. Based on the previous literature, the
paper attempts to apply the two-part Tariff contract
mechanism for achieving a Pareto improvement in a CLSC.

To sum up, the existing literature on the fairness concern
of the supply chain has focused on whether the fairness
concern is symmetrical or asymmetric and when one party
hopes to be treated fairly, whether the other considers this
fairness.+ere is no literature about the case where one party
does not consider the fairness of profit distribution, while
the other party “actively” considers that the other is fairness-
concerned. To address this gap, the Stackelberg game is
applied to analyze the competition between collectors under
five models and study the impact of fairness concern in the
CLSC on pricing decisions.+e results suggest that as long as
the manufacturer considers the fairness concern of the
collectors, the profit of the collectors will increase, which is a
profit-giving behavior. However, when the collectors’ fair-
ness concern cannot be considered by the manufacturer, the
equilibrium recycling price is set lower for the purpose of
achieving more profit by the collectors, and the efficiency of
the CLSC is the lowest. We present some research results to
highlight the contributions of this paper (see Table 1).

3. Problem Description and
Model Assumptions

3.1. Problem Description. In order to discuss the impact of
fairness concern of collectors on pricing decisions and co-
ordination, this paper considers a CLSC system consisting of
a manufacturer, a retailer, and two homogeneous collectors.
+e closed-loop supply chain system and the symbols in-
volved are illustrated in Figure 1 and Table 2.

+roughout the entire CLSC, the manufacturer out-
sources the used product recycling business to dedicated
collectors. +e collectors collect the used products from the
market at a certain price and transfer them to the
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Table 1: +e literature positioning of this paper.

Research Considering the
competition factors

Followers are fairness-concerned,
and leaders consider the fairness

concern of followers

Followers are unfairness-concerned, and
leaders consider the fairness

concern of followers
Heydari et al. [17] × × ×

Ma et al. [19] × √ ×

Wen et al. [21] × × ×

Giri and Sharma [25] √ × ×

Savaskan and Wassenhove [26] √ × ×

Ho and Zhang [30] × √ ×

Xiao et al. [32] × √ ×

Shu et al. [37] × √ √
+is paper √ √ √

Manufacturer
M

B

W P

B

A1

A2

Collector T1

Collector T2

Retailer R Market

Figure 1: +e closed-loop supply chain configuration.

Table 2: Symbol description.

Parameters
M Manufacturer
R Retailer
Ti Collector i, i� 1, 2
A +e potential capacity of the market
B +e sensitivity coefficient of the price
H Quantity of used products that the collector pays no collecting cost
C +e cost of the new products produced by raw materials
Cr +e cost of remanufacture made by collecting used products
Δ +e per unit saving cost from collecting to remanufacturing, Δ � c − cr

Δ +e substitution coefficient of the competition between the collectors, and 0< δ< 1
D(p) +e retailer’s market demand
Gi Collection amount of the collector i, G � G1 + G2
rsc Collecting rate of the CLSC, and rsc � G/D, and 0< rsc < 1
C +e centralized decision-making model
TY +e collectors are fairness-concerned and the manufacturer considers (passive) fairness concern of the collectors
TN +e collectors are fairness-concerned but the manufacturer does not consider fairness concern of the collectors
NN +e collectors are not fairness-concerned and the manufacturer does not consider fairness concern of the collectors
NY +e collectors are not fairness-concerned but the manufacturer considers (active) fairness concern of the collectors
Subscript sc +e CLSC decision
Superscript “∗” +e optimal solution of the CLSC
λ Fairness concern coefficient of the collectors
φTi Fairness reference point of the collectors i
Decision variables
p Retail price set by the retailer
Ai Recycling price set by the collector
B Transfer price set by the manufacturer, Ai <B<Δ
W Wholesale price set by the manufacturer
Performance measures
πl

M +e profit of the manufacturer under the model l, l ∈ FY, FN,NY,NN{ }

πl
R +e profit of the retailer under the model l, l ∈ FY, FN,NY,NN{ }

πl
Ti

+e profit of the collector Ti under the model l, l ∈ FY, FN,NY,NN{ }

πl
sc +e profit of the CLSC under the model l, l ∈ FY, FN,NY,NN{ }

ul
Ti

+e utility of the collector Ti under the model l, l ∈ FY, FN,NY,NN{ }
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manufacturer at an appropriate price. +e manufacturer
processes the used products. After processing (such as re-
pairs, remanufacturing, recycling materials, etc.), new
products and remanufactured products are wholesaled to the
retailer, who sells the new products and remanufactured
products on the market. What needs to be pointed out is
because this paper is a scientific research activity carried out
in the context of improving recycling channels, increasing
the return rate of used products, promoting sustainable
development of society, and then improving people’s quality
of life, the focus is on reverse recycling channels. Since the
retailer does not pay attention to the fairness of profit
distribution but only his own income, the retailer is fairness-
neutral.

3.2.Model Assumptions. On the premise of not affecting the
main conclusions of this paper, the complex supply chain in
reality is made a proper simplifying assumption.

Assumptions 1. +e marketing demand D(p).(D(p) ≥ 0) is
a deterministic decreasing function of p, expressed as

D(p) � a − bp. (1)

Assumptions 2. Following Savaskan and Van Wassenhove
[26] and Xing et al. [29], the collection amount is determined
by the recycling price of the two collectors, and in the
collection process, the two collectors form a competitive
relationship, that is,

Gi � h + Ai − δAj, (i � 1, 2; j � 3 − i). (2)

Here, δ denotes quantity of used products that is gained
in the case that the collector pays no collecting cost, and
0< δ < 1 indicates that the collection amount is more sen-
sitive to its own recycling price.

Assumptions 3. No waste will occur in the process of
recycling and remanufacturing the used products; that is, the
conversion rate of the used products into new products is 1,
and the new products and remanufactured products are
homogeneous.

Assumptions 4. +e new products and the remanufactured
products are completely replaceable, and the retail price in
the market is the same; that is, the products produced using
the new materials and the remanufactured products are
homogeneous ones and are sold in the market at the same
price.

Assumptions 5. Members of the closed-loop supply chain
play a Stackelberg master-slave game with the manufacturer
as the leader and the retailer and the collector as followers.
+e manufacturer and the retailer are fairness-neutral and
seek to maximize profits. When the collector is fairness-
neutral, he seeks to maximize profit.When fairness attention
is paid, he seeks to maximize utility.

Assumptions 6. +e information among the manufacturer,
the retailer, and the collectors is symmetrical; that is, they
understand each other’s costs, pricing strategies, and re-
sponse functions.

From the assumptions and descriptions above, the ob-
jective functions of the manufacturer M, the retailer R, and
the collector Ti are as follows:

max πM
B,w

� (w − c)D + 
2

i�1
(Δ − B)Gi,

max πR
p

� (p − w)D,

max πTi

Ai

� B − Ai( Gi.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

4. Problem Description and
Model Assumptions

4.1. Construction of Shapley Reference Framework. +e re-
tailer, as a single decision-maker, ignores fairness of the alliance.
With regard to an individual who has the tendency to fairness
concern behavior, his utility is connected with actual profit and
difference of fairness reference point. +e background con-
sidered in paper is a convex game; as a result, Shapley value can
be employed to describe equitable distribution. It emphasizes the
distribution according to the ability and the contribution of the
system members, and he pursues the relative fairness between
the members instead of absolute fairness.

+e system includes one manufacturer M and two
collectors T1 and T2, and the recycling prices of the two
collectors are, respectively, A1 and A2. +e Shapley value
distributions of all the members are φM(v),φT1

(v),φT2
(v) .

It can be imagined that the Shapley value is a function of A1
and A2. +e system profit changes with the variation of A1
and A2, and then the gross profit changes, accordingly, and
so does the Shapley value. Next, we, respectively, calculate
the system eigenvalue, namely, the profits of the system, all
of which are zero in one-member system; namely, v(M) � 0,
v(T1) � 0, and v(T2) � 0. Here, it only considers the
remanufacturing profit created by the manufacturer. In the
two-member system, when the two collectors coexist si-
multaneously, the profit is zero; that is, v(T1, T2) � 0. When
there is only one manufacturer and one collector, the profit
of the system can be presented as

v M, Ti(  � Δ − Ai( Gi
′. (4)

At this time, there is no competition between the col-
lectors, so the collecting quantity is

Gi
′ � h + Ai. (5)

When the system members are the collector and the
manufacturer, the system profit is as follows:

v M, Ti, Tj  � Δ − Ai( Gi + Δ − Aj Gj. (6)

It should be noted that the recycling price Ai differs in
the cases of single and multiple collectors. Applying the
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Shapley three principles of fairness (see [48, 49]), we cal-
culate the fairness distribution of the manufacturer and the
collectors as follows:

φM(v) � Δ − Ai( 
1
2

h +
1
2
Ai −

1
3
δAj  + Δ − Aj 

1
2

h +
1
2
Aj −

1
3
δAi ,

φTi(v) �
1
2
Δ − Ai(  h + Ai(  −

1
3
δΔ Ai + Aj  +

2
3
δAiAj,

φTj(v) �
1
2
Δ − Aj  h + Aj  −

1
3
δΔ Aj + Aj  +

2
3
δAiAj,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

according to

z
2φM

zA
2
i

� − 1< 0,

z
2φTi

zA
2
i

� − 1< 0.

(8)

+e fairness distribution of the two collectors T1 and T2
is a concave function concerned with their own recycling
price, so there exists the optimal recycling price whichmakes
the Shapley maximum.

+us, the utility function of collectors concerned with
fairness concerns is

u
l
Ti

� πl
Ti

+ λ πl
Ti

− φTi . (9)

Here, l ∈ FY, FN,NY,NN{ }. φTi expresses the relative
fairness reference point of the collector. λ represents the
fairness concern coefficient of collectors, and λ≥ 0. When λ
becomes bigger, it means that the collectors pay more at-
tention to revenue distributional fairness. When
l ∈ FY, FN{ }, there exists λ> 0, which means the collectors
are concerned with both their own profit and the revenue
distribution fairness. At this time, the aim of the collectors is
to achieve utility maximization. When l ∈ NY,NN{ }, there
exists λ � 0; the collectors are to pursue profit maximization.
Here, ul

Ti
� πl

Ti
. Based on assumptions, both the manufac-

turer and the retailer only pursue profit maximization.

4.2.;eModelC. Supply chain is effective in the centralized
model, where the utility always acts as a comparison
benchmark of operational efficiency in different incentive
contracts. In this model, all the members co-determine the
optimal retailing price and recycling price to achieve the
maximal profit. +e wholesale price and the transfer price
influence is not the variation of the gross profit but the
distribution of it among the manufacturer, the retailer, and
the collectors. +e profit of supply chain πC

sc is the
following:

max πC
sc

p,Ai

� (p − c)D + 
2

i�1
Δ − Ai( Gi. (10)

Proposition 1. Under the model C, the optimal pricing
decisions of the system are

p
C∗

�
a + bc

2b
,

A
C∗
i �
Δ(1 − δ) − h

2(1 − δ)
.

(11)

By backward induction, we obtain Proposition 1. Proofs
of all propositions and corollaries in the paper are provided
in the Appendix.

4.3.;eModel NN. In the model NN, the manufacturer, the
retailer, and the collectors are all independent decision-
makers, who are all fairness-neutral to achieve the maximal
self-interest. +e manufacturer is the leader, who first sets
the wholesale price as well as the transfer price of used
products. +en, the retailer sets the retail price. Meanwhile,
the collectors set the recycling price. By the backward in-
duction, the optimal pricing decision in the CLSC can be
obtained.

Proposition 2. Under the model NN, the optimal pricing
decisions of the system are

w
NN∗

�
a + bc

2b
,

B
NN∗

�
(1 − δ)Δ − h

2(1 − δ)
,

p
NN∗

�
3a + bc

4b
,

A
NN∗
i �

(1 − δ)Δ + h(2δ − 3)

2(1 − δ)(2 − δ)
.

(12)

Corollary 1. ANN ∗
i <AC∗

i , pC∗ <pNN∗, rC∗
sc < rNN∗sc ,

πNN∗
sc < πC∗

sc .
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Affected by double marginalization, the goal of all the
members in CLSC is to maximize their profit, which usually
lowers supply chain performance. When setting the transfer
price, the manufacturer does not consider the profit of the
collectors. +e influence of double marginalization causes
the collectors to cut down the recycling price, thus de-
creasing the collection quantity, which leads to the loss of
CLSC efficiency. However, because the declining rate of the
collecting quantity is not as fast as the demanding quantity,
the return rate has increased.

4.4.;eModel FY. In the model FY, when the collectors are
fairness-concerned, they seek the maximization of the
utility. In the meantime, the manufacturer also takes the
collectors’ fairness concern into account.

Proposition 3. Under the model FY, the optimal pricing
decisions of the system are

B
FY∗

�
Δ(1 − δ)(6 + 9λ − 2λδ) − h(6 + 3λ + λδ)

12(1 − δ)(1 + λ)
,

A
FY∗
i �
Δ(1 − δ)(6 + 3λ + 2λδ) + h[6(2δ − 3) + λ(5δ − 9)]

4(1 − δ)[3(2 − δ) + λ(3 − δ)]
.

(13)

Particularly, when λ � 0, the model FY goes back to the
model NN.

Corollary 2

(1) zAFY ∗
i /zλ> 0, zBFY∗/zλ> 0;

(2) BFY∗ >BNN∗, AFY ∗
i >ANN ∗

i .

Corollary 2 indicates that (1) when the collectors are
fairness-concerned, “reciprocity” is developed between the
collector and the manufacturer; namely, the manufacturer
who knows the collectors’ fairness concern raises the transfer
price, and at the same time, the collectors also raise the
recycling price to indirectly “reward” the manufacturer.
Corollary 2 also suggests that, in the model FY, the more
fairness-concerned the collectors are, the more efforts the
two parties are willing to pay. (2) Compared with the model
NN, in the model FY, due to considering the fairness
concern of the collectors, the manufacturer will raise the
transfer price to deliver part of the profit to the collectors.
After knowing the strategy, the collectors will also put up the
recycling price to indirectly “reward” the manufacturer,
which is beneficial to increase the collection quantity of the
used products so as to achieve the goal of saving resources
and protecting the environment.

4.5.;eModel FN. In the model FN, when the collectors are
fairness-concerned, which is not considered by the manu-
facturer, the manufacturer makes his own decision based on
the reaction function when the collectors are fairness-
concerned.

Proposition 4. Under the model FN, the optimal pricing
decisions of the system are

B
FN∗

�
(1 − δ)Δ − h

2(1 − δ)
,

A
FN∗
i �
Δ(1 − δ)(3 + 2λδ) − 3h[(3 − 2δ) + λ(2 − δ)]

2(1 − δ)[3(2 − δ) + λ(3 − δ)]
.

(14)

Particularly, when λ � 0, the model FN goes back to the
model NN.

Corollary 3. AFN ∗
i <AFY ∗

i , BFN∗ <BFY∗, rFN∗sc < rFY∗sc .

Corollary 3 shows, compared with the case where the
collectors’ fairness concern is recognized by the manufac-
turer, in the model FN, when this kind of fairness concern is
not recognized, the collectors will passively take action to
indirectly “revenge” the manufacturer by lowering recycling
price, which is harmful to the development of the CLSC;
therefore, the goal of resource saving and environmental
protection cannot be achieved.

4.6. ;e Model NY. In reality, the party in a leadership
position who gets most of the profit will do something to
care about subordinates; for example, the manufacturer will
raise the transfer price to promote the loyalty of the col-
lectors and simultaneously make the collectors pay more
collecting efforts, thus improving return rate. It not only
meets relevant laws and regulation but also acquires more
benefit by reproduction. However, when the collectors are
satisfied with current status or have already acknowledged
their own efforts and what they get, the collectors will not
care about distribution fairness of the manufacturer’s profit,
which is simplified as the model NY.

When the manufacturer “actively” considers fairness
concern of the collectors, the manufacturer will make the
decision according to the reaction function when the col-
lectors are fairness-concerned.+at is, the manufacturer will
make decisions based on the model FY, while the collectors,
based on the model NN.

Proposition 5. Under the model NY, the optimal pricing
decisions of the system are

B
NY∗

�
(1 − δ)Δ(6 + 9λ − 2λδ) − (6 + λδ + 3λ)h

12(1 + λ)(1 − δ)
,

A
NY∗
i �
Δ(1 − δ)(6 + 9λ − 2λδ) − h(18 + 15λ − 12δ − 11λδ)

12(1 − δ)(2 − δ)(1 + λ)
.

(15)

Particularly, when λ � 0, the model NY goes back to the
model NN. Because of the complexity of expressions, the
parameter analyses are placed in numerous analysis section.
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5. Incentive Contract in the Model FY

+e goal of introducing contracts is to improve the profits
of participants. Under the model NN, a large number of
studies have shown that a variety of contracts can make
supply chain coordination. Under the model FN and the
model NY, it is difficult for the manufacturer to know the
utility function of the collectors. +erefore, it is difficult
for the supply chain leader (manufacturer) to understand
the payment function of the contract receiver (collectors),
and it is unrealistic to achieve perfect coordination of the
supply chain.

+is section only discusses the model FY; that is, the
collectors are fairness-concerned, and the manufacturer
who considers the collectors’ fairness concern designs
incentive contracts. Here, the Pareto improvement of the
CLSC is realized by two-part Tariff contract mechanism.
+e paper regards the retailer as an independent decision-
maker, so his decisions under incentive contracts will not
change.

Assume the contract to the collector Ti offered by the
manufacturer is (Fi, Bt). Fi presents the manufacturer’s
franchise fees offered by the collector, which helps the
manufacturer gain the service by the collector. Bt shows
transfer price under incentive contracts and the superscript
“t” symbolizes the decisions under the contracts, so the
decision models of the manufacturer and the collector go as
follows:

maxπt
M � w

t
− c D

t
+ 

2

i�1
Δ − B

t
 G

t
i + F1 + F2,

s.t.

πt
Ti

� B
t

− A
t
i G

t
i − Fi,

u
t
Ti

� πt
Ti

+ λ πt
Ti

− φt
Ti

 ≥ u
FY∗
Ti

(IV),

zu
t
Ti

� 0

zA
t
Ti

� 0 (IC),

i � 1, 2.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(16)

Proposition 6. Based on the incentive contract proposed by
the manufacturer, there exists the only system equilibrium
solution in the CLSC, and the manufacturer’s optimal transfer
price Bt∗ and the collector’s optimal collection price At∗

i are,
respectively, as follows:

B
t∗

�
ΔBt1

− 3δB
t2

+ δ2Bt3
+ hB

t4

12(1 + λ)B
t5 ,

A
t∗
Ti

�
ΔAt1

Ti
− hA

t2
Ti

4B
t5 .

(17)

Among them,

B
t1

� 9 8 + 24λ + 24λ2 + 7λ3  − 2δ3λ2(3 + λ),

B
t2

� 36 + 104λ + 103λ2 + 28λ3,

B
t3

� 36 + 102λ + 111λ2 + 29λ3,

B
t4

� δ2λ2(3 + λ) − 9λ(2 + λ)
2

− 3δ 12 + 16λ + 9λ2 + 2λ3 ,

B
t5

� 6 + 15λ + 6λ2 + δ2λ(3 + λ) − δ 6 + 17λ + 6λ2 ,

A
t2
Ti

� 12 + 12λ(3 − δ) + 5λ2(3 − δ),

A
t1
Ti

� 3 4 + 8λ + 3λ2  − 2δ2λ2 − δ 12 + 22λ + 5λ2 .

(18)

6. Numerical Analysis

In the previous part, the two-part Tariff contract mechanism
is established to improve the efficiency of the CLSC. In this
section, numerous analyses are applied to verify its efficiency
and the influence of fairness concern and competitive in-
tensity between collectors on decisions of the CLSC is
studied. Denote the model parameters a� 1000, b� 1, h� 20,
c� 120, cr� 40, and Δ� 80. By replacing these parameters
into the above models, the paper discusses the influence of
fairness concern and competitive intensity between the
collectors on decisions of the CLSC.

6.1. Impact of Distributional Fairness Concern λ on the CLSC.
In order to analyze the impact of distributional fairness
concern on decisions of the CLSC, it is assumed that the
collectors’ competitive intensity remains unchanged (let
δ � 0.2). +e influence of the collectors’ fairness concern on
pricing decisions of the CLSC is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 2(a) manifests that, under coordination, the collec-
tors’ transfer price offered by the manufacturer is higher.
Moreover, when the manufacturer does not consider the
fairness concern of the collectors, this transfer price is
unchanged with the collectors’ fairness concern whether in
the model NN or FN. But in the model FY or NY, whether
the concern of the manufacturer about the collectors is
“active” or “passive,” the transfer price of the manufacturer
will amplify with coefficient of the collector’s fairness
concern.

Figure 2(b) indicates under the coordination, after
getting a higher transfer price, the collectors will also raise
recycling price to “repay” the manufacturer. When the
collectors’ fairness concern does not receive the manufac-
turer’s response, the collectors will rapidly reduce recycling
price, which is the lowest this time. Conversely, when the
collectors are not fairness-concerned but the manufacturer
“proactively” considers the collectors are fairness-con-
cerned, the collectors become more active, willingly
accepting a higher recycling price than that obtained in the
case where their fairness concern is responded to by the
manufacturer, and this price is just lower than that in co-
ordination state.

Figure 2(c) suggests in coordination state, due to the
highest recycling price of the collectors and the largest
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collection quantity and the unchanged retail price of the
retailer in all models, the return rate is the most efficient
when sales volume is invariant. However, the return rate will
decrease as fairness concern increases. In the model FN, the
collectors’ substantially reducing the recycling price to in-
directly “punish” the manufacturer leads to the lowest return
rate, which “hurts” the CLSC as well as sustainable devel-
opment of enterprises and society. +is figure also shows,
whether the concern of the manufacturer about the col-
lectors is “active” or “passive,” the return rate is higher than
that when the manufacturer does not concern the collectors’
fairness. Clearly, considering the long-term development,
whether the collectors are fairness-concerned or not, the
fairness concern of the manufacturer about the collectors is
the most beneficial to the CLSC members and the
environment.

From Figure 3(a), it is known that, in coordinated state,
the profit of the manufacturer is the maximum. Because the
fairness concern of the collectors will always sacrifice the
manufacturer’s profit, in the models FY, NY, and FN, only if
there is one party who considers the collectors’ fairness
concern, the loss of the manufacturer’s profit is minimal.
When the collectors are fairness-concerned but the manu-
facturer neglects it, the loss is the maximum. From
Figure 3(b), it suggests that only when the manufacturer
considers the collectors’ fairness concern, whether it is
“active” or “passive,” will the collectors’ profit get massively
promoted. In particular, the concern is “active”; the profit
gets faster growth. In Figure 3(c), when the collectors’
fairness concern is not responded to by the manufacturer,
the CLSC efficiency is the lowest and decreases faster. When
the collectors get “active” attention by the manufacturer, the
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Figure 2:+e impact of fairness concern on decisions of the CLSC. (a)+e influence of fairness concern on transfer price. (b)+e influence
of fairness concern on recycling price. (c) +e influence of fairness concern on return rate of the CLSC.
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growth speed of the collectors’ profit is faster than decreasing
speed of the manufacturer’s profit, which increases the profit
and performance of the CLSC.

6.2. ImpactofCompetitive Intensityδ on theCLSC. To analyze
the influence of competitive intensity between collectors on
decisions of CLSC, assume the fairness concern coefficient of
the collectors remains unchanged (λ� 0.4). In order to
satisfy different parameter conditions, δ denotes competitive
intensity between the collectors which varies from 0 to 0.5,
the range of which changes with the parameter.

From Figure 4, it is known that, no matter what the
model is, the manufacturer’s transfer price decreases with
increase of the competitive intensity. +is is because the
manufacturer knows the substitution relation between the
collectors; he will not worry about the recycling of used

products. While the collectors receive the information of
the manufacturer’s decreased transfer price, out of fair-
ness consideration, the collectors will cut down the
recycling price, which leads to the loss of return rate and
efficiency of the CLSC. +erefore, as a channel leader, it is
indispensable for the manufacturer to take some measures
to control the competitive intensity of the collection
channel.

6.3. Impact of per Unit of Saving Cost Δ on the CLSC. As is
shown in Figure 5, in various models, the more saving cost in
recycling used products the manufacturer has, the more
willing he is to pay a higher price for reproduction. Because
of the symmetry information, when getting a higher transfer
price, the collectors will be more willing to pay a higher
recycling price to conduct recycling activities.
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Figure 3: +e influence of fairness concern on profit of the CLSC members. (a) +e influence of fairness concern on profit of the
manufacturer. (b) +e influence of fairness concern on profit of the collectors. (c) +e influence of fairness concern on profit of the CLSC.
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7. Management Insights, Limitation, and
Future Research

+e paper mainly studies the influence of the collectors’
fairness concern on the CLSC in the case where the collectors
are competitive. +e manufacturer, as a leader of the CLSC,
who has the advantage of priority decisions, first sets the
wholesale price and the transfer price and then the retailer
and the collectors decide on the retail price and recycling
price recycling price. +rough the backward induction
method, the equilibrium solutions of the system are gen-
erated under five models.

7.1. Management Insights. From the analysis results, some
managerial insights can be derived on the pricing decision in
the case where the collectors consider fairness concern, as
follows.

(1) In the model NN, collectors are unfairness-con-
cerned, and the manufacturer does not consider
the collectors’ fairness concern. At this point, the
manufacturer realizes the maximum profit. It is
obvious that, as the leader of the closed-loop
supply chain, he gets most of the profits. Naturally,
he hopes that the followers not pay too much
attention to the distribution of income but also
diligently serve him.

(2) In the model NY, the manufacturer “passively active”
considers the fairness concern of the collectors and
raises transfer price to surrender part of the profit so
that the collectors also raise the recycling price to
“reward” the manufacturer indirectly. A virtuous
circle is formed between the two parties with their
mutually beneficial behavior, which has a positive
effect on sustainable development of the CLSC.
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Figure 4: +e influence of competitive intensity on decisions of the CLSC (a) +e influence of fairness concern on profit of the man-
ufacturer. (b) +e influence of competitive intensity on transfer price. (c) +e influence of competitive intensity on return rate of the CLSC.
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(3) In the model FN, when the collectors are fairness-
concerned and the manufacturer ignores the col-
lectors’ fairness concern, the equilibrium recycling
price sets lower for the purpose of achieving more
profits by the collector, thus “hurting” both and
“harming” the long-term development of the CLSC.

(4) In the model FY, when the collectors are fairness-
concerned and that is considered by the manufac-
turer, this fairness concern improves the collectors’
benefit but “hurts” themanufacturer’s.+erefore, the
manufacturer is more eager to establish an effective
and practical contract to increase the interest.
Considering that the collectors are fairness-con-
cerned and the manufacturer takes it into account, a
two-part Tariff contract is proposed in this paper. All
the theoretical and numerous analyses suggest both
of the profits of the manufacturer and the collectors
achieve Pareto improvement with the proposed
contract.

(5) Fourthly, fierce competition will result in a lower
efficiency of the CLSC. As a channel leader, it is
necessary for the manufacturer to establish corre-
sponding mechanism to control the competition and
maintain a long-term healthy development of the
CLSC.

7.2. Limitation and Future Research. Among these four
decentralized cases, whether the collectors are fairness-
concerned or the manufacturer pays the collectors’ fairness
concern will not change the pricing decision of the retailer,
which is based on the model assumptions that the fairness
concern of the collectors only impacts reverse channel.
+erefore, considering the influence of the collectors’ efforts
and the manufacturer’s social responsibility on the decisions

of the CLSC, which will affect not only the reverse channel,
but also the forward channel, merits further research.

+e other limitations of this paper are that we did not
consider the retailer’s Shapley fair distribution. How about if
we think about it? In addition, we did not consider the
evolutionary stable strategies of the manufacturers and the
collectors.

Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1. +e Hessian matrix of πC
sc about p

and Ai goes as follows:

H �
− 2b 0

0 − 2
 . (A.1)

From the above formula, it can be inferred that Hessian
matrix is negative definite; that is, πC

sc about p and Ai is a
strictly concave function. Hence, there exists the only op-
timum solution maximizing profits of the CLSC. With the
first-order condition, the optimal price decision in themodel
C can be obtained. □

Proof of Proposition 2

(1) According to

z
2πNN

R

zp
2 � − 2b< 0, (A.2)

it can be inferred that the profit function of the retailer
is strictly a concave function, and there exists the
only optimal solution p which makes the profit of the
retailer maximum. With the first-order condition, we
get
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Figure 5:+e influence of per saving cost on decisions of the CLSC. (a)+e influence of per saving cost on transfer price. (b)+e influence of
per unit of saving cost on recycling price.
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p
NN∗

�
a + bw

NN∗

2b
. (A.3)

(2) According to

z
2πTi

zA
2
i

� − 2< 0, (A.4)

it can be inferred that the profit of the collector is
strictly a concave function, so there exists the only
optimal solution which makes maximum profit of the
collector. With the first-order condition, we get

A
NN∗
i �

B
NN∗

− h + δAj

2
. (A.5)

According to the symmetry of the collectors,

A
NN∗
i �

B
NN∗

− h

2 − δ
. (A.6)

(3) Replacing pNN∗ and ANN∗
i into the objective func-

tion of the manufacturer, we get

πNNM �
1
2

(w − c)(a − bw) +
2

2 − δ
(Δ − B)(h + B − Bδ).

(A.7)

+erefore, the Hessian matrix of the profit function of
the manufacturer πNNM about wholesale price w and
transfer price B is

H �

− b 0

0
− 4(1 − δ)

2 − δ

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠. (A.8)

From the above expression, Hessian matrix is negative
definite. πNN

M is a strictly concave function about B and w.
So there exists the only optimal solution which makes
maximumprofit of themanufacturer.With the first-order
condition, the optimal pricing decision in model NN is

w
NN∗

�
a + bc

2b
,

B
NN∗

�
(1 − δ)Δ − h

2(1 − δ)
.

(A.9)

Furthermore, the retailer’s optimal sailing price and
collector’s optimal collection price are, respectively, as
follows:

p
NN∗

�
3a + bc

4b
,

A
NN∗
i �

(1 − δ)Δ + h(2δ − 3)

2(1 − δ)(2 − δ)
.

(A.10)

□

Proof of Corollary 1

A
C∗
i − A

NN∗
i �
Δ(1 − δ) + h

2(2 − δ)
> 0,

p
C∗

− p
NN∗

�
− a + bc

4b
< 0,

r
C∗
sc − r

NN∗
sc �

− 2δ[Δ(1 − δ) + h]

(2 − δ)(a − bc)
< 0,

πC∗
sc − πNN∗sc �

(a − bc)
2

16b
+

[Δ(1 − δ) + h]
2
(1 − δ)

2(2 − δ)
2 > 0.

(A.11)□

Proof of Proposition 3 From,

z
2
u
FY
Ti

z A
FY
i 

2 � − (2 + λ)< 0, (A.12)

it can be known that the utility function of the collectors
is a strictly concave function about collection price and there
exists the only optimal solution AFY∗

i , making the maximum
uFY

Ti
. With the first-order condition, we get

A
FY∗
i �

2δ(3 + λ)A
FY
j + 6(1 + λ)B

FY∗
+(6 + 9λ)h + λΔ(3 − 2δ)

6(2 + λ)
.

(A.13)

By symmetry, the expression of AFY∗
i can be acquired.

Substituting AFY∗
i into the manufacturer’s profit function,

BFY∗
i can be acquired. □

Proof of Corollary 2

(1) zA
FY∗
i /zλ � 3δ[Δ(3 − 2δ) + h]/4 [3(2 − δ)+ λ(3 −

δ)]2 > 0, zB
FY∗
i / zλ � h(3 − δ) + (3 − 5δ + 2δ2)Δ / 4

(1 − δ)(1 + λ)
2 > 0.

(2) B
FY∗

− B
NN∗

� λ[Δ(1 − δ)(3 − 2δ) + h(3 − δ)]/ 12(1 −

δ)(1+λ)>0,A
FY∗
i − A

NN∗
i � λδ [Δ (3 − 2δ) + h]/

4(2 − δ)[3(2 − δ)+ λ(3 − δ)]>0. □

Proof. of Proposition 4. In the model FN, when the col-
lectors are fairness-concerned, which is ignored by the
manufacturer, that is, the manufacturer’s optimal decision is
the same as that in the model NN, we get

B
FN∗

�
(1 − δ)Δ − h

2(1 − δ)
. (A.14)

Meanwhile, the collectors will make decisions
according to self-utility maximization under fairness con-
cern. We get

A
FN∗
i �

6(1 + λ) B
FN∗

− h  + 3λ(h − Δ) + 2λδΔ
2[3(2 − δ) + λ(3 − δ)]

. (A.15)
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By replacing BFN∗ into the equation above, the theorem
gets proven. □

Proof of Corollary 3

A
FN∗
i − A

FY∗
i �

λ[Δ(1 − δ)(2δ − 3) + h(δ − 3)]

4(1 − δ)[3(2 − δ) + λ(3 − δ)]
< 0,

B
FY∗
i − B

FN∗
i �

λ[Δ(1 − δ)(3δ − 2) + h(3 − δ)]

12(1 − δ)(1 + λ)
> 0,

r
FY∗
i − r

FN∗
i �

2λ[Δ(1 − δ)(3δ − 2) + h(3 − δ)]

(a − bc)[3(2 + λ) + δ(3 + λ)]
> 0.

(A.16)
□

Proof of Proposition 5. Because the collectors are fairness-
neutral, according to the profit maximization in the model
NN, we get

A
NY∗
i �

B
NY∗

− h

2 − δ
. (A.17)

While considering that the collectors are fairness-con-
cerned, the manufacturer thinks the collector’s decision is
made according to the model FY, that is,

A
NY∗
i �

6(1 + λ) B
NY∗

− h  + 3λ(h − Δ) + 2λδΔ
2[3(2 − δ) + λ(3 − δ)]

. (A.18)

+e collectors make decisions of profit maximization
according to the above equation. By replacing the above
equation into the objective function of the manufacturer,
with the first-order condition, there is

B
NY∗

�
Δ(1 − δ)(6 + 9λ − 2λδ) − h(6 + 3λ + λδ)

12(1 − δ)(1 + λ)
. (A.19)

By replacing BNY into ANY∗
i , the theorem gets

proven. □

Proof of Proposition 6. By backward induction, according to
the collector’s individual rationality constraint (IR) and
incentive constraint (IC), we get At

Ti
and Fi. By replacing

them into the objective function of the manufacturer, the
optimal transfer price and the collection price can be
obtained. □
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In this study, an inexact inventory theory-based water resources distribution (IIWRD)method is advanced and applied for solving
the problem of water resources distribution from Yuecheng Reservoir to agricultural activities, in the Zhanghe River Basin, China.
In the IIWRD model, the techniques of inventory model, inexact two-stage stochastic programming, and interval-fuzzy
mathematics programming are integrated. %e water diversion problem of Yuecheng Reservoir is handled under multiple
uncertainties. Decision alternatives for water resources allocation under different inflow levels with a maximized system benefit
and satisfaction degree are provided for water resources management in Yuecheng Reservoir. %e results show that the IIWRD
model can afford an effective scheme for solving water distribution problems and facilitate specific water diversion of a reservoir
for managers under multiple uncertainties and a series of policy scenarios.

1. Introduction

%e economic development of a region depends heavily on
the water distribution of its large reservoirs. However,
reservoir water resource management is complex that in-
volves many factors and processes. For example, it is related
with the local natural conditions, the adjustable water di-
version from upstream in case of drought, the storage ca-
pacity and maintaining condition under different inflow
levels, the laying of channels/pipes and the loss in the process
of water diversion and supply, and different demands of
various water users. Each factor/process has many uncer-
tainties, which become more complex depending on the
quality of the obtained data [1]. In addition, with the dif-
ferent levels of economic development, water demand will
change dynamically with various temporal and spatial scales.
%erefore, effectively optimizing the water distribution of a
reservoir under uncertainty would be helpful to realize the
sustainable development of the region, especially reducing
the risk of water shortage under severe drought.

Over the past decades, a number of simulation and
optimization methods were developed for reservoir water

resources management under uncertainty [2–19]. Among
them, inexact two-stage stochastic programming (ITSP) is
effective for analyzing policy scenarios, and taking corrective
actions after a random event has taken place in order to
minimize “penalties” that may appear due to incorrect policy
[11]. Meanwhile, ITSP can reflect the random uncertainty
quantified as probability density functions (PDFs) and
handle uncertain parameters or variables with variable
ranges in programming problems by interval numbers.
Interval-fuzzy mathematics programming is useful for de-
cision problems of fuzzy goals and constraints with fuzziness
by establishing fuzzy sets and fuzzy functions under interval
uncertainty [20].

However, many parameters in actual problem have no
information of probability distribution and change with the
different temporal and spatial scales andmay be presented as
intervals. In addition, these intervals have no determined
boundaries at sometimes, such as the system cost, and its
boundary is difficult to ascertain associated with the vola-
tility of the market and the change in supply and demand
and thus shown with fuzziness. It is noted that when the
range of interval parameter is so wide that the final result of
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the model has a wide interval solution, the manager would
feel difficult to make decision by ITSP. According to the past
studies [21–24], it is known that the interval-fuzzy mathe-
matics programming (IFMP) could well indicate the fuzzy
uncertainty by fuzzy number and membership degree and
provides interval solution with a certain satisfaction degree
under flexible constraints, to avoid the trouble of making
decision resulting from the wide interval solution. Ac-
cordingly, multiple uncertainties would be handled by in-
corporating ITSP and IFMP within a general framework.

On the contrary, in reservoir water resource manage-
ment system, there is a series of process that needs to be
considered besides the above described uncertainties. In
particular, when the drought is severe and the reservoir is
insufficient, the water diversion would be necessary to satisfy
the local water demand. In this case, a scheme of water
diversion needs to be established according to the adjustable
water diversion from upstream, the local water demand, and
the reservoir storage limit, including total diversion quan-
tity, diversion batch size, and period per time. %e past
models for water diversion of reservoirs mainly focused on
the total quantity of water diversion, but few studied the
specific diversion batch and period [25–29]. As an economic
model, the inventory model can effectively tackle the
problem of supply and demand and provide the most
economical material purchase batch and period. But the past
inventory models rarely studied the planning problems for
water resources [30–35]. Since water as a resource has been
gradually marketized, the combination of inventory model
and other uncertain optimization technologies would un-
doubtedly make the research studies on the planning of
water resources system more rich and perfect and has better
applicability.

%erefore, the objective of this study is to develop an
inexact inventory theory-based water resources distribu-
tion (IIWRD) method through incorporating inventory
theory, ITSP, and IFMP within a general framework. %e
IIWRD method will be helpful for quantitatively analyzing
a series of policy scenarios under multiple uncertainties;
more importantly, it can afford the specific scheme for
water diversion associated with different policy scenarios,
including the total water diversion, diversion batch, and
period per time. %en, IIWRD is applied to planning water
resources distribution of Yuecheng Reservoir that is located
in Zhanghe River Basin, China. %e results will help to
identify desired schemes of water diversion and water al-
location under different inflow levels with maximized
system benefit and satisfaction degree. Furthermore, the
system benefit and total water diversion under different
scenarios of inflow levels and unit diversion costs are
analyzed to help managers make decision. Comprehen-
sively, three special characteristics of IIWRD make it
unique after comparing with the existing methods: (i) it can
effectively handle multiple forms of uncertainties, (ii) it is
helpful to quantitatively analyzing a series of policy sce-
narios that are related with various levels of economic
penalties, and (iii) it can facilitate specific water diversion
of a reservoir under multiple uncertainties.

2. Water Resources Distribution in
Yuecheng Reservoir

%e Yuecheng Reservoir is a superlarge reservoir directly
under the administration of the state, located in Ci County of
Handan City, Hebei Province, controlling a river basin area
of 18.1× 103 km2. Its main task is flood control, irrigation,
urban water supply, and electricity generation. Its total
capacity is 1.3×109m3 and can partially solve the industrial
and living water of Handan City and Anyang City.
According to historical statistics, the accumulated water
supply of the reservoir was 17.17×109m3 from 1962 to 2005,
and the total water supply to Hebei Province and Henan
Province was 11.73×109m3 and 5.44×109m3 [36], re-
spectively. In addition, it can irrigate a farmland of
1.47×105 ha through Minyou Canal in Hebei Province and
Zhangnan Canal in Henan Province. %e irrigated areas of
Minyou and Zhangnan refer to 15 counties, with many kinds
of crops, but mainly wheat, corn, and cotton.

Recently, due to the rainfall decrease and the building of
water diversion channels in the upstream river basin, the
incoming runoff of Yuecheng Reservoir is reducing year by
year, resulting in serious irrigation water shortage and
critical water supply problems, especially in the Zhangnan
irrigation area. For example, the average annual water
supply of Zhangnan irrigation area from the reservoir was
51.7×106m3 from 1981 to 1986, and from 1991 to 1996, it
was 30.5×106m3, but from 2001 to 2006, it was only
7.0×106m3 [37]. Moreover, in order to ensure the safe flood
of the reservoir, the water of the reservoir on the level of
132m would be leaked before the main flood period, about
85×106m3. After entering the flood period, because the
rainfall in the Zhangwei River Basin is small, the river flow
and runoff are few, and the water storage of the reservoir
would be not enough. As the important water sources of
industry and agriculture for Handan City and Anyang City,
Yuecheng Reservoir plays a significant role in the economic
life in the two cities and bear a huge pressure of water supply
[38].

%ere are three large reservoirs in the upstream that can
divert water to Yuecheng Reservoir, namely, Guanhe, Back
bay, and Zhangze. According to the data, from 1960 to 2004,
the average annual abandoned water of Zhangze Reservoir
was 112×106m3, the average annual leaked water from
Guanhe and Back bay was 23×106m3 and 37×106m3.
Under this condition, if continuous rainfall occurs in the
Zhanghe River Basin and the upstream reservoirs store water
fully, it could be considered transferring water from them to
Yuecheng Reservoir to relieve the local drought [38]. Since
the water allocation of Yuecheng Reservoir to Handan City
and Anyang City is generally preferred to meet municipal
and industrial use, the agricultural water often appears in-
sufficient, having to take the high cost of groundwater to
solve water shortage problems. By calculating, the diversion
cost from the upstream reservoirs is much less than the cost
of groundwater extraction. %erefore, in order to promote
the agricultural development and increase its income in the
two cities and make full use of the abandoned water from the
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upstream reservoirs, the problem of water distribution from
Yuecheng Reservoir to three main crops (wheat, corn, and
cotton) of 15 counties in the two irrigation areas would be
studied in this paper (shown in Figure 1). It is noted that the
water allocation of Yuecheng Reservoir to municipality and
industry in two cities is excluded.

3. Statement of Problems

%e system of water distribution from Yuecheng Reservoir
to agriculture involves many processes and components,
and there is a lot of uncertainty between them and each
other. For example, the water demand for irrigation of
three kinds of crops is related to their crop coefficients,
evapotranspiration, and growth periods; thus, it is difficult
to get definite values. However, they can be obtained with
a range by calculating, which are [3.12, 3.46] × 103 m3/ha,
[2.08, 2.31] × 103 m3/ha, and [2.08, 2.31] × 103 m3/ha [39]
for wheat, corn, and cotton, individually. In addition,
although some uncertainty can be expressed as interval
numbers, their boundaries still show uncertainties, such as
the unit cost of water diversion has a relationship with
total diversion quantity, draw cost of the upstream res-
ervoirs, and the water loss in the diversion way, all of them
are difficult to be estimated. %erefore, the unit cost of
water diversion would be expressed as a fuzzy-interval
number, being [24, 28, 32, 36] RMB/103 m3 in this study,
convenient for analyzing the influence of different di-
version costs to total diversion quantity. Moreover, be-
cause of the significant changes in the annual precipitation
and great differences among the seasonal rainfall in the
reservoir, as well as the uncertainty of water supply to
municipality and industry in the two cities, the water
distribution from the reservoir to agriculture is difficult to
determine. At this time, the expected objectives for three
crops in each subarea need to be set according to their
actual planting quantities and then be corrected on the
basis of various possible irrigation levels happened. %us,
an effective comprehensive multiple uncertainties method
for water distribution from Yuecheng Reservoir to agri-
culture is expected.

However, in the system of water distribution of Yue-
cheng Reservoir, when the drought is so serious that the local
water demand cannot be met, it would be necessary to
consider water diversion from the upstream. At themoment,
the manager needs to consider all the problems happened in
the process of water diversion, such as reservoir capacity
limits, adjustable water from upstream basin, the water
supply cost of the upstream basin, the setup cost for water
diversion per time, and the storage cost of the reservoir. In
addition, under certain amount of water diversion, if it is too
much per time, it will not only bring pressure to the reservoir
but also cause the stagnation pressure; if it is too little per
time, it will increase the diversion frequency and the setup
cost. %erefore, the problems of water diversion from the

upstream and water allocation of agriculture under mini-
mized system cost should be handled.

4. Modelling Formulation

Before constructing the inexact inventory theory-based
water resources distribution (IIWRD) model for Yuecheng
Reservoir, methods of inexact two-stage stochastic pro-
gramming (ITSP), interval-fuzzy mathematics program-
ming (IFMP), and inventory theory need to be introduced.
ITSP is effective for analyzing policy scenarios, and taking
corrective actions after a random event has taken place in
order to minimize “penalties” that may appear due to in-
correct policy. In addition, it can deal with uncertainties
expressed as discrete intervals and PDFs. A typical ITSP
model can be rewritten as follows [11]:

f
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� maxC
±
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±
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±
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±
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±
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±
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±
j ≥ 0, x

±
j ∈ X

±
, j � 1, 2, · · · , n1, (1d)

y
±
jh ≥ 0, y

±
jh ∈ Y

±
, j � 1, 2, · · · , n2; h � 1, 2, · · · , v, (1e)

where w±h is the discrete value of an interval random variable
with probability level ph, h � 1, 2, . . . , v and 

v
h�1 ph � 1 and

superscripts − and + are lower and upper bounds of interval
parameters, respectively. In addition, X± and Y± are first-
and second-stage decision variables, individually; the right-
hand side coefficients in equation (1b) are presented as
probability distributions. An interval x± is defined as a range
with known upper and lower bounds but unknown distri-
bution: x± � [x− , x+] � t ∈ x|x− ≤ t≤x+{ }, where x− and x+

are the lower and upper bounds of x±, individually [11].
However, in real-world problems, the quality of un-

certain information obtained mostly cannot be sufficiently
satisfactory to be expressed as probabilities or simply
presented as interval values. For example, the lower and
upper bounds of interval parameters may be fuzzy in
nature, resulting in dual uncertainties. Such complexities
in uncertainties cannot be handled by the above ITSP
model. It is noted the method of IFMP with mixed fuzzy-
interval number (FIN) has advantages in tackling such
complexities. In detail, the IFMP can be formulated as
follows [20]:
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X
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where B


± is a mixed fuzzy-interval number (FIN); let ΔB
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B
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− � [B+,B
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] − [B− ,B

−
] � [B+ − B

−
, B

+
− B− ], where B−

and B
− are the lower and upper boundaries of the lower

interval number, respectively; B+ and B
+ are the lower and

upper boundaries of the upper interval number, individually.
In models (2a)–(2e), λ± is a control variable. %e variable λ±
represents the degree of satisfaction for the fuzzy objective
and/or constraints.When λ± equals to 1, it would be related to
a solution with the highest possibility of satisfying the con-
straints/objective under advantageous conditions; inversely,
when λ± equals to zero, it would correspond to a solution that
has the lowest possibility of meeting the constraints/objective
under demanding conditions.

In the system of water distribution of a reservoir,
water diversion would be a prior option when the
drought is serious that the local water demand cannot be
met. In this case, a series of problems related with water
diversion needs to be considered, such as the reservoir
capacity, the quantity of water diversion, the diversion
period, the cost of water supply, the setup cost for water
diversion per time, and the storage cost of the reservoir.
Actually, all the problems can be treated as an inventory
problem and solved by the economic order quantity
(EOQ) model. Based on the assumption of shortages
without allowing, a typical EOQ model can be formu-
lated as follows.

Assuming that a material is needed to be produced or
purchased, and there is no lead time. %e demand is D units
per unit time, and the relative costs include K (setup cost for
ordering one batch ($)), C (unit cost for producing or
purchasing each unit ($/unit)), and C1 (holding cost per unit
per unit of time held in inventory ($/month)). %e objective
is to determine when and how much to replenish inventory
in order to minimize the sum of the produce or purchase
costs per unit time [40].

Let the batch be Q and the period be t, then t�Q/D.
Since the period is variable, it is needed to calculate how
much the total cost is in a given time (e.g., one month).
Under this condition, the sum of the two costs (holding cost
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Figure 1: Study area (JZ, Jize County; Q, Qiu County; YN, Yongnian County; GT, Guantao County; WA, Wu’an County; HDX, Handan
County; HD, Handan District; S, Shexian; FF, Fengfeng Kuangqu; QZ, Quzhou County; FX, Feixiang County; GP, Guangping County; CA,
Chengan County; W,Wei County; Ci, Ci County; LZ, Linzhang County; DM, Daming County;WF,Wenfeng District; BG, Beiguan District;
YD, Yindu District; LA, Long’an District; AYX, Anyang County; NH, Neihuang County; KFQ, Kaifaqu; L, Linzhou District; H, Hua County;
TY, Tangyin County. QZ, FX, GP, CA,W, Ci, LZ, and DM are irrigated byMinyou Channel and belongs to HandanMunicipality, whileWF,
BG, YD, LA, AY, NH, and KFQ are irrigated by Zhangnan Channel and belongs to Anyang Municipality).
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and ordering cost) described above can be converted into the
cost for per month and formulated as follows:

f(Q) �
C1Q

2
+

KD

Q
+ CD. (3a)

By calculating the extreme of f(Q), namely, it can be
obtained:

C1

2
−

KD

Q
2 � 0, (3b)
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�
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, (3c)

Q
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�

����
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. (3d)

%en, it has f″(Q) � 2KD/Q3 andf″(Q)> 0 (when
Q> 0). According to the extremum theorem, minf(Q) �

f(Q∗) when Q∗ �
�������
2KD/C1


. It is the batch formula under

the given conditions, usually regarded as the economic order
quantity (EOQ) model.

In summary, the models of ITSP, IFMP, and EOQwill be
incorporated in this study, which leads to an inexact in-
ventory theory-based water resources distribution (IIWRD)
method. %erefore, the IIWRD model can tackle multiple
uncertainties within an optimization programming frame-
work by expressing uncertain parameters as discrete in-
tervals, membership functions, probabilistic distributions,
and their combinations. Moreover, it can provide corrective
measures for the expected objectives against different ran-
dom events happened. Meanwhile, the inventory scheme
also can be gained for handling water diversion problems in
water resources management of reservoirs.

To reflect the dynamic variation in water distribution of
Yuecheng Reservoir, the water diversion from upstream to

Yuecheng Reservoir and the water allocation from Yuecheng
Reservoir to irrigated areas are considered. Because of the
limitation of adjustable water diversion from upstream
reservoirs, the total amount cannot completely solve the
water shortage of the study area, only in the premise of
guaranteeing theminimumwater supply as much as possible
to avoid the water shortage risk. Hence, there may be un-
irrigated fields under low irrigation level because the use of
groundwater is too expensive. In addition, there are some
assumptions for the system of water distribution including:
(1) water sources for irrigation mainly include surface water
and groundwater in this study area. However, since the
groundwater is difficult to be used in different places, it
would be used in the local area without distributing, while
only distributes the surface water; (2) the proportion be-
tween surface water and groundwater for irrigation is
constant, and the irrigation from groundwater can be sat-
isfied; (3) the external water use of Yuecheng Reservoir to
other areas would be ignored in special years, and only the
water distribution to irrigation areas of Minyou and
Zhangnan in Handan City and Anyang City individually are
considered; (4) since most of the water distribution of
Yuecheng Reservoir is used to irrigate the three crops
(wheat, corn, and cotton) of the two irrigation areas, other
uses of the surface water in the irrigation areas would be
ignored in this study. %e objective of this study is to
maximize the system benefit, which equals the net irrigation
benefit minus the diversion cost and shortage penalty.
Accordingly, the IIWRD model for this study system can be
formulated as follows:

Max λ±, (4a)

subject to the following:

Constraint of system benefit:
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Constraint of water balance:
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Constraint of minimum irrigation:
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Constraint of reservoir capacity:
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Constraint of adjustable water diversion:
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Constraint of diversion batch:
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Constraint of satisfaction degree:

0≤ λ± ≤ 1. (4h)

%e notation in models (4a)–(4h) is as follows:

i: the irrigation subarea, i� 1, 2, . . ., 15.
j: the kind of crops, j� 1 (wheat), 2 (corn), 3 (cotton).
h: the inflow of Yuecheng Reservoir, h� 1, 2, . . ., 7.
ph: the probability of inflow h, ph > 0 and 

ht

h�1 ph � 1.
f±: net benefit of the study system (106 RMB).
AD±: adjustable water diversion from upstream res-
ervoir (106m3).
AQ±h : the water available for irrigation in Yuecheng
Reservoir under inflow h (106m3).
C


±: unit cost for water diversion (RMB/103m3).
D±h : amount by which total water-allocation target is
not met when the inflow is h (106m3).
HC±: holding cost of water per unit in the reservoir
(RMB/103m3).
IA±ijh: the actual irrigation quantity of crop j in subarea i
when the inflow is h (ha).
IT±ij: the irrigation quota for crop j in subarea i (ha).
IT±ijmin: the minimum planting quantity of crop j in
subarea i (ha).
IS±ijh: the unirrigation quantity of crop j in subarea i
when the inflow is h (ha).
NB±ij: the net irrigation benefit for crop j in subarea i
per unit of surface water allocated (103 RMB/ha).
Q±h : the diversion batch under the inflow h (m3).
PC±ij: the reduction of net benefit for crop j in subarea i
when per unit of surface water not delivered (103 RMB/
ha).

RC±: storage capacity of the reservoir (106m3).
SC±: setup cost for water diversion one batch (RMB).
T±h : the diversion period under the inflow h (hour).
ZZXS±ij: the water demand of crop j per unit in subarea
i (106m3/ha).

In models (4a)–(4h), D±h and IS±ijh are decision variables,
which are influenced by the inflow of Yuecheng Reservoir.
%e detailed solution process for solving models (4a)–(4h)
can be summarized as follows:

Step 1. Transform models (4a)–(4h) into two sub-
models, where submodel (A) with λ+ corresponding to
f+ should be formulated first.
Step 2. Solve submodel (A) and obtain the solutions of
λ+
opt, D+

hopt, Q+
hopt, and IS−

ijh.
Step 3. Calculate IA+
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Step 4. Formulate submodel (B) with λ− corresponding
to f− .
Step 5. Solve submodel (B) and obtain the solutions of
λ−
opt, D−

hopt, Q−
hopt, and IS+

ijh.
Step 6. Calculate IA−
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toIA−
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.
Step 7. Integrate the two submodel solutions to obtain
the optimal solutions for the IFTSIP model, which can
be expressed as D±topt � [D−

topt, D+
topt], Q±topt �

[Q−
topt, Q+

topt], T±hopt � [T±hopt, T±hopt], IS±ijhopt �

[IS−
ijhopt, IS+

ijhopt], IA±ijh opt � [IA−
ijhopt, IA+

ijhopt],
λ±opt � [λ−

opt, λ
+
opt], and f±opt � [f−

opt, f+
opt].

Step 8. Stop.

5. Data Acquisition and Analysis

In this study, the surface water irrigation target of three
kinds of crops in each subarea is shown in Table 1 [41].
Table 2 presents the net irrigation benefit and penalty of each
crop in every subarea, which are expressed as different in-
tervals based on the various times and spaces. For example,
the net irrigation benefit of corn in Ci County is
[2.78, 3.30] × 103 RMB/ha, which is obtained by the fol-
lowing calculation: (a) the unit yield of corn in Ci County is
from 6.10 t/ha to 6.25 t/ha, in which 6.10 t/ha and 6.25 t/ha
present the minimum andmaximum values of the unit yield,
respectively; (b) the net benefit of corn is from 570RMB/t to
660 RMB/t; and (c) the ratio of corn by irrigation is about
0.8.%erefore, theminimum value of net irrigation benefit of
unit yield of corn in Ci County is 2.78 RMB/ha
[6.10 t/ha × 0.8 × 570RMB/t], which would be the lower
bound of the interval, while the maximum value is
3.30 RMB/ha [6.25 t/ha × 0.8 × 660 RMB/t], which
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would be the upper bound of the interval. %e net irrigation
benefits of other crops in each subarea also can be obtained
by the same method. %e amount of adjustable water di-
version from upstream reservoirs is
[112 + 23, 112 + 37] × 106m3, which is estimated based on
the sum of annual abandoned water from Zhangze Reservoir
and Guanghe and Back bay Reservoir from 1960 to 2004

[38]. Since the irrigation areas of Minyou and Zhangnan are
the important grain production base in Handan City and
Anyang City individually, the minimum planting quantity of
each crop in every subarea is the lowest irrigation area in
order to ensure the local ecology and grain yield, whose
value accounts for 40%–50% percent of its total planting area
[42]. %e setup cost for water diversion in this paper mainly
considers the travelling expenses for diversion agreement
per time, whose value is [260, 370]RMB by calculating the
costs of tickets, meals, and accommodation. According to
“Notice on the trial implementation of financial benchmark
yield and annual operating standard rates” [43], the holding
cost of Yuecheng Reservoir is [30, 40] RMB/103 m3 by
calculating the ratio between the sum of three costs:
maintenance fee (41.5×106 RMB), salary and welfare funds
for managers (12.13×109 RMB), the reservoir management
fee (1.82×106 RMB), and the annual runoff of the reservoir
[44, 45]. In addition, due to the lack of related information,
the distribution of water supply of Yuecheng Reservoir for
irrigation is difficult to obtain. Based on data statistics, the
range of [0, 302.71106] m3 is selected as the available water
for irrigation, and the water supply level for irrigation can be
divided into seven discrete intervals, which are very low (VL,
17%), low (L, 9%), low to medium (L-M, 14%), medium (M,
25%), medium to high (M-H, 20%), high (H, 10%), and very
high (VH, 5%), and the corresponding water quantities are 0,
[29.58, 46.39] × 106 m3, [83.39, 108.05] × 106 m3,
[108.05, 127.25] × 106 m3, [127.25, 148.16] × 106 m3,
[198.26, 222.76] × 106 m3, and [233.06, 302.71] × 106 m3

[39].

6. Result Analysis and Discussion

6.1. Water Diversion Analysis. When the random event of
water supply happened and makes the local water demand
not to meet, the corrective action of water diversion of
Yuecheng Reservoir from upstream would be taken to re-
duce the water shortage. %e total diversion quantity is
related to various inflows, irrigation quota (expected irri-
gation objectives), and the minimum planting quantity. If
the manager is optimistic about the inflow level (upper
bound), adjustable diversion (upper bound), and diversion
cost (lower bound) and promises to farmers with the upper
bound of the irrigation quota, the water diversion from
upstream reservoirs will be more; accordingly, the crop areas
of water shortage will be less, and vice versa. %e diversion
batch is mainly affected by the total amount of water di-
version, setup cost, and holding cost, meaning the quantity
per time. %e diversion period is the ratio of diversion batch
and the total amount of water diversion, indicating the time
interval between two water diversions.

Table 3 shows the optimal scheme of water diversion of
Yuecheng Reservoir from upstream reservoir under different
inflows, including total diversion quantity, diversion batch,
and period. It can be seen that the total amount of water
diversion in the reservoir gradually decreases with the in-
crease in inflow level, which results in the same tendency to
diversion batch.%is indicates that when the reservoir inflow
is high, the agricultural water demand in each subarea can be

Table 1: Surface water irrigation targets.

Subarea
Irrigation target, IT±ij (ha)

Wheat Corn Cotton

QZ [1730, 1830] [1770, 1870] [870, 1000]
FX [2570, 2680] [2000, 2200] [1050, 1150]
GP [1430, 1570] [1050, 1200] [550, 650]
CA [2730, 2925] [1716, 1820] [1820, 2080]
WX [2550, 2670] [2280, 2490] [144, 174]
CX [1145, 1207.5] [1145, 1250] [95, 117.5]
LZ [4860, 5140] [4400, 4740] [600, 734]
DM [2070, 2175] [990, 1072.5] [55.5, 64.5]
WF [1980, 2025] [2010, 2160] [130, 150]
BG [420, 450] [420, 450] [7, 10]
YD [645, 675] [630, 675] [4.5, 6.5]
LA [1950, 2070] [1590, 1680] [225, 255]
AY [8000, 8667.5] [9167.5, 10000] [450, 492.5]
NH [1354.7, 1430.6] [437, 483] [89.7, 128.8]
KFQ [255, 270] [240, 270] 0

Table 2: Net irrigation benefits and penalties.

Wheat Corn Cotton
Net irrigation benefit when water demand is met, NB±ij (10

3 RMB/ha)
QZ [2.18, 2.67] [2.75, 3.25] [1.91, 3.43]
FX [2.38, 2.90] [3.44, 4.09] [2.54, 4.41]
GP [2.34, 2.85] [3.35, 3.96] [1.91, 3.31]
CA [2.54, 3.14] [3.50, 4.17] [2.01, 3.43]
WX [2.24, 2.74] [2.73, 3.25] [1.84, 3.19]
CX [2.20, 2.69] [2.78, 3.30] [1.88, 3.38]
LZ [2.55, 3.11] [3.53, 4.20] [1.98, 3.43]
DM [2.32, 2.83] [3.00, 3.54] [1.40, 2.57]
WF [2.34, 2.90] [2.73, 3.22] [0.96, 1.96]
BG [2.44, 3.04] [3.10, 3.75] [1.98, 3.68]
YD [2.34, 2.90] [3.25, 3.91] [2.35, 4.41]
LA [1.33, 1.73] [2.28, 2.80] [1.18, 2.45]
AY [2.42, 3.00] [2.91, 3.46] [1.10, 2.33]
NH [2.28, 2.81] [3.05, 3.62] [1.91, 3.68]
KFQ [2.55, 3.18] [3.00, 3.59]

Penalty when water is not delivered, PC±ij (103 RMB/ha)
QZ [3.27, 3.42] [3.65, 3.75] [3.83, 3.93]
FX [3.50, 3.65] [4.49, 4.59] [4.81, 4.91]
GP [3.45, 3.60] [4.36, 4.46] [3.71, 3.81]
CA [3.74, 3.89] [4.57, 4.67] [3.83, 3.93]
WX [3.34, 3.49] [3.65, 3.75] [3.59, 3.69]
CX [3.29, 3.44] [3.70, 3.80] [3.78, 3.88]
LZ [3.71, 3.86] [4.60, 4.70] [3.83, 3.93]
DM [3.43, 3.58] [3.94, 4.04] [2.97, 3.07]
WF [3.50, 3.65] [3.62, 3.72] [2.36, 2.46]
BG [3.64, 3.79] [4.15, 4.25] [4.08, 4.18]
YD [3.50, 3.65] [4.31, 4.41] [4.81, 4.91]
LA [2.33, 2.48] [3.20, 3.30] [2.85, 2.95]
AY [3.60, 3.75] [3.86, 3.96] [2.73, 2.83]
NH [3.41, 3.56] [4.02, 4.12] [4.08, 4.18]
KFQ [3.78, 3.93] [3.99, 4.09] 0
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satisfied without water diversion. Conversely, when the
inflow level is low, the reservoir needs a lot of water di-
version to ensure the minimum irrigation. For example,
when the inflow level is very low and low, the total amount of
water diversion is [135, 149] × 106 m3 and [135, 149] ×

106 m3, individually, in which 135×106m3 and 149×106m3

are the lower and upper bounds of adjustable water diversion,
respectively, while the related diversion batch is [49.30,

51.79] × 103 m3. Under this condition, although the diversion
batch is oppositely larger, the diversion period is relatively
short because the total water diversion is the largest of all
inflow levels. %is indicates that the continued water shortage
in the study area can be solved only by many times of water
diversion. Similar characteristics can be found under other
inflow levels. Totally, it can be seen that when the total water
diversion decreases gradually, the diversion period will be-
come relatively long.%e symbol of “/” in Table 3 indicates the
diversion period does not exist at levels of high and very high.

6.2.Water-AllocationAnalysis. After taking water diversion,
the optimized water allocations to irrigated crops under
different inflow levels also can be obtained by the proposed
IIWRD model. It is noted that the optimized irrigation
quantity is influenced by not only the different inflow levels
and water diversion quantity but also the net irrigation
benefits and water shortage penalties of crops. Figure 2
shows the optimal irrigation quantity of wheat in each
subarea under various inflow levels. It can be seen that when
the inflow level is very low, there is still a big difference
between the total water diversion and expected water quota
even though the total amount of water diversion takes the
maximum value within the allowable range of adjustable
water diversion. %erefore, the actual irrigation quantity of
wheat in most of subareas only can get the minimum ir-
rigation quantity, which is [692, 915] ha, [1028, 1340]ha,
[572, 785]ha, [1020, 1335]ha, [458, 603.75]ha,
[828, 1087.5]ha, [792, 1012.5], [168, 225]ha, [258, 337.5]ha,
[780, 1035]ha, [3200, 4333.75]ha, and [541.6, 715.3]ha in
subareas of Quzhou, Feixiang, Guangping, Weixian, Cixian,
Daming, Wenfeng, Beiguan, Yindu, Long’an, Anyang, and
Neihuang, respectively. When the inflow level is low to
medium, medium, and medium to high, the actual irrigation
quantity of wheat in all subareas can reach the upper bound
of expected water quota, which is 1830 ha, 2680 ha, 1570 ha,
2925 ha, 2670 ha, 1207.5 ha, 5140 ha, 2175 ha, 2025 ha,

450 ha, 675 ha, 2070 ha, 8667.5 ha, 1430.5 ha, and 270 ha in
subareas of Quzhou, Feixiang, Guangping, Cheng’an,
Weixian, Cixian, Linzhang, Daming, Wenfeng, Beiguan,
Yindu, Long’an, Anyang, Neihuang, and Kaifaqu, respec-
tively. Meanwhile, the lower bound of expected water quota
for wheat can be acquired in more and more subareas with
the total increasing water supply. When the inflow level is
high and very, both of the upper and lower bounds of ex-
pected water quota for wheat in all subareas can be reached
simultaneously.

Figure 3 illustrates the optimal irrigation quantity of
corn in each subarea under various inflow levels. For the
crop of corn, the actual irrigation quantity has acquired both
upper and lower bounds of the expected water quota in all
subareas when the inflow level is from very low to very high.
%eir specific values are [1770, 1870]ha, [2000, 2200]ha,
[1050, 1200]ha, [1716, 1820]ha, [2280, 2490]ha,
[1145, 1250]ha, [4400, 4740]ha, [990, 1072.5]ha,
[2010, 2160]ha, [420, 450]ha, [630, 675]ha, [1590, 1680]ha,
[9167.5, 10000]ha, [437, 483]ha, and [240, 270]ha in sub-
areas of Quzhou, Feixiang, Guangping, Cheng’an, Weixian,
Cixian, Linzhang, Daming, Wenfeng, Beiguan, Yindu,
Long’an, Anyang, Neihuang, and Kaifaqu, individually.
Because of its higher net irrigation benefit and higher water
shortage penalty, corn has priority to be irrigated over wheat
and cotton in the same subarea under every inflow level.
%erefore, with the addition of water diversion, the upper
and lower bounds of the expected water quota for corn
would be firstly reached even when the inflow level is very
low.

Figure 4 depicts the optimal irrigation quantity of cotton
in each subarea under various inflow levels. After com-
paring, although cotton and wheat have similar average net
irrigation benefits, the water shortage penalty of cotton is
higher than that of wheat in subareas of Quzhou, Feixiang,
Guangping, Cheng’an, Weixian, Cixian, Linzhang, Beiguan,
Yindu, and Neihuang. Accordingly, in these subareas, the
expected quota for cotton can be met prior to that of wheat
when the inflow level is from very low to very high, which are
[870, 1000]ha, [1050, 1150]ha, [550, 650]ha, [1820, 2080]ha,
[144, 174]ha, [95, 117.5]ha, [600, 734]ha, [7, 10]ha,
[4.5, 6.5]ha, [225, 255]ha, and [89.7, 128.8]ha, respectively.
For the cotton in subareas of Daming, Wenfeng, Long’an,
and Anyang, due to their lower net irrigation benefits and
lower water shortage penalties than that of the other sub-
areas, their expected quota would be considered later when

Table 3: Results of water diversion.

Inflow levels Diversion quantity (106m3) Diversion batch (103m3) Diversion period (h)
VL [135.00, 149.00] [49.30, 51.79] [3.04, 3.20]
L [135.00, 149.00] [49.30, 51.79] [3.04, 3.20]
L-M [92.31, 109.48] [40.76, 44.39] [3.55, 3.87]
M [72.94, 84.97] [36.23, 39.11] [4.03, 4.35]
M-H [52.08, 65.72] [30.62, 34.39] [4.58, 5.15]
H — — —
VH — — —
Note: symbols of “VL,” “L,” “L-M,” “M,” “M-H,” “H,” and “VH” mean “very low,” “low,” “low to medium,” “medium,” “medium to high,” “high,” and “very
high,” respectively.
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the inflow level is very low, whose optimal irrigation
quantities are [22.2, 64.5]ha, [52, 75]ha, [90, 255]ha, and
[180, 492.5]ha individually; When the inflow level is from
low to medium to high, their optimal irrigation quantities
are [22.2, 64.5]ha, [52, 150]ha, [90, 255]ha, and
[180, 492.5]ha individually; until when the inflow level is
high and very high, both the upper and lower bounds of their
expected quotas can be met simultaneously, which are

[55.5, 64.5]ha, [130, 150]ha, [225, 255]ha, and
[450, 492.5]ha, respectively.

6.3. System Benefit and Uncertainty Analysis. %e expected
maximum benefit of this study is [165.12, 231.3] × 106 RMB
by solving the IIWRD model, while the corresponding
satisfaction degree (λ±opt) is [0.032, 0.972]. %is interval result
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indicates that when the actual value of each variable fluc-
tuates in its interval, the system benefit would corre-
spondingly change between f+

opt and f−
opt under different

satisfaction degrees. When the inflow level, potential
probability distribution, and benefit and punishment and
other economic data are given different values, the related
decision would change accordingly between the upper and
lower bounds of the solution interval. λ± means the satis-
faction degree of decision-makers in balancing the envi-
ronment and economic benefit. In detail, λ−

opt � 0.032 is
consistent with the lower system benefit
(f−

opt � 165.12 × 106 RMB), indicating the maximum sat-
isfaction degree under inferior situation. In contrast,
λ+
opt � 0.972 is consistent with the higher system benefit
(f+

opt � 231.3 × 106 RMB), indicating the maximum satis-
faction degree of the superior situation. %erefore, the so-
lution of λ±opt represents the degree of meeting the system
objectives and constraints under uncertainty.

In addition, the uncertain unit diversion cost expressed
as FIN (fuzzy-interval number) directly influences the
system benefit and its related satisfaction degree. To clearly
understand their relationship, the results under various unit
diversion costs are obtained by solving the IIWRDmodel (as
shown in Table 4). It is noted that “S1,” “S2,” “S3,” “S4,” and
“S5” indicate different scenarios in consistent with five-unit
diversion cost, respectively. In detail, the scenario of “S1”
represents the lower and upper bounds of the unit diversion
cost are fuzzy (C



± � [C


− , C


+]), and the corresponding
system benefit and satisfaction degree of this fuzzy decision
are f±opt � [165.12, 231.30] × 106 RMB and λ±opt � [0.032,
0.972] individually. %e scenario of “S2” indicates the lower
and upper bounds of the unit diversion cost are determinate
(C


± � [C− , C
+
], meaning the fuzzy boundary is simplified as

certain information); accordingly, the system benefit and
satisfaction degree are f±opt � [164.85, 231.63] × 106 RMB
and λ±opt � [0.028, 0.977], respectively. When the lower
bound of unit diversion cost is determinate but the upper
bound is fuzzy (the scenario of “S3,” C



± � [C
−

, C


+]), the
system benefit and satisfaction degree are
f±opt � [165.12, 233.23] × 106 RMB and λ±opt � [0.032, 0.999],
individually. When the unit diversion cost has fuzzy lower
bound and certain upper bound (the scenario of “S4,”
C


± � [C


− , C+]), the system benefit and satisfaction degree
are f±opt � [165.15, 231.30] × 106 RMB and λ±opt � [0.032,
0.972], respectively.When the upper bound of unit diversion
cost is fuzzy but the lower bound is certain and close to the
lower boundary of lower interval (the scenario of “S5,”
C


± � [C− , C


+]), the system benefit and satisfaction degree
are f±opt � [165.42, 231.63] × 106 RMB and λ±opt � [0.036,
0.977], individually. In scenarios of “S3,” “S4,” and “S5,”
both of the lower bound of system benefit and the satis-
faction degree are higher than or equal to the result of “S1”
scenario (f−

opt � 165.15 × 106 RMB and λ−
opt � 0.032). %is is

because of the lower bound of uncertain unit diversion cost
and/or the relaxation of allowable default in the inferior
situation. %e relaxation of system constraints represents an
increase in the risk of constraints default. Under the lower
risk of constraints default, the decision can be obtained with
lower system benefit but higher system credibility. Higher
system benefit will result in a larger risk of system con-
straints default.

Table 5 shows the total amount of water diversion under
scenarios of different inflow levels and various unit diversion
costs. It can be known that when the inflow level is very low
and low, due to the serious water shortage, although the unit
diversion cost changes (S1: [27.89, 32.38] RMB/103m3, S2:
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[24, 36] RMB/103m3, S3: [28, 32.38] RMB/103m3, S4: [27.89,
32] RMB/103m3, and S5: [24, 28.43] RMB/103m3), the total
amount of water diversion has not changed, and all are
[135, 149] × 106 m3.%is indicates that, in the case of severe
water shortage, the influence of unit diversion cost can be
neglected in order to ensure the minimum irrigation quantity
of each crop in every subarea. When the inflow level is low-
medium, medium, and medium-high, the total amount of
water diversion is fluctuated as the unit diversion cost
changes. For example, when the inflow level is low-medium,
the total water diversion of five scenarios is [72.94, 84.97]×

106m3, [72.872, 85.06]× 106m3, [72.94, 85.50]× 106m3,
[72.95, 84.97]× 106m3, and [73.02, 85.06]× 106m3, respec-
tively; similar characteristics exist in the solutions of total
water diversion under the inflow level of medium and me-
dium-high. When the inflow level is high and very high, the
total water diversion is zero. It can be seen that when the
inflow level is extreme, the small fluctuation of the unit di-
version cost has no effect on the total water diversion. When
the inflow level is normal in scenarios of “S3”–“S5,” the lower
bound of total water diversion increases with the decrease in
the unit diversion cost, corresponding to the gradual increase
in the satisfaction degree; the upper bound of total water
diversion firstly decreases and then increases, in accordance
with the satisfaction degree change. According to the results,
it can be obtained that the influence of unit diversion cost
changes on the system benefit and total water diversion needs
to be considered when the inflow level is normal situation.

7. Conclusions

In this study, an inexact inventory theory-based water re-
sources distribution (IIWRD) model has been proposed for
the system of water distribution of a reservoir. %is method
is developed based on three techniques of ITSP, IFMP, and
inventory theory. %erefore, the IIWRD model can not only
indicate various uncertainties expressed as discrete intervals,
probabilistic distributions, membership functions, and their

combinations but also provide recourse measures for the
expected objectives against different random events hap-
pened and the corresponding specific water diversion, in-
cluding total diversion quantity, diversion batch size, and
period. Meanwhile, it also can offer the manager the optimal
schemes under different scenarios in realizing the maximum
system benefit and help decision-makers to avoid the risk of
water shortage. In addition, this method can also provide the
system benefit under different satisfaction degrees and re-
lated schemes of water diversion and agricultural water
allocation and a narrow solution range, which is convenient
for decision-makers to make decisions.

A case of Yuecheng Reservoir in the Zhanghe River Basin
diverting water from upstream and allocating water to ag-
riculture in Handan City and Anyang City has been studied
for demonstrating applicability of the proposedmethodology.
%rough using the inventory theory, not only the optimal
schemes of water diversion (the total diversion quantity,
diversion batch size, and period) under different inflow levels
are obtained but also the actual irrigation quantity of each
crop is gained. %ey will help generate desired policies for
managers with maximized system benefit and satisfaction
degree. Moreover, a variety of uncertainties in the system is
well addressed by the advanced IIWRDmodel. %erefore, the
obtained results can effectively help the reservoir managers to
solve the problems of water diversion and allocation and set
up the optimal management schemes under different inflow
levels and satisfaction degrees. In addition, the uncertainty
analysis of system benefit and water diversion under different
unit diversion costs and various inflow levels indicates that
the developed IIWRD model is applicable for reflecting
uncertainties and solving problems of water distribution of a
reservoir in water resources management system.

Data Availability

%e original data used to support the findings of this study
are included within the article.

Table 5: Diversion quantity under different scenarios of inflow levels and unit diversion cost (106m3).

Inflow levels
Scenarios of unit diversion cost

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
VL [135.00, 149.00] [135.00, 149.00] [135.00, 149.00] [135.00, 149.00] [135.00, 149.00]
L [135.00, 149.00] [135.00, 149.00] [135.00, 149.00] [135.00, 149.00] [135.00, 149.00]
L-M [92.31, 109.48] [92.22, 109.60] [92.31, 110.16] [92.32, 109.48] [92.42, 109.60]
M [72.94, 84.97] [72.87, 85.06] [72.87, 85.50] [72.95, 84.97] [73.02, 85.06]
M-H [52.08, 65.72] [52.00, 65.82] [52.08, 66.30] [52.09, 65.72] [52.17, 65.82]
H 0 0 0 0 0
VH 0 0 0 0 0

Table 4: System benefit and satisfaction degree under different scenarios of unit diversion cost.

Scenarios of unit diversion cost
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

System benefit (106 RMB) [165.12, 231.30] [164.85, 231.63] [165.12, 233.23] [165.15, 231.30] [165.42, 231.63]
Satisfaction degree [0.032, 0.972] [0.028, 0.977] [0.032, 0.999] [0.032, 0.972] [0.036, 0.977]
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